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INTRODUCTION

1 The present annual report of the Economic Commission for Africa covers

the period from 13 April 1980 to 10 April 1981. It has been prepared in
accordance with paragraph 18 of the Commission's terms of reference.

CHAPTER I: ISSUES THAT REQUIRE ACTION BY OR ARE BROUGHT TO THE ATTENTION

OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL

2. At its two hundred and seventeenth meeting held on 10 April 1981, the
Conference of Ministers of the Commission unanimously approved the follow
ing draft resolution for submission to the Economic and Social Council for

action:

A. New and renewable sources of energy 1/ /Resolution 425 TXVlVT"

The Economic and Social Council,

Having considered the report of the Regional Preparatory Meeting on

New and Renewable Sources of Energy in Africa 2/ held at Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia, from 12 to 16 January 1981,

Recalling Economic Commission for Africa resolution 113 (VI) of 2 March
1964 on the utilization of solar energy in Africa, resolution 265 (XII) of
the Conference of Ministers of the Economic Commission for Africa of
23 February 1975 in which it was recommended that the Executive Secretary

should undertake any action needed to ensure that use was made of the
results of solar energy research to benefit the development of African
countries and he was requested to provide maximum possible assistance to

any African country or group of countries which had undertaken Solar energy

research, experimentation or exploitation,

Recalling also the recommendations made by the second African Meeting
on Energy 3/ held at Accra from 8 to 19 November 1976 concerning the develop

ment and utilization of non-conventional sources and new energies,

Bearing in mind resolution 337 (XIV) of the Conference of Ministers of
the Economic Commission for Africa of 27 March 1979 endorsing the recommenda
tion made by the Regional Seminar on Solar Energy 4/ held at Niamey from 8
to 13 January 1979 at which it was decided to establish a Regional Centre

for Solar Energy Research and Development in Africa,

1/ See chapter III, paragraphs 70 and 71 below.

2/ E/CN.14/800 - E/CN.14/TPCW/II/17 - E/CN.14/NRD/E/39.

3/ E/CN.14/665.

4/ E/CN.14/713.
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Taking into account General Assembly resolutions 33/148 of 20 December
1978 and 34/190 of 18 December 1979, in which it was decided to convene at

Nairobi an international conference on new and renewable sources of energy
in August 1981,

Recalling the guiding principles of the Lagos Plan of Action 5/ on the

development of new and renewable sources of energy,

Taking into account also that new and renewable sources of energy

could constitute alternative sources of energy and contribute to the future

development of African countries,

Cognizant of the importance of developing new and renewable sources of

energy in order to meet the requirements for continued economic and social

development, particularly in rural and remote areas,

Stressing the importance of intensive international co-operation and

concerted action and the full commitment of African countries in the field

of new and renewable sources of energy,

Considering that the mastery of various technologies regarding new and

renewable sources of energy and their adaptation to local conditions require

adequate technological infrastructure and appropriate research and develop

ment efforts,

Considering further that genuine development cannot be ensured and that

new technologies cannot be mastered without highly skilled, competent and

motivated staff with the required knowledge, practical experience and sense

of initiative,

1. Endorses the final report of the Regional Preparatory Meeting on

New and Renewable Sources of Energy held at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, from

12 to 16 January 1981 including its Plan of Action and recommendations;

2. Further endorses the regional paper 6/ which reflects the African

position concerning the development and utilization of new and renewable

sources of energy;

3. Expresses its appreciation to the Executive Secretary of the

Economic Commission for Africa for the assistance rendered to African Member

States in the preparatory work for the United Nations Conference on New and

Renewable Sources of Energy to be held at Nairobi, Kenya, from 10 to 21

August 1981;

4. Urges African Member States to be represented at the Conference at

the highest level possible in the field of new and renewable sources of

energy and, acting on the basis of the guidelines set out in the regional

paper, to ensure that their views are fully and equitably reflected in the

international declaration or plan of action to be drawn up by the Conference;

5/ See A/S-ll/14, annex I.

6/ E/CN.14/799.
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5 Further urges African Member States to give high priority to
measures for the implementation of national, subregional and regional
programmes conceived within the framework of the African Plan of Action
for the Development and Utilization of New and Renewable Sources of Energy,

6 Invites African Member States to keep the Executive Secretary of
the Economic-emission for Africa informed on the progress made in the
implementation of this Plan and of any problems and difficulties in this

regard;

7 Urges the Secretary-General to strengthen the Energy Resources

Unit of theEc"onomic Commission for Africa and to allocate the funds
required for carrying out the various tasks related to the promotion and

implementation of the Plan;

8 Requests the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for
Africa*to prepare a progress report on the implementation of the African
Regional Plan of Action for the Development and Utilization of New and
Renewable Sources of Energy and to submit it for consideration at the
ninth meeting of the Conference of Ministers of the Economic Commission

for Africa in 1983.

B. Full regionalization of regional training institutes for population

studies in Africa 7/ /Resolution 426 OCVlVT"

The Economic and Social Council,

Recalling resolution 367 (XIV) of the Conference of Ministers of the
Economic Commission for Africa of 27 March 1979 which requested the Executive
Secretary of that Commission to initiate action to make the Regional Insti
tute for Population Studies at Accra and the Institut de formation et de
recherche demographiques at Yaounde fully regional m character,

Recalling also the action taken by the Conference of Ministers of the
Economic Commission for Africa at its sixth meeting concerning the implement

ation of regionalization of the two institutes, 8/

Further recalling resolution 393 (XV) of the Conference of Ministers of
the Economic Commission for Africa of 12 April 1980 which endorsed the new
statutes of the two institutes and recommended that the statutes should be
submitted through the Economic and Social Council for approval by the General

Assembly,

Noting with satisfaction the action taken by the Executive Secretary of
the Economic Commission for Africa and the Governments of the host countries

of the two institutes to bring about their regionalization, notably through

the organization of sensitization missions within the countries served by
each of the two institutes on the regionalization and activities of the

institutes,

7/ See chapter III, paragraphs 70 and 71 below.

8/ E/1980/27.
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Ch^JZftl n?^/tth ff^isfSCrinT1 the readines* of the Governments of
Ghana and the United Republic of Cameroon to co-operate with the secretariat
in holding a meeting of plenipotentiaries of member States on the future of
the two institutes,

Conscious of the urgent need to bring about the regionalization of the
two institutes,

1. Requests the Secretary-General to ensure that the new statutes of
the institutes annexed to the present resolution are submitted to the
General Assembly at its thirty-sixth session;

2. Recommends that the General Assembly should approve the two statutes
at its thirty-sixth session;

3. Invites all African Member States to participate fully in the meet
ings of plenipotentiaries on the future of the two institutes and to discharge
their financial obligations which will be determined by these meetings in
order that the regional^zation might become effective as soon as possible;

4. Requests the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for
Africa, in collaboration with the Governments of the host countries of the
institutes, to make all the necessary arrangements to ensure that the
regionalization become effective by January 1982 at the latest and to
submit a progress report to the Conference of Ministers of the Economic
Commission for Africa at its next meeting.

Annex

A. Statutes of the Regional Institute for Population Studies

ARTICLE I

Establishment and objectives

1. The Regional Institute for Population Studies (hereinafter referred to
as "the Institute") established in Accra pursuant to the agreement signed
on 3 December 1971 between the United Nations and the Government of the
Republic of Ghana shall be continued in existence under the terms of these
statutes.

2. The primary purpose of the Institute shall be the training of persons
particularly those from the countries set out in the appendix to these

Statutes, specialized in population studies, and the conduct and publica

tion of the results of research in population and related fields in rela
tion to such countries.

3. For the purposes of the preceding paragraph, the Institute shall:

(a) Provide training courses on population and related fields;
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fbi Organize and undertake research on all aspects of population and
related fields both at its headquarters and in the countries served by the

Institute;

fc) Organize in co-operation with appropriate national services and
specialized agencies concerned in other African countries, workshops,
seminars and meetings on national, subregional and regional population

problems;

(d) Provide at the request of the Governments of the countries set out

in appindix to these Statutes such advisory services as may be within its

competence and resources;

(e) Grant degrees, diplomas, certificates or other awards to persons

in respect of courses of study provided by the Institute, and subject to
the approval of the Governing Council, establish for this purpose such
relationships with national universities or similar institutions as may be

appropriate; and,

m Provide documentation in the various fields of population with
respect to Africa to research workers and to national, subregional and

regional organizations.

ARTICLE II

Headquarters of the Institute

1. The headquarters of the Institute shall be in Accra in the Republic of

Ghana.

2 The Government of the Republic of Ghana shall, in an agreement to be
entered into between the Government and the United Nations, provide and
grant as the case may be, such adequate premises, facilities and services
and privileges and immunities as may be required for the effective operation

of the Institute.

ARTICLE III

Status and organization of the Institute

1. The Institute shall be a subsidiary body of the Economic Commission

for Africa.

2. The Institute shall have its own Governing Council.

3. In addition, there shall be an Advisory Board on Studies and Research,
aDirector and other staff of the Institute.

4 The Institute shall, except as may be otherwise providedby the General
Assembly be subject to the Financial Regulations, the Financial Rules and
the Staff Rules of the United Nations and all other administrative issuances

of the Secretary-General.
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ARTICLE IV

The Governing Council

Composition, functions and meetings

1. The Governing Council shall be composed as follows:

(a) The Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa
who shall be ex officio Chairman of the Governing Council;

(b) A representative of the Government of the Republic of Ghana;

. i 5^ uuVf.the countries set ou* ^ the appendix to these Statutes
selected by the Conference of Ministers of the Economic Commission for
Arrica (hereinafter referred to as "the Conference");

Cd) A representative of the United Nations Fund for Population
Activities.

2. The Director of the Institute shall act as Secretary of the Governing
Council and shall signify the acts of the Governing Council.

3. In selecting the members of the Governing Council referred to in sub-
paragraph (cj of paragraph 1 of this article, the Conference shall have
regard to the necessity of maintaining a fair geographical distribution of
selection among the countries set out in the appendix to these Statutes.

4. The members of the Governing Council selected under subparagraph (c)
of paragraph 1 of this article shall hold office for a period of four years
and may be eligible for re-elections provided, however, that in making
selections for the first time, the Conference shall direct that one half of
the countries selected by them shall retire two years after they have been
selected and shall be replaced by the same number of countries selected by
the Conference for that purpose.

5. The members of the Governing Council referred to in subparagraph (c)
of paragraph 1 of this article, shall each designate to represent it on~the
Governing Council, a person who is competent and experienced in the
activities of the Institute.

6. The Governing Council shall:

(a) Prescribe the general principles and policies governing the
operations of the Institute;
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(V) Give directives of a general nature as to the implementation of
the principles and policies governing the operations of the Institute;

(c) Prescribe conditions for the admission of persons to undergo

courses of study provided by the Institute and for the award of degrees,

diplomas or certificates or other awards granted by the Institute;

(d) Prescribe regulations governing the conduct of persons undergoing

courses of study at the Institute;

(e) Examine and approve the work programme of the Institute and their

corresponding budgets;

(f) Review and approve the annual progress report of the Director of

the Institute on the activities of the Institute;

(g) Examine and approve the financial report and accounts of the

Institute for the preceding year;

(h) Present through its Chairman, to the Conference, annual reports on

the work of the Institute;

(ij Determine apart from the office of the Director of the Institute,

the other offices of the Institute.

7. The Governing Council may delegate to a national university or similar

institution with which it has established relationship under subparagraph

(e) of paragraph 3 of article I of these Statutes, the Director of the

Institute or the Advisory Board on Studies and Research any of its functions

as set out in subparagraphs (cj and (d) of paragraph 6 of this article.

8. The Governing Council shall meet in ordinary session once a year and

may hold extraordinary sessions at the request of its Chairman or one

third of its members.

9. Subject to the provisions of these Statutes, the Governing Council shall

adopt its own rules of procedure.

ARTICLE V

The Chairman of the Governing Council

1. The Chairman of the Governing Council shall:

(a) Cause to be prepared the draft agenda of the meetings of the

Governing Council;

(b) Convene and preside over the meetings of the Governing Council;

(cj With the approval of the Governing Council, solicit and receive

on behalf of the Institute, financial and other resources from the speci

alized agencies of the United Nations or other intergovernmental organi

zations, non-governmental organizations and other sources.
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2. The Chairman of the Governing Council may delegate his functions as

set out in subparagraph (cj of paragraph 1 of this article to the Director

of the Institute.

ARTICLE VI

Appointment of staff of the Institute

1. The Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa shall:

(a) By delegation of authority from the Secretary-General of the

United Nations, and upon the recommendation of the Governing Council,

appoint the Director of the Institute;

(b) By delegation of authority from the Secretary-General of the

United Nations appoint other professional staff of the Institute upon the

recommendation of the Director of the Institute.

2. The Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa shall

keep the Governing Council informed of all appointments made by him under

this article.

ARTICLE VII

The Director

1. The Director of the Institute shall be appointed as provided for in

these Statutes, for a period of two years subject to renewal for succeeding

periods of two years each.

2. The Director of the Institute shall act as the legal representative of

the Institute.

3. Subject to such directions of a general nature that the Governing Council

may give, the Director of the Institute shall have responsibility for the

planning, organization and direction of training, research, advisory services

and other activities of the Institute. He shall in particular:

(a) Be responsible for the organization and administration of the

Institute;

(V) Submit for the approval of the Governing Council the work programmes

and corresponding budgets of the Institute;

(cj Be responsible for the carrying out of the activities of the

Institute in accordance with the approved work programmes and corresponding

budgets of the Institute;

(d) Submit for the approval of the Governing Council annual reports on

the activities and financial standing and the accounts of the Institute

including the particulars of existing vacancies in the professional posts

of the Institute for dissemination within the countries set out in the

appendix to these Statutes;
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(e) Transmit to the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission
for Africa the names of all applicants for appointment to the other

professional posts of the Institute;

(f) Subject to such directives as the Executive Secretary of the
Economic Commission for Africa may give, select and appoint persons to

the General Service posts of the Institute;

(g) Make necessary arrangements with national and international organi
zations for the use by such organizations of the services and facilities

provided by the Institute, it being understood that in the case of national

organizations no arrangements shall be made without the approval of the

Governments concerned;

(h) Establish and maintain such contacts with Governments, the United
Nations and its specialized agencies and other organizations as may be neces

sary or desirable for the achievement of the objectives of the Institute;

(i) Undertake other assignments or activities as may be determined by

the Governing Council.

ARTICLE VIII

Advisory Board on Studies and Research

Composition and functions

1. The Advisory Board on Studies and Research (hereinafter referred to

as "the Board"), shall be composed of:

(a) Six persons who are citizens of the countries set out in the

appendix to these Statutes and who may be either university teachers or

experts engaged in work in the field of population or related studies

appointed by the Chairman of the Governing Council, having regard to the
maintenance of a fair distribution of appointments among the countries set

out in the appendix to these Statutes;

(b) Two senior lecturers of the Institute elected by the academic

staff of the Institute from time to time;

(c) The Director of the Institute;

(d) A representative of the Economic Commission for Africa;

(e) The Director of the Population Division of the United Nations

Headquarters;

(f) A representative of the United Nations agencies actively engaged

in giving assistance to the Institute as may be designated by the Executive
Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa;

(gi A representative of the International Union for the Scientific

Study of Population;

(h) A representative of the governmental or non-governmental organiza

tions working in the field of population in one or more of the countries set

out in the appendix to these Statutes as may be designed by the Executive

Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa;
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(i) A representative of the Ministry responsible for demographic
questions of the Government of Ghana;

(jj The President of the Association of former students of the

Institute;

(k) A representative of the student body of the Institute selected

for that purpose by the student body of the Institute.

2. The members of the Board appointed, designated or elected by the

Chairman of the Governing Council and the academic staff of the Institute

shall be appointed, designated or elected as the case may be, to service

on two successive meetings of the Board and may be eligible for reappoint-

ment, designation or election.

3. The member of the Board elected by the student body of the Institute

shall be elected to serve on one meeting of the Board and may be eligible

for re-election.

4. The Board shall at the beginning of each of its meetings, elect its

Chairman from among its members specified in subparagraph (a) of paragraph 1

of this article.

5. The Director of the Institute shall provide secretarial services for

the Board.

6. The Board shall have the following powers and duties:

(a) To propose for adoption by the Governing Council the activities

to be undertaken by the Institute;

(b) To give advice to the Director of the Institute on the design

of courses of study and research programmes of the Institute;

(cj To satisfy itself regarding the context and academic standard of

any course of study in respect of a degree, diploma, certificate or other

award of the Institute and examine any relationship entered into between

the Institute with any university or similar institution in pursuance of

the provisions of subparagraph (e) of paragraph 3 of article I of these

Statutes and to report its findings thereon to the Governing Council;

(dj) To propose for adoption by the Governing Council conditions regarding

the eligibility of persons for admission to courses of study for a degree,

diploma, certificate or other award of the Institute and for obtaining of

any degree, diploma, certificate or other award of the Institute;

(e) To propose for adoption by the Governing Council the standard of

proficiency to be attained in each examination for a degree, diploma, certi

ficate or other award of the Institute;

(f) To propose for adoption by the Governing Council regulations

governing the conduct of persons undergoing courses of study at the

Institute;
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ftf) To initiate proposals relating to the conduct of the Institute
generally, and to discussany matter relating to the Institute and to make
representations thereon to the Governing Council.

7 The Board may delegate to a national university or similar institution
with which it has established relationship under subparagraph (e) ofpar-
a£aph 3 of article I of these Statutes or the Director of the Institute
any of its functions as set out in subparagraphs (d), (e) and (f) of

paragraph 6 of this article.

8. The Board shall meet at least once every two years upon its convocation
by its Chairman or the Governing Council.

9 Subject to the provisions of this article, the Board shall determine
its own rules of procedure including its quorum, the convening of its
ordinary or extraordinary meetings, and the conduct of business thereat and
at other times.

ARTICLE IX

Assistance by the secretariat of the
Economic Commission for Africa

The secretariat of the Economic Commission for Africa shall assist the
Institute in every possible way in order to facilitate its work In partic
ular the Economic Commission for Africa shall at the request of the
Institute make available to the Institute qualified staff to give lectures,
to assist in supervising research and to participate m seminars of the

Institute.

ARTICLE X

Co-operation with organizations, etc_.

The Institute shall establish such relationships with the United Nations
and its specialized agencies and other organizations and with Governments,
diversities or similar institutions and research organizations in the
countries set out in the appendix to these Statutes as may be necessary or
desirable for the achievement of the objectives of the Institute.

ARTICLE XI

Financial resources and rules governing the

financial management of the Institute

1 The Institute shall derive its finances from contributions made by the
Govern s of the countries set out in the appendix to these Statutes> as
may be determined from time to time by the Conference and by the United
Nations Fund for Population Activities.
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£
ARTICLE XII

Amendments

These Statutes may, on the recommendation of the Conference of African
Planners, Statisticians and Demographers, be amended by the Conference.

Appendix

Botswana, Ethiopia, the Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, the
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Malawi, Mauritius, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Somalia,
the Sudan, Swaziland, Uganda, the United Republic of Tanzania, Zambia and
Zimbabwe.

B* Statutes of the "Institut de formation et de recherche demographiques"

ARTICLE I

Establishment and objectives

1. The Institut de formation et de recherche demographiques (hereinafter
referred to as "the Institute") established in Yaounde pursuant to the
agreement signed on 9 November 1971 between the United Nations and the

Government of the United Republic of Cameroon shall be continued in existence
under the terms of these Statutes.

2. The primary purpose of the Institute shall be the training of demographers
particularly those from the countries set out in the appendix to these Statutes
and the conduct and publication of the results of research in population and *
related fields in relation to such countries.

3. For the purposes of the preceding paragraph, the Institute shall:

(a) Provide training courses in population and related fields;

(b) Organize and undertake research on all aspects of population and
related fields both at its headquarters and in the countries served by the
Institute;

_ (£) Organize in co-operation with appropriate national services and
specialized agencies concerned in other African countries, workshops, semin
ars and meetings on national, subregional and regional population problems;
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its competence and resources;

appropriate; and

m Provide documentation in the various fields of P°P»!«"»" «
respect to Jfrica to research workers and to national, subregional and
regional organizations.

ARTICLE II

Headquarters of the Institute,

1. The headquarters of the Institute shall be in Yaounde in the United
Republic of Cameroon.

9 The Government of the United Republic of Cameroon shall, in an agreement

the Institute.

ARTICLE III

Status and organization of the Institute

1. The Institute shall be a subsidiary body of the Economic Commission for

Africa.

2. The Institute shall have its own Governing Council.

3 in addition, there shall be an Advisory Board on Studies and Research,
a'Director and other staff of the Institute.

of the Secretary-General.

ARTICLE IV

The Governing Council

rnmposition, functions and meetings

1. The Governing Council shall be composed as follows:

fa} The Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa,
who shall be ex officio Chairman of the Governing Council;
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Cameroon;
(V) A representative of the Government of the United Republic of

7 «.-j v u % Vhe countries set ou* in the appendix to these Statutes
selected by the Conference of Ministers of the Economic Commission for
Africa (hereinafter referred to as "the Conference");

_ _(d) A representative of the United Nations Fund for Population
Activities. r

2 The Director of the Institute shall act as Secretary of the Governing
Council and shall signify the acts of the Governing Council. verninS

3. In selecting the members of the Governing Council referred to in sub-
IZllTt ir5 °f paraSraP* 1 of this article, the Conference shall have
regard to the necessity of maintaining a fair geographical distribution
of selection among the countries set out in the appendix to these Statutes.

4. The members of the Governing Council selected under subparagraph (c)
f Sj.«Fn ± ui Liiib arricie snail hold office for a period of four years

and may be eligible for re-election provided, however, that in making selec
tions for the first time, the Conference shall direct that one half of the
countries selected by them shall retire two years after they have been
selected and shall be replaced by the same number of countries selected
Dy the Conference for that purpose.

5 The meeting of the Governing Council referred to in subparagraph (c)
of paragraph 1 of this article, shall each designate to represent it on
the Governing Council, a person who is competent and experienced in the
activities of the Institute.

6. The Governing Council shall:

(a) Prescribe the general principles and policies governing the opera
tions of the Institute;

(b) Give directives of a general nature as to the implementation of
the principles and policies governing the operations of the Institute;

(c_) Prescribe conditions for the admission of persons to undergo
courses of study provided by the Institute and for the award of degrees
diplomas or certificates or other awards granted by the Institute;

(d) Prescribe regulations governing the conduct of persons undergoing
courses of study at the Institute;
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(ej Examine and approve the work programme of the Institute and

their corresponding budgets;

(F) Review and approve the annual progress report of the Director of
the Institute on the activities of the Institute;

(g) Examine and approve the financial report and accounts of the

Institute for the preceding year;

(y Present through its Chairman, to the Conference, annual reports

on the work of the Institute;

(i) Determine apart from the office of the Director of the Institute,

the other offices of the Institute and the organizational chart of the

Institute.

7. The Governing Council may delegate to a national university or similar

institution with which it has established relationship under subparagraph

(ej of paragraph 3 of article I of these Statutes, the Director of the

Institute or the Advisory Board on Studies and Research any of its functions
as set out in subparagraphs (c_) and (d) of paragraph 6 of this article.

8. The Governing Council shall meet in ordinary session once a year and
may hold extraordinary sessions at the request of its Chairman or one

third of its members.

9. Subject to the provisions of these Statutes, the Governing Council

shall adopt its own rules of procedure.

ARTICLE V

The Chairman of the Governing Council

1. The Chairman of the Governing Council shall:

(a) Cause to be prepared the draft agenda of the meetings of the

Governing Council;

(b) Convene and preside over the meetings of the Governing Council;

(c) With the approval of the Governing Council, solicit and receive

on behalf of the Institute, financial and other resources from the special
ized agencies of the United Nations or other intergovernmental organizations,

non-governmental organizations and other sounces.

2. The Chairman of the Governing Council may delegate his functions as

set out in subparagraph (c) of paragraph 1 of this article to the Director

of the Institute.

ARTICLE VI

Appointment of staff of the Institute

1. The Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa shall:
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(a) By delegation of authority from the Secretary-General of the

United Nations, and upon the recommendation of the Governing Council,

appoint the Director of the Institute;

(b) By delegation of authority from the Secretary-General of the

United Nations appoint other professional staff of the Institute upon the

recommendation of the Director of the Institute.

2. The Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa shall

keep the Governing Council informed of all appointments made'by him under

this article.

ARTICLE VII

The Director

1. The Director of the Institute shall be appointed as provided for in

these Statutes, for a period of two years subject to renewal for succeeding

periods of two years each.

2. The Director of the Institute shall act as the legal representative of

the Institute.

3. Subject to such directions of a general nature that the Governing

Council may give, the Director of the Institute shall have responsibility

for the planning, organization and direction of training, research, advisory

services and other activities of the Institute. He shall in particular:

(a/) Be responsible for the organization and administration of the

Institute;

(b) Submit for the approval of the Governing Council the work programmes

and corresponding budgets of the Institute;

(c) Be responsible for the carrying out of the activities of the Institute

in accordance with the approved work programmes and corresponding budgets

of the Institute;

(d) Disseminate within the countries set out in the appendix to these

Statutes all vacancies within the Institute;

(ej Submit for the approval of the Governing Council annual reports on

the activities and financial standing and the accounts of the Institute

including the particulars of all existing vacancies in the Institute;

(f) Transmit to the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission

for Africa the names of all applicants for appointment, to all posts of

the Institute;

(g) Subject to such directives as the Executive Secretary of the

Economic Commission for Africa may give, select and appoint persons to

the General Service posts of the Institute;
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(h) Make necessary arrangements with national and international

organizations for the use by such organizations of the services and
facilities provided by the Institute, it being understood that in the case

of national organizations no arrangements shall be made without the approval

of the Governments concerned;

(i) Establish and maintain such contacts with Governments, the United

Nations and its specialized agencies and other organizations as may be

necessary or desirable for the achievement of the objectives of the Institute;

Q) Undertake other assignments or activities as may be determined by

the Governing Council.

ARTICLE VIII

Advisory Board on Studies and Research

Composition and functions

1. The Advisory Board on Studies and Research (hereinafter referred to as

"the Board"), shall be composed of:

(a) Six persons who are citizens of the countries set out in the

appendix to these Statutes and who may be either university teachers or

experts engaged in work in the field of population or related studies

appointed by the Chairman of the Governing Council, having regard to the

maintenance of a fair distribution of appointments among the countries set

out in the appendix to these Statutes;

(V) Two lecturers of the Institute elected by the academic staff of

the Institute from time to time;

(cj The Director of the Institute;

(d) A representative of the Economic Commission for Africa;

(e) The Director of the Population Division of the United Nations

Headquarters;

(f) A representative of the United Nations agencies actively engaged

in giving assistance to the Institute as may be designated by the Executive

Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa;

(£) A representative of the International Union for the Scientific

Study of population;

(h) A representative of the governmental or non-governmental organiza

tions working in the field of population in one or more of the countries set
out in the appendix to these Statutes as may be designated by the Executive

Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa;

(i) A representative of the Ministry responsible for population matters

of the Government of the United Republic of Cameroon;
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The President of the Association of former students of the

Institute;

(k) A representative of the student body of the Institute selected

for that purpose by the student body of the Institute.

2. The members of the Board appointed, designated or elected by the

Chairman of the Governing Council and the academic staff of the Institute

shall be appointed, designated or elected as the case may be, to serve on

two successive meetings of the Board and may be eligible for-reappointment,

designation or election.

3. The member of the Board elected by the student body of the Institute

shall be elected to serve on one meeting of the Board and may be eligible

for re-election.

4. The Board shall at the beginning of each of its meetings, elect its

Chairman from among its members specified in subparagraph (a) of paragraph 1

of this article.

5. The Director of the Institute shall provide secretarial services for

the Board.

6. The Board shall have the following powers and duties:

(aj To propose for adoption by the Governing Council the activities

to be undertaken by the Institute;

(V) To give advice to the Director of the Institute on the design of

courses of study and research programmes of the Institute;

(c) To satisfy itself regarding the context and academic standard of

any course of study in respect of a degree, diploma, certificate or other

award of the Institute and examine any relationship entered into between

the Institute with any university or similar institution in pursuance of

the provisions of subparagraph (ej of paragraph 3 of article I of these

Statutes and to report its findings thereon to the Governing Council;

(d) To propose for adoption by the Governing Council conditions regard

ing the eligibility of persons for admission to courses of study for a

degree, diploma, certificate or other award of the Institute and for obtain

ing of any degree, diploma, certificate or other award of the Institute;

(e) To propose for adoption by the Governing Council the standard of

proficiency to be attained in each examination for a degree, diploma, certi

ficate or other award of the Institute;

(f) To propose for adoption by the Governing Council regulations

governing the conduct of persons undergoing courses of study at the

Institute;

g) To initiate proposals relating to the conduct of the Institute

generally, and to discuss any matter relating to the Institute and to make

representations thereon to the Governing Council.
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7 The Board may delegate to a national university or similar institution
with which it has established relationship under subparagraph (cj or parag
raph 3 of article I of these Statutes or the Director of the Institute any

of its functions as set out in subparagraphs (<D, (e) and (£) of paragraph 6

of this article.

8. The Board shall meet at least once every two years upon its convocation

by its Chairman or the Governing Council.

9. Subject to the provisions of this article, the Board shall determine
its own rules of procedure including its quorum, the convening of its
ordinary or extraordinary meetings, and the conduct of business thereat

and at other times.

ARTICLE IX

Assistance by the secretariat of the

Economic Commission for Africa

The secretariat of the Economic Commission for Africa shall assist the
Institute in every possible way in order to facilitate its work. In
particular, the Economic Commission for Africa shall at the request of the
Institute make available to the Institute qualified staff to give lectures,
to assist in supervising research and to participate in seminars of the

Institute.

ARTICLE X

Co-operation with organizations, etc.

The Institute shall establish such relationships with the United Nations
and its specialized agencies and other organizations and with Governments,

universities or similar institutions and research organizations in the
countries set out in the appendix to these Statutes, as may be necessary or
desirable for the achievement of the objectives of the Institute.

ARTICLE XI

Financial resources and rules governing the
financial management of the Institute

1 The Institute shall derive its finances from contributions made by
Governments of the countries set out in the appendix to these Statutes as

may be determined from time to time by the Conference and by the United

Nations Fund for Population Activities.

2 The Institute may derive further resources in cash or in kind from the
United Nations and its specialized agencies, other intergovernmental organiza
tions, governments and non-governmental organizations and other sources.

Acceptance b/ the Institute of offers of such further assistance shall, in
every case, be subject to the decision of the Chairman of the Governing
Council, in consultation with the Director of the Institute and in accordance
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with the basic aims of the Institute and the relevant provisions of the
rules governing the financial management of the Institute. The Chairman
of the Governing Council shall report on the matter to the Governing
Council at its next session.

ARTICLE XII

Amendments

These Statutes may, on the recommendation of the Conference of African
Planners, Statisticians and Demographers, be amended by the Conference.

Appendix

Algeria, Benin, Burundi, the Central African Republic, Chad, the Comoros
the Congo, Djibouti, Gabon, Guinea, the Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Mali,
Mauritania, Mauritius, Morocco, the Niger, Senegal, Seychelles, Togo, Tunisia,
the United Republic of Cameroon, the Upper Volta and Zaire.

C Implications of General Assembly resolutions 52/197 and 33/202 on the
restructuring of the economic and social sectors of the United Nations
system for the regional commissions 9/ jp^i^^ irr CxvijT

The Economic and Social Council,

Recalling General Assembly resolutions 32/197 of 20 December 1977 and

33/202 of 29 January 1979 on the restructuring of the economic and social
sectors of the United Nations system so as to make them more fully capable
of dealing with problems of international economic co-operation and develop
ment in a comprehensive and effective manner,

Recalling resolution 330 (XIV) of the Conference of Ministers of the
Economic Commission for Africa of 27 March 1979 on the restructuring of
intergovernmental machinery for development and co-operation in Africa,

Grateful for all actions so far taken to implement the requirements of
General Assembly resolutions 32/197 and 33/202, particularly those relating
to section IV of the annex to resolution 32/197, on structures for regional
and interregional co-operation,

Recalling resolutions 332 (XIV) of 27 March 1979 and 398 (XV) of

2 April 1980 of the Conference of Ministers of the Economic Commission for

Africa on the Development Strategy for Africa for the Third Development
Decade and the Plan of Action for the Implementation of the Monrovia

Strategy for African Development respectively, both of which led to the

adoption by the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the Organiza
tion of African Unity of the Lagos Plan of Action 10/ for the Implementation
of the Monrovia Strategy for the Economic Development of Africa,

9/ See chapter III, paragraphs 70 and 71 below.

10/ See A/S-ll/14, annex I.
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Recalling also the resolution of the Organization of African Unity on
the participation of Africa in international negotiations,

Recalling General Assembly resolution 35/56 of 5 December 1980 which
proclaimed the Third United Nations Development Decade and adopted the
International Development Strategy for the Third United Nations Development
Decade, aimed at implementing the goals and objectives of the Declaration
and Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New International Economic
Order and of which the Lagos Plan of Action should be considered an integral

part,

Recalling also General Assembly resolution 35/64 of 5 December 1980 on
special measures for the social and economic development of Africa in the
1980s adopted after consideration of the Lagos Plan of Action,

Conscious that the important part played by the Economic Commission for
Africa in the preparation of the Monrovia Strategy and the Lagos Plan of
Action reflects faithfully an important element of the role of the Commission
as the main general economic and social development centre within the United

Nations system for the African region,

Taking note of General Assembly decision 35/440 of 16 December 1980, in
which the General Assembly decided, inter alia, to invite the regional
commissions to consider further at their plenary sessions in 1981 the
implications for their role and functions of General Assembly resolutions
32/197 and 33/202, in the light, inter alia, of the observations and
recommendations contained in the report of the Secretary-General 11/ on
development and international economic co-operation: Implications of General
Assembly resolutions 32/197 and 39/202 for the regional commissions, partic

ularly paragraphs 76 to 79 thereof, and to report thereon for action by the
General Assembly at its thirty-sixth session, through the Economic and
Social Council in the context of its consideration of the report ofthe
Secretary-General called for under General Assembly resolution 34/206 of

19 December 1979,

Having noted the afore-mentioned report of the Secretary-General and the
note of the secretariat of the Economic Commission for Africa relating to

it, 12/ and having considered carefully those documents,

Taking account of the dimensions and characteristics of the challenge
of socio-economic change which confronts African Member States individually

and collectively in the 1980s,

Firmly convinced of the role of economic co-operation in the process
of bringing about structural change, self-reliance and self-sustainment,

11/ A/35/546.

12/ E/CN.14/811.
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Aware that the limited resources of the United Nations system require
to be applied at the point of optimum effect within the African region and
convinced of the catalytic as well as integrative role which the Economic
Commission for Africa now plays in the promotion of self-reliance and self-
sustainment,

Appreciative of the support provided by the Administrator of the United
Nations Development Programme for strengthening the role of the Economic
Commission for Africa as an executing agency,

1. Endorses the analysis contained in the report of the Secretary-
General which reflects generally the role of the regional commissions in
the United Nations system;

2. Requests the General Assembly to make available to the Economic
Commission for Africa the necessary resources so as to enable it fully to
play its role under the authority of the General Assembly and the Economic
and Social Council as the main general economic and social development
centre within the United Nations system for the African region;

3. Appeals to the Secretary-General to intensify his efforts to
decentralize the relevant activities and redeploy the associated manpower
and financial resources to the secretariat of the Economic Commission for
Africa so as to strengthen the capacity of the secretariat to respond effect
ively to the growing requests from African Member States particularly in
relation to the International Development Strategy for the Third United
Nations Development Decade;

4. Calls upon the Secretary-General to involve the regional commissions
in all preparations for the meetings of the Second and Third Committees of
the General Assembly and in particular to arrange for the executive secret
aries to address the Second Committee on the economic and social conditions
of their respective regions as well as on the programmes of work and prior
ities of their commissions;

5- Also calls upon the Secretary-General to ensure the involvement
of the executive secretaries of the regional commissions in the Administrative
Committee on Co-ordination by making them full members of that Committee;

6. Further calls upon the Secretary-General to ensure the involvement

of the executive secretaries in such other machinery as might enable the

regional commissions effectively to exercise their responsibilities for co

ordination at the regional level in accordance with the requirements of
General Assembly resolutions 32/197 and 33/202;

7. While congratulating the United Nations Development Programme for

its financial contributions to the secretariat of the Economic Commission
for Africa for the implementation of development projects, calls on the
Administrator of that Programme and the Executive Director of the United

Nations Fund for Population Activities to intensify their efforts to provide
more resources to the Economic Commission for Africa so as to enable it to

carry out more effectively its task as an executing agency of projects of

the United Nations Development Programme and the United Nations Fund for
Population Activities in the African region;
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8. Requests the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for

Africa to intensify his efforts to strengthen the relations between the
Commission and United Nations Headquarters on the one hand, and between

the Commission and the specialized agencies and other organs, organizations

and bodies of the United Nations system on the other, so as to achieve the

objective of effective leadership and co-ordination within the United Nations

system in the African region;

9. Calls upon the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission

for Africa to strengthen the relationship between the Commission and the

other regional commissions with a view not only to strengthening inter

regional co-operation at the United Nations Secretariat level but also to

enabling the regional commissions to play a greater role in South-South

economic and technical co-operation^

10. Appeals to the Secretary-General and the heads of the specialized

agencies and other bodies within the United Nations system as well as the

other regional commissions to give the necessary support to the initiatives

of the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa so that the

resources of the system may be properly co-ordinated so as to respond effect

ively to the development and economic growth needs of the African region.

D. Programmes of work and priorities of the Economic Commission for

Africa for 1982-1985 13/ /Resolution 428 TXVlVT"

The Economic and Social Council,

Having examined and discussed the revised programme of work and prior-
ities for 1980-1981 14/ and the proposed programme of work and priorities

for 1982-1983 15/ approved by the Conference of Ministers of the Economic

Commission for Africa,

Bearing in mind that the Commission's medium-term plan for 1980-1983 16/

was considered and approved at the eighteenth meeting of its Executive

Committee and that the Commission's programme of work and priorities for

1980-1981 and 1982-1983 were based on it,

Taking into consideration the explanation given by the Commission's

secretariat that:

(a) The programmes reflected a realistic appraisal of the prospects

of obtaining funds in view of the decisions of the General Assembly to

place restrictions on the growth of the programme budget,

(b) The programmes were based on a hard core of priority projects con

sistent with the International Development Strategy for the third United

13/ See chapter III, paragraphs 70 and 71 below.

14/ E/CN.14/707/Rev.2.

15/ E/CN.14/790.

16/ E/CN.14/TEC0/40.
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Nations Development Decade 17/ and the Lagos Plan of Action 18/ and which
had been considered by numerous subsidiary bodies of the Commission and
after taking into account projects which were considered to be of low
priority, of marginal usefulness, obsolete or ineffective,

Taking note that the programmes are based on assessments of re
sources available or likely to be available and incorporated in a programme
budget submitted for consideration by the General Assembly,

1 Notes that, in accordance with the manner in which the United Nations
programme~budiet was determined after the preparation of the programme, the
programmes of work and priorities had no quantitative targets or budget

estimates;

2 Recommends that the two programme documents be updated on the basis
of decisions reached in the latest round of meetings of the Multinational
Programming and Operational Centres of the Commission;

3. Approves the Commission's programme of work and priorities for

1982-1983;

4 Urges the Secretary-General to do all in his power to provide ade
quate res3u?c7s for the Commission to enable it to implement fully its work
programme in view of the growing economic and social problems of Africa.

217th meeting.

10 April 1981.

3. The Economic and Social Council is also requested to amend article 5
of the terms of reference of the Commission by adding Zimbabwe as the fif
tieth member of the Commission and deleting article 6 (b) which relates to
the associate membership of Powers which are responsible for the interna
tional relations of African Territories.

17/ General Assembly resolution 35/56,

18/ See A/S-ll/14, annex I.
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CHAPTER II: WORK OF THE COMMISSION SINCE 13 APRIL 1980

A. Activities of subsidiary bodies

4 During the period under review, the Commission organized the second
meeting of the Technical Preparatory Committee of the Whole for the consid
eration of its report (see chapter III, paragraphs 70 and 71 below). For
further information on the activities of subsidiary bodies, see annex II

to the present report.

B. Other activities

5 The activities carried out under the Commission's programme of work for
1980-1981 and in accordance with the relevant resolutions of the General
Assembly, the Economic and Social Council and the Conference of Ministers,
are described below. Additional information will be found in the Biennial
Report of the Executive Secretary for 1979-1980 (E/CN.14/695).

6 During the period under review, 13 April 1980 - 10 April 1981, the sec
retariat serviced the session of the Commission, the meeting of the Coherence
of Ministers, the meetings of its subsidiary bodies and special meetings held

under the auspices of the Commission.

7 The performance of the agricultural sector in the developing countries
of Africa continued to be poor during the period under review This poor
performance, which resulted in decreasing self-sufficiency m food and
increasing imports of foodstuffs, led to the adoption by the second extraor
dinary session of the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the
Organization of African Unity (OAU) of the Lagos Plan of Action, which puts
great emphasis on agriculture, and more particularly on the prevention o±
food losses, food security and the increase of food production.

8 Following the guidelines of the Development Strategy for Africa for the
Third United Nations Development Decade as adopted in Conference of Ministers
resolution 332 (XIV) and the Monrovia Strategy for the Economic Development
of Africa the basic emphasis of the programme in development planning,
projections and policies for 1979/1980 was to assess the development trends
and prospects in the region in the light of the Development Strategy for

Africa.

9 As far as education and training are concerned, operationally the secre
tariat focused on training staff development officers and instructors, the
training of trainers, non-formal education, the establishment and operation
of viable employer occupation counselling and guidance services within
personnel agencies, maximization of the use of national mass media facilities
and techniques for employee skill development, the development and flow or
funds for the operation of training functions and the integration and devel

opment of fellowship programmes.

10 The report of the first session of the Intergovernmental Regional Com
mittee on Human Settlements was presented to the Conference of Ministers
meeting in Rabat, Morocco, in March 1979. Owing to the lack of resources,
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however, the Committee did not hold its planned meeting in 1979 and no
review of the work programme was possible until the second session which
was held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, from 28 July to 1 August 1980.

11. The national process of industrial restructuring has been the overriding
characteristic of the secretariat's programme for industrial development in
Arrica. The secretariat has initiated and is implementing sectoral develop
ment programmes in the chemicals,metals, engineering, food and agro-industries
and the building materials and construction industries - all of which are
basic industries that are considered strategic for African industrialization.

12. Intra-African trade continued to remain at a very low level, accounting
in 1980 only for 45 per cent of the region's total trade, compared with
about 24.6 per cent and 19.3 per cent for Latin America and developing Asia
respectively. During the period under review the secretariat endeavoured
to provide substantial assistance to member States in their efforts to

promote subregional trade as a key element in the creation and/or strength
ening of subregional economic groupings viewed as foundations for an All-
African integration scheme.

13. The manpower subprogramme is concerned with the appraisal of manpower
policies and the effectiveness and subsequent development of related machinery
for manpower planning; the provision of technical assistance and advisory
services in the foundation of manpower policies, plans and programmes; and
training for the development and effective utilization of manpower. During
the period under review, manpower surveys and analyses were undertaken in
respect of the basic metal, engineering, chemicals, agro-food and building
and construction industries.

14. As far as natural resources are concerned, the second meeting of pleni
potentiaries of the African Remote Sensing Council-and the inaugural meetings
of the Regional Management Committees were held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
from 11 to 15 August 1980.

15. During the period under review, the main activities of the Energy Re
sources Unit of the secretariat concentrated on encouraging the exploration
and systematic planning and optimum development of energy resources in
Africa, the promotion of multinational co-operation in their exploration
and use of energy resources and technical co-operation. A Regional Prepar
atory Meeting on New and Renewable Sources of Energy was organized by the

secretariat from 12 to 16 January 1981 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

16. The activities in water resources development have had as their primary
objectives assistance in the planning and development of national water re
sources and the development of international water resources consistent with

national policies and suited to the needs of African countries. To this end
and in compliance with Conference of Ministers resolution 339 (XIV) the
secretariat organized a Regional Meeting on Problems and Needs of Africa in

Community Water Supply and Sanitation from 4 to 8 August 1980 in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia.
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17 As for cartography, the secretariat continued to pursue the task of
strengthening the'regional centres it had set up at Ile-Ife, Nigeria, and
Nairobi, Kenya.

18 In the environmental field and in response to the Lagos Plan of Action,
the secretariat has been involved in areas of environmental assessment and
management which have been identified as of priority concern to the region,
and it is implementing a joint project on the development of marine science
and technology in Africa and organizing a workshop in Lagos later in 1981.

19 During the period under review, the secretariat's work in the field of
population within the region continued to focus on the creation of awareness
of the long and short-term implications of population trends for economic
and social development. The secretariat also planned and organized various

meetings, conferences and seminars.

20 In the public administration, management and finance fields, the secre
tariat undertook a study mission on governmental structures in French-
speaking African countries. The report of this study will be used to draft
a working document which will be submitted to subregional meetings of offi
cials responsible for public administration to be held m 1981.

21 The secretariat took part in the planning of and participated in a
Conference for African countries on technical co-operation among developing
countries (TCDC) which was organized by the United Nations Development Prog
ramme (UNDP) in Nairobi, Kenya, from 11 to 20 May 1980. Similarly, it par
ticipated in a two-day meeting organized by OAU in Paris on 9 and 10 June
1980 with funding from the United Nations Interim Fund for Science and

Technology.

22 The secretariat organized the third Conference of African Ministers of
Social Affairs, preceded by an Expert Group meeting, which was held at
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, from 6 to 8 October 1980. This Conference considered
the general principles and policies of the African Centre for Applied Research
and Training in Social Development (ACARTSOD) and approved its programme of
activities Lid budget for the biennium 1981-1982. In May 1980 in collabora
tion with the Union nationale des femmes du Mali, the secretariat conducted
a co-operative seminar for rural women using the vernacular language.

23 During the last few years the secretariat's programme on statistics has
been progressively adapted to meet the expected data requirements of Africa
during the Third United Nations Development Decade. The secretariat there
fore organized a bilingual training course in national accounts at Rabat,
Morocco, in May 1980. Similarly a regional working group on civil registra
tion and vital statistics collection met at Nairobi, Kenya, in July 1980 and
established guidelines for a concerted effort in this area.

24 As for transport, communications and tourism, much has been done to
implement the United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa.
In April 1980 the secretariat was invited to participate in a seminar on

regional co-operation sponsored jointly by the European Economic Community
(EEC) and the African, Caribbean and Pacific countries' secretariat for coun
tries of East Africa and the islands of the Indian Ocean. The third meeting
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of the Inter-agency Co-ordinating Committee on the Decade was held in Addis

Ababa, Ethiopia, on 15 and 16 October 1980. The meeting considered, inter

alia, a progress report on the implementation of the Decade, the role of the

secretariat as lead agency in the implementation of the Decade, the mobil

ization of funds for the implementation of the Decade and arrangements for
follow-up technical consultative meetings between Governments and potential
donors.

C. Relations with specialized agencies and other organizations

25. In his Biennial report for 1979-1980 (E/CN.14/695) the Executive Secretary
described in chapter VIII, pages 109-114, the co-operation of the Commission
and its secretariat with the United Nations specialized agencies and other

international organizations as well as with their secretariats.
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CHAPTER III: SIXTEENTH SESSION OF THE COMMISSION - SEVENTH MEETING OF

THE CONFERENCE OF MINISTERS

A. Attendance and organization of work

1 The sixteenth session of the Commission and seventh meeting of the
Conference of Ministers consisting of six meetings was held in Freetown,
Sierra Leone, from 6 to 10 April 1981. The session was opened at 4 p.m. on
6 April 1981 by Comrade Tekola Dejene on behalf of the outgoing Chairman of
the sixth meeting of the Conference of Ministers, Comrade Hailu Yemenu,
Senior Minister and Secretary-General of the Central Planning Supreme Council
of Ethiopia, who welcomed the Zimbabwean delegation which was attending the
Conference for the first time as the fiftieth member of the Commission. A
statement was made by His Excellency Dr. Siaka Stevens, President of
Sierra Leone. A message from the Secretary-General of the United Nations
on the occasion of the seventh meeting of the Conference of Ministers was
read out by the Executive Secretary. A statement was made by Mr. Edem Kodjo,
Secretary-General of OAU. Mr. K. Kpetigo, Minister of Industry of Togo,
expressed, on behalf of all States members of ECA, the ECA secretariat and
all participants, appreciation to the people and Government of Sierra Leone

for their warm welcome and hospitality.

2 The session was attended by representatives of the following States
members of the Commission: Algeria, Angola, Benin, Botswana, Burundi the
Central African Republic, the Comoros, the Congo, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea,
Ethiopia, Gabon, the Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, the Ivory Coast,
Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Mali, Mauritania,

Morocco, Mozambique, the Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Sao Tome and Principe,
Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, the Sudan, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, the
United Republic of Cameroon, the United Republic of Tanzania, the Upper

Volta, Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

3 The following States Members of the United Nations were represented by
observers in accordance with paragraph 9 of the Commission's terms of refer
ence- Cuba, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, the German Democratic

Republic, India, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, the United States of America and Yugoslavia. The Holy See, a
State not a Member of the United Nations, was also represented by an

observer.

4 The meeting was attended by representatives of the United Nations Depart
ment of International Economic Co-operation, the United Nations Department
of Technical Co-operation for Development, the United Nations S^no-Sahelian
Office (UNSO), the United Nations Centre for Human Settlements (UNCHS), the

United Nations Centre for Science and Technology for Development, the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), the United Nations
Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), the United Nations Children s
Fund (UNICEF), the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP1 and the World Food
Council (WFC"1. In accordance with paragraph 11 of the Commission's terms
of reference', the following specialized agencies were represented: the In
ternational Labour Organisation (ILO), the Food and Agriculture Organization
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of the United Nations (FAO), the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the International Civil Aviation Organiza-

l^ £SS?}' the W°rld Health Organization (WHO), the International Monetary
Fund (IMF), the Universal Postal Union (UPU), the Intergovernmental Maritime
Consultative Organization (IMCO), the World Intellectual Property Organiza
tion (WIPO) and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) The
UNCTAD/GATT International Trade Centre was also represented.

5. The following intergovernmental organizations were represented in ac
cordance with paragraph 11 of the Commission's terms of reference- the
Africa Regional Co-ordinating Committee for the Integration of Women in
Development, the African Centre for Applied Research and Training in Social
Development (ACARTSOD), the African Centre for Monetary Studies (ACMS) the
African Development Bank (ADB), the African Institute for Higher Technical
Training and Research, the African Regional Centre for Technology (ARCT)
the Association of African Central Banks (AACB), the Association of African
Trade Promotion Organizations (AATPO), the Commission of the European Com
munities (CEC), the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA), the
Customs and Economic Union of Central Africa (UDEAC), the Economic Community
of the Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL), the Economic Community of West African
States (ECOWAS), the Institute for Economic Development and Planning (IDEP),
the Institut de formation et de recherche demographiques (IFORD), the Mano
River Union, the Niger Basin Authority, the Organization of African Unity
(OAU), the Regional Centre for Services in Surveying and Mapping, the
Regional Centre for Training in Aerial Surveys, the Regional Institute for
Population Studies (RIPS), the Trans-African Highway Authority, the West
Africa Rice Development Association (WARDA) and the West African Clearing
House (WACH). s

6. In accordance with paragraph 14 of the Commission's terms of reference
the Association of African Universities, the Council for the Development of
Economic and Social Research in Africa (CODESRIA) and the International
Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF) were represented by observers 19/.

7. At its two hundred and fourteenth meeting the Conference unanimously
elected Dr. S.S. Banya, Minister of Finance, Development and Economic Plann
ing of Sierra Leone as Chairman, Mr. Sadek Bonzayen, Ambassador at Large of
Tunisia, as first Vice-Chairman, Mr. Serge Kananiye, Minister of Planning of
Burundi, as second Vice-Chairman and Mr. M.V. Mulapo, Minister of Commerce,
Industry, Trade and Tourism of Lesotho, as Rapporteur.

B. AGENDA

genda^Undred *** fourteenth meeti*g the Conference adopted the

1. Opening of the session

2. Minute of silent prayer and meditation

3. Election of officers

4. Adoption of the agenda and organization of work

19/ For the full list of participants, see E/CN.14/INF.123.
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5. Formal official opening by His Excellency, the President of the

Republic of Sierra Leone

6. Biennial report of the Executive Secretary 1979-1980

7. Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa, 1979-1980

8. Assessment of the eleventh special session and the thirty-fifth

ordinary session of the United Nations General Assembly from the

point of view of the African region

9. Implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action: Report and recommenda

tions of the Technical Preparatory Committee of the Whole

10. Social implications of the Lagos Plan of Action: Report and recom

mendations of the third Conference of African Ministers of Social

Affairs

11. The United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa:

Progress report by the Conference of Ministers of Transport,

Communications and Planning

12. Report and recommendations of the Technical Preparatory Committee

of the Whole:

(a) On selected matters

(i) Development and utilization of mineral resources in Africa.

(ii) Report of the Regional Preparatory Meeting and regional paper

on new and renewable sources of energy in Africa

(iii) Resources of the sea

(iv) Operational Plan for the Implementation of the Vienna Programme

of Action on Science and Technology for Development

(v) Report and recommendations on the integration of women in

development

(vi) Report of the second session of the Intergovernmental Regional

Committee on Human Settlements

(vii) Role of the public sector in promoting the economic develop

ment of developing countries

(viii) ECA-sponsored institutions

(ix) International Year of Disabled Persons

(x) Development of environmental protection legislation in the

ECA region

(xi) Technical co-operation among African countries

(xii) Regional programme to be financed by UNDP during its 1982-1986

programming cycle
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(xiii) Establishment of the Pan-African Documentation and Information

System: Progress report and future development programme

(xiv) Statistical Training Programme for Africa

Cxv) Progress report on the preparation of the first ECA Conference

of African Least Developed Countries and the United Nations

Conference on Least Developed Countries

(xvi) Progress report on the African Institute for Higher Technical

Training and Research, Nairobi

(xvii) Implications of General Assembly resolutions 32/197 and 32/202

for the regional commissions

(b) On the work programme and the medium-term plan

(i) Revised programme of work and priorities for 1980-1981

(ii) Draft programme of work and priorities for 1982 and 1983

(iii) Draft medium-term plan for 1984-1989

(c) On the United Nations Trust Fund for African Development

(i) Progress report on payments, projects and expenditures, 1977-1980

(ii) Estimates of additional resources required during 1982-1983

biennium

& On staff and administrative questions

13. United Nations Trust Fund for African Development:

Pledges of financial contributions by member States for 1982-1983

biennium

14. Any other business

15. Date and venue of the eighth meeting of the Conference of Ministers

and seventeenth session of the Commission

16. Adoption of the report and resolutions

17. Closure of the meeting.

C. ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

Opening statements

9. Opening addresses were delivered by His Excellency, the President of the

Republic of Sierra Leone, Dr. Siaka Stevens; Mr. Edem Kodjo, Secretary-General

of the Organization of African Unity; and Mr. Adebayo Adedeji, Executive

Secretary of the Commission.

10. The Conference was opened by His Excellency Dr. Siaka Stevens, the

President of the Republic of Sierra Leone, who drew attention to the eco

nomic problems facing Africa such as the scarcity of foreign exchange,
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mounting foreign debts, rising oil import bills, rising unemployment, falling

food production, general increase in the population and a general fall in

living standards. He noted that the old traditional remedies such as inter

national global conferences had not yet provided adequate solutions to

Africa!s socio-economic problems. In order to overcome Africa's socio-

economic problems, African countries had adopted the Lagos Plan of Action.

It was incumbent upon member States themselves individually and collectively

to implement that Plan. Indeed Africa did not lack funds for development

nor the market for its products. What was required was a sound sense of

direction without which nothing could be achieved. He further underscored

the indispensability of economic co-operation through which Africa could

mobilize its vast economic and social potential. He commended the Lagos

Plan of Action and called upon the Conference to make proposals for the

practical implementation of the Plan and directed ECA and OAU to work to

gether in the preparation of projects to that end.

11. The Secretary-General of the Organization of African Unity stressed

that the importance of the Conference was to find ways and means of imple

menting the objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action. In that regard, the

OAU Heads of State and Government had adopted the Lagos Plan of Action and

the Final Act of Lagos with a view to finding solutions to the declining

economic and social conditions of Africa. Africa must act quickly and

firmly to bring about the needed economic change. Even though the Lagos

Plan of Action called for implementation mostly at the national level, eco

nomic co-operation between African countries was crucial to the achievement

of the African economic community envisaged in the Final Act of Lagos. He

referred to the strong co-operation existing between OAU and ECA and was

sure that these two organizations would continue to work together in the

implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action. He also referred to the co

operation between OAU and the specialized agencies and to possible assist

ance from Arab countries for the purpose of implementing the Lagos Plan of

Action.

12. In his opening statement the Executive Secretary of the Commission paid

tribute to African Ministers of Development and Planning for the laudable

work they had done to ensure that Africa had a development strategy and a

plan of action for the 1980s and 1990s which was truly reflective of the

continent's unique problems and circumstances. Both the Monrovia Strategy

and the Lagos Plan of Action had been largely incorporated in the Inter

national Development Strategy for the Third United Nations Development

Decade. The Lagos Plan of Action, which was both a means and an instrument

for achieving a fundamental restructuring of African economies, could become

effective only if individual Governments redesigned their national develop

ment plans in accordance with the two cardinal principles of the Plan,

namely self-reliance and self-sustainment. That called for a correct eval

uation of the resources, potentials, priorities and circumstances of each

country. He underscored the importance of factor inputs as the basis of

self-reliance and in that respect referred to the need for Africa to control

fully the development of and trade in its national resources, the develop

ment of indigenous technological capability and the mobilization of domestic

resources.



13. In order to enhance the economic development of African countries there

was a need to avoid underutilization of fixed capital assets and capital

wastage through protective maintenance of machinery and equipment, and to

encourage the use of the barter system in intra-African trade especially

with regard to industrial raw materials and energy which were major compo

nents of the cost of industrial production. He also briefed the Conference

on steps already taken to implement General Assembly resolutions 32/197 and

33/202 on restructuring which was aimed at strengthening the leadership and

operational role of regional commissions. He referred to the agenda item

on their implications for ECA, stressing that a lot still remained to be

done to enable EGA effectively to perform its new role of team leader and

co-ordinator of regional activities of the entire United Nations system in

Africa. Finally, he referred to the existing excellent working relationship

between ECA and OAU and warned that no attempts to undermine it would be

tolerated.

General debate

(a) Biennial report of the Executive Secretary 1979-1980

(b) Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa, 1979-1980

(c) Assessment of the eleventh special session and the thirty-fifth

ordinary session of the United Nations General Assembly from the

point of view of the African region

(d) Implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action: Report and recommenda

tions of the Technical Preparatory Committee of the Whole

(ej Social implications of the Lagos Plan of Action: Report and

recommendations of the third Conference of African Ministers of

Social Affairs

(f) The United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa:

Progress report by the Conference of Ministers of Transport, Com

munications and Planning

(£) Report and recommendations of the Technical Preparatory Committee

of the Whole on selected matters: Cil on the work programme and

the medium-term plan, (ii) on the United Nations Trust Fund for

African Development, (iii) on staff and administrative questions,

(iv) on the United Nations Trust Fund for African Development:

pledges of financial contributions by member States for 1982-1983

biennium (items 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13).

14. The representatives of the following States members of the Economic Com

mission for Africa made statements in the general debate: Algeria, Botswana,

the Congo, the Gambia, Guinea, Lesotho, Liberia, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya,

Mali, Morocco, the Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, the United Republic of

Tanzania, Togo, Tunisia, Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

| ' Til 1 illllllllljlipil
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. The representative o£ Alt-* «*•££« ^^A97.
ihe secretariat that had resulted from General Assembly ^^ ^ Unes
He stated that United Nations decisions an ^ ^^ ^.^

and stressed that all ECA activities snouia discussion which

One case in point was a '"X ™ 0^ the town of El Aium,
was intended to link the North A*"^*"D™fakinKt any project aimed at
the capital of Western Sahara ^aiy^aking, economic integration
bringing people ^^V06^6 i™eTy in the case of that project
of Africa should be welcomed. u"f°~*e1^ ™uld only be hoped that the
and in the light of the current situation it c°ul« °»/Westerj; Sahara

decisions of OAU and the U^tNa*Xt?he project might one day be im-

of srtss^^-^s?^*^ -Africa-
16. The representative of Botswana stated that: forborne^ears now^had
not been well with Africa He galled the a P ^ emphasized

tion of the M°"rovia.Stra*efy a^BOfpiafof ;ction rested primarily with
that the implementation of the La«°s "a""™L and not with countries out-
the African States individually «* ""•"J^ ^ the chronic problem of

SS
s

the presence of the secretariat «" !*ing feIt « ^^ He alsQ

^tr^See:1:n mutual co-operation couldSrthe^
not be overemphasized.

j ,-y. th^ role that the secretariat had been playing in
17. He was impressed ««i «ie role that «£ welcomed the fact that

sponsoring regional and ^^f^^^^^o "hat question. In that regard,
one of the items on the agenda »" ^3/°^ a view to seeing how his

18. The representative of the Congo congratulated EGA and OAU fo^ their ^
efforts in laying bare the economic problems of Aftic^ ^ P^ past d
tions The many economic theories that naQ °==' £. £ _oing from bad to
^"'solved Africa's -Ifdevelopment and indedthng «ro ga ^^ ^

worse. Africa must rely ^^f/^' "n itleconomy. The national plan
past and bring ^* aJSf?Se LS of tta Lagos pian of Action, was
of his country, which would take account o * ot levei for its

geared towards mobilizing ^"f^VLS themselves. The national
implementation so as to enable the P™^ l° * as communications, the re-
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see the studies already carried out by the secretariat

r :

Finally, his country had not so
in that regard

tion for the fmpLen^LTofV^s n^fricfani
part m the implementation of thosi proves a" active

ered to the Trust Fun
had already contributed and

S AnthaTtheCT
review its iMplementatlon J rioSica ^ inihe^i^n/T"611 t0-d° "" t0
He referred to the Trust Fund for AfX^ n J g changing circumstances
hd ld t St^ ^ ?fV T6"* tO "hich the Gambia

the development of the Gambia River basin fol\l^k''J

food plan ^T^S1^^^ <«««•■ A na-

OAU ^CA and

his

of

MULPOCs which were already proving
P»J.ct execution. He reared J

?stabl"hing the
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and Southern Africa (PTA) as the most important project of the Lusaka
MULPOC during the past two years. After a series of meetings of the Inter
governmental Negotiating Team, the time had now arrived for a second minis
terial meeting to be held in May 1981. It was hoped that that meeting
would resolve the last outstanding differences and set the stage for a
meeting of Heads of State to sign the PTA Treaty in September/October 1981
so that by the beginning of 1982 the Preferential Trade Area could be
launched. He then highlighted other activities of the Lusaka-Based MULPOC,
laying special emphasis on transport and communications, training and the

role of women in economic development. In general good progress had been
made, despite a shortage of resources for the MULPOC. He expressed the
hope that member States would pledge generously during the forthcoming
Pledging Conference to enable the activities already started in the sub-

region to be brought to fruition.

22 The representative of Liberia explained that the revolution which had
taken place in his country a year ago illustrated how a Government which
did not believe in self-reliance and which did not respond to the peoples
aspirations would be swept out of power. His Government had already started
taking concrete steps towards the implementation of.the Lagos Plan of Action
and a conference organized by his Government and ECA, bringing together
Liberian and ECA experts, would be held in October 1981 to consider his
Governments four-year development plan with regard to the implementation

of the Lagos Plan of Action. Finally, he urged member States to take advan
tage of the enormous technical expertise that existed within the secretariat.

23 The representative of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya stated that it was not
completely correct to attribute all the socio-economic problems now facing
African countries to the oil question alone. It was important to consider
other factors as well, including the general international economic situa

tion Moreover, the solution to those economic problems required close eco

nomic co-operation among African countries and the full control of their
economies. It was in that context that his Government had been happy to
adopt the Lagos Plan of Action as it would provide African countries with a
framework for the effective solution of their socio-economic problems. How
ever, what was crucial was the immediate implementation of the Lagos Plan of

Action.

24 The representative of Mali congratulated the Executive Secretary for
having presented such a full report to the Conference and stated that he
supported the work programme and priorities of the secretariat in the hope
that it would remain true to the spirit of the Final Act of Lagos, which
should be the inspiration at-all times for all development studies and ac
tivities His country supported the programme of work of the Niamey MULPOC
which had recently been adopted at Freetown. His country was always in the
vanguard of African unity and remained faithful to the spirit of Lagos. Mali
would like donor countries and organizations to be less reticent about part
icipating in the implementation of projects. To that end, his delegation
hoped that the actions of African Governments would be more practical than
rhetorical and for that purpose Africa must remain united while bearing in
mind only th«s practical implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action.
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25. The representative of Morocco stated that 1970 had witnessed a world

economic slump which had adversely affected African countries. African

countries had also suffered because they had inherited underdevelopment
which was characterized by inadequate infrastructure, lack of skilled man
power, technological backwardness, low level of industrialization and agri

cultural output, unemployment, high cost of imports, decreasing export
earnings, adverse balance of payments and acute food shortages. Interna
tional attempts, at solving those problems, such as negotiations within
UNCTAD, had not been satisfactory and it was therefore imperative for
African countries to implement the Lagos Plan of Action urgently. He was
happy to note that international organizations had recognized the importance
of the Lagos Plan of Action and were willing to help in its implementation.
Solidarity among non-aligned countries at global negotiations should also
help in the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action. He congratulated
the secretariat for having organized the Conference of African Ministers of
Transport and Communications which would assist African countries in the
development and co-ordination of rational transport and communications system.
The very day of the opening of the Conference, His Majesty the King of Morocco
had launched the construction of a railway line linking Marrakech and Cayoum
as the contribution of Morocco to the implementation of the Lagos Plan of
Action. He also referred to the Regional Conference on the Development and
Utilization of Mineral Resources in Africa which had been an important step
towards the achievement by African countries of control over their mineral
resources. He proposed that African countries should get together to find

common solutions to their energy problems. His Government would do all it

could to support the Tangiers-based MULPOC and hoped that the document to

be prepared on the implementation of the Lagos Plan of* Action would assist
in the economic integration of the region.

26. The representative of the Niger informed the meeting that his country
had already established a national plan for 1982-1983 which incorporated most
of the priorities contained in the Lagos Plan of Action, including food self-
sufficiency. In that plan great emphasis was laid on the development of the
rural sector which was the buttress of the economy. As the Niger was a land

locked country, the Plan also laid emphasis on the need for improving trans

port and communications. He also stressed the important role of health as a

contributory factor towards the attainment of the objectives of the Lagos Plan

of Action and appeald to member States to give unrelenting support to sub-
regional and regional economic co-operation institutions. He affirmed that,

as host of the Niamey MULPOC, his country would spare no effort in giving to
the MULPOC every support.

27. The representative of Nigeria informed the meeting that her country gave

full support to the activities of the secretariat carried out in fulfilment

of its mandate to assist in the economic development of Africa. She congrat

ulated the secretariat for the part it had played in the formulation of the

Lagos Plan of Action. She also welcomed the new role of the secretariat as

an executing agency and hoped that it would soon get over its teething

troubles. Considering the resource constraints to which the secretariat was

subject, the latter's role must continue to be that of a catalyst, without

competing with other competent agencies. It was also necessary for the

secretariat to select its projects carefully so that it could make the
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greatest possible impact with minimum resources. She warned against the

proliferation of institutions and said that member States should be offered

the opportunity to examine carefully any proposals for the establishment of

new institutions, and when they have decided to join any, to give them their

support.

28. Turning to the MULPOCs, she stressed the need for the MULPOCs to avoid

duplicating the activities of other subregional institutions where they

already existed. On the biennial report of the Executive Secretary, she

expressed concern at the continuing deterioration on socio-economic trends

in Africa and stated that the solution lay in the realistic implementation

of the Lagos Plan of Action by each member State. Future reports should

include an account of efforts being made to implement the Lagos Plan of

Action at the national level. As far as Nigeria was concerned, steps had

already been taken to reflect many of the priorities contained in the Lagos

Plan of Action in the national plan for 1981-1985, which emphasized food and

agriculture and the satisfaction of basic needs. She also decried the dis

tinction between oil producers and non-oil producers which had been belaboured

in the secretariat's document on socio-economic conditions in Africa, because

it tended to create the illusion that oil-producing countries were much better

off than non-oil producers. She stressed the need to devote a section of the

report to conditions in oil-producing African countries and to use social

indicators rather than mere financial aggregates in comparing conditions of

member States. Finally, she stressed the importance of co-operation between

ECA and OAU in the implementation and monitoring of the Lagos Plan of Action.

29. The representative of Rwanda observed that the Conference provided a good

opportunity to discuss and exchange views on the economic situation of Africa

and plans for the future. The Lagos Plan of Action provided a means of im

proving the economic and social conditions of the region, but nothing could

be achieved without co-operation at the regional level. The national plan of

his Government was directed towards the implementation of the Lagos Plan of

Action, and he underscored the role which the people themselves could play in

the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action. His country attached great

importance to economic co-operation with neighbouring countries and, in that

regard, the Gisenyi-based MULPOC had a positive role to play in the implementa

tion of subregional projects. It was for that reason that the work programme

of the Gisenyi-based MULPOC for 1981-1983 gave priority to agriculture, re

search, industrial development, energy and human resources. He referred to

the assistance which the Gisenyi-based MULPOC had given to CEPGL and appealed

to donors for continued assistance to enable CEPGL to realize its objectives.

30. The representative of Senegal emphasized that ways must be found to re

solve Africa's unprecedented economic crisis. That crisis had hit the Sahelian

countries worst of all. The crippling effect of drought on food production

had been aggravated by serious balance-of-payments deficits as a result of

rising imports. He referred to the disappointing prospects of obtaining inter

national aid from major donors like OPEC, the World Bank and IMF and stressed

that the only way out was for Africa to take collective action. He then re

counted some of the measures that his country was taking to alleviate the food

problem, enphasizing that its agriculture was being developed within the frame

work of co-operation with neighbouring countries. He emphasized the need for

all United Nations agencies as well as regional and subregional organizations
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and international organizations assisting African countries, particularly

in the Sahel, to help Africa to implement the Lagos Plan of Action partic

ularly with regard to the achievement of self sufficiency in food produc
tion. The solution to Africa's problems lay in the genuine interdependence

in the community of interests between developing and developed countries.

31. The representative of Togo said that he shared the views expressed by

the OAU Secretary-General on the need for close collaboration between OAU

and ECA in the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action. The urgent need

to implement the Lagos Plan of Action which offered hope for the future had
been underscored by the slow progress made in the North-South dialogue and
delays in defining a New International Economic Order. African countries .could

prosper for their mutual benefit only through collective self-reliance and

by pooling their resources. He reviewed the steps being taken by his Govern

ment to implement the Lagos Plan of Action and listed the priority areas

selected by his country which included the promotion of agricultural produc
tion through water management, reforestation, fertilizer subsidies and agri

cultural aids, the promotion of industrial production through economies of
scale such as the joint cement plant with Ghana and the Ivory Coast, employ
ment, training of local technical personnel, foreign exchange, savings, con

trol of inflation, improvement of the terms of trade and energy were also
among the country's major concerns. Finally, he stated that the Lagos Plan
of Action afforded African countries the opportunity of tackling their common

economic problems in a concerted manner.

32. The representative of Tunisia thanked the Executive Secretary for the

various documents which had been prepared for the Conference and stressed
that the fulfilment of the development objectives of Africa depended on the
collective efforts. In that regard he reiterated the importance of the Lagos

Plan of Action and referred to the positive role which African organizations
could play in its implementation, pointing out however that the latter required
that action should be taken by member States primarily at the national and re
gional levels. He emphasized the importance of regional co-operation which
was an indispensable step towards the economic development of the region and
stated that ECA could play a catalytic role in that regard. He noted with
satisfaction the declaration made by the Secretary-General of OAU to the
effect that a meeting would soon be organized by OAU and the Arab League with
a view to finding out how the Arab countries could participate in the imple
mentation of the Lagos Plan of Action and expressed the hope that ECA would
also be involved in the meeting. He also noted with satisfaction the commit
ments made by the Executive Secretary and the Secretary-General of OAU to
strengthen the co-operation between their two organizations.

33 The representative of the United Republic of Tanzania said that the Con
ference was taking place at a particularly critical juncture in the history
of Africa and that ways must be found to implement the Lagos Plan of Action.
In that regard, the role of the OAU and ECA secretariats was crucial and both
institutions must now devote all their energy to the economic liberation of
Africa. Likewise each member State must be serious about the implementation

of programmes and projects for collective self-reliance and self-sustamment.
Recalling the somber statement made by the observer for the World Food Council
concerning the grim food situation in Africa (see paragraph 51 below), he
warned that food had become a weapon which the developed countries could use
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against African States. It was necessary to ensure that the Lagos Plan of
Action did not become a mere paper tiger, and member States must give their
utmost support to regional co-operation programmes and multinational institu
tions for collective self-reliance in line with the spirit of the Lagos Plan
of Action The United Republic of Tanzania was fully committed to the Lagos
Plan of Action, had taken measures aimed at the creation of a more egalitarian
society and given support to subregional and regional co-operation.

34 The representative of Zaire pointed out that the Conference was being
held at a time when African countries were facing a very disturbing socio-
economic situation characterized by a shortage of health centres, a high
mortality rate, low school attendance, limited industrialization, uneven

distribution of the gross national product, disadvantaged rural areas, pre
carious transport and communications infrastructure and acute food shortages
aggravated by a population explosion. He also indicated that the slump m
raw material prices and the increase in the prices of imported goods, Partic

ularly oil, had brought about a sharp deterioration of the terms of trade and
therefore deficits in the balance of payments and increases in the foreign
debt burden. The situation was appalling for the non-oil-producing countries
and was due to the survival of economic machinery and structures inherited
from the colonial era which maintained modes of production which no longer
reflected African realities. It should not be forgotten that there was a
lack of systematization and horizontal co-operation at the regional level.
Africa had tried to put forward solutions to remedy those problems within
the framework of the North-South dialogue and at other international meetings

but without any success because the developed world refused to change its
attitude and understand African problems. Determined to rid the continent
of underdevelopment, African countries had adopted a regional approach to
development based on the principles of self-reliance and collective autonomy.

In the course of the Conference, African countries would, once again, have
the chance of examining the means to use in order to implement the principle
of autonomy. In that context, the Lagos Plan of Action was particularly
significant. The implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action called for the
political commitment of the African countries and a spirit of continental
solidarity African countries should know that the actual development of
the continent was above all their concern and the birth of subregional eco
nomic groupings was an indication of the need to establish horizontal trade
links and proof of Africa's awareness of the need for taking collective meas

ures The people of Africa should therefore have sole responsibility tor
developing their continent; foreign aid should play only a supporting role.
Already at the opening session of the ECA Conference of Ministers held in
Kinshasa, Zaire, in 1977, the President of Zaire had declared that he held
similar ideas to those contained in the Lagos Plan of Action and had proposed
in particular to make the electric power generated by the Inga dam available
to African countries. The representative of Zaire stressed the importance

of the MULPOCs and hoped that African States would provide them with adequate
human and material resources. Finally, there was need for co-operation between
the secretariats of ECA and OAU which should work together without respite in

order to translate the objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action into reality.

35 The representative of Zambia referred to the serious economic situation
in'Africa and said that it was a pity that a continent, so rich in resources
was still a net importer of food. It was necessary to examine critically
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how each African country could implement the Lagos Plan of Action by incor
porating it in its national plan. To a large extent, Zambia was already
doing so, putting food self-sufficiency and general agricultural develop
ment at the top of its national priorities. He then outlined the most
important subregional projects in which Zambia was involved. Of those the

most significant was the establishment of the Preferential Trade Area for
Eastern and Southern Africa, which had Zambia's full support. He also re
ferred to the Southern African Development Co-ordination Committee in which
Zambia played an active role and whose principal aim was the-harmonization
of plans and projects in the southern African subregion, aimed at reducing
its dependence on South Africa. He appealed to member States to increase
the resources of the Lusaka-based MULPOC so as to enable it to implement
its programme effectively.

36. The representative of Zimbabwe congratulated the secretariat for having
prepared the documents on the Lagos Plan of Action and the Monrovia Strategy.
He stated that because of the horrifying indignity of poverty and economic
dependence, the tasks of developing African economies should be approached on
the same footing as a liberation war. It was in that context that the Lagos
Plan of Action was of direct importance because it called for collective
action and self-reliance. He paid tribute to OAU and member States for their
assistance and sacrifice to Zimbabwe during the liberation struggle. He
stressed that the same spirit should once again be manifested in the libera
tion of Namibia and South Africa. In that regard, the Lagos Plan of Action
was also of direct significance for the countries of southern Africa in re
ducing the dependence of their economies on that of South Africa; furthermore,
the countries of southern Africa were already engaged in the implementation
of the Lagos Plan of Action through the Southern African Development Co
ordination Committee. He appealed for more international aid and technical
assistance to enable his Government to undertake the task of reconstruction
and rehabilitation.

37. Statements were also made by observers for the following States Members

of the United Nations not members of the Commission: France, India, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.

38. The observer tor France described the Lagos Plan of Action as ambitious
but realistic. His country would incorporate its main ideas in itw own policy
towards assistance to Africa. He was particularly impressed by its underlying

concept of collective self-reliance. He cited his country's association with

various ECA projects, saying that such co-operation would continue. He empha

sized that the economic crisis in Africa was part of a crisis that faced the

whole world and that to solve it was a matter that required world solidarity.

Although it was a main contributor, the energy problem was by no means the

only cause of the crisis, which was partly a political phenomenon. There was

no need to point an accusing finger at anyone; what was important was for

different countries to pull together. It was his country's intention to
maintain its traditional links with African countries. It was partly in mani

festation of that interest that France had agreed to host the forthcoming con
ference on the least developed countries.
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39 The observer for India referred to his country's involvement in several
multinational co-operation programmes in Africa. He pledged his country s
solidarity with Africa in implementing the Lagos Plan of Action. He re
called the Executive Secretary's visit to India two years previously, when
several fields of co-operation had been explored. As a gesture of solidarity
with African countries, his country had contributed 5 million rupees to the
United Nations Trust Fund for African Development thus becoming the first
non-African developing country to do so. He recounted at length many dif
ferent areas of activities in which Indian equipment and expertise could be
utilized by African countries for mutual co-operation. He considered TCDC
to be an important corner-stone in the construction of the new international
economic order. As further evidence of India's determination to seek co-
operation with African countries, his country had applied for membership of
the African Development Fund as well as the African Development Bank.

40. The observer for the USSR stated that, despite the resolution of the
sixth special session of the General Assembly on the establishment of the
new international economic order, the economic condition of developing coun
tries had continued to deteriorate. That was largely due to the existence

of an unfavourable international environment. The USSR continued to play
its part in the maintenance of detente and international peace and security,
especially by keeping the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace, which was necess
ary for Africa1s economic development. With the independence of Zimbabwe
and the prospective liberation of Namibia, he was glad to see that the age
of colonialism was approaching its end. He lauded the Lagos Plan of Action
for being internally-oriented in order to utilize to the full the indigenous
resources and capabilities of African countries themselves. The Socialist
countries would continue, as in the past, to co-operate with African coun
tries in their development efforts. He ended by recounting a number of dif
ferent projects in the execution of which his country had been co-operating

with many African States.

41 The observer for the United States of America stated that her Government

was keenly aware of the economic hardships and challenges facing African
countries and recognized the importance of the Lagos Plan of Action, the
development of water resources and transport and communications, energy and
the development of human resources all of which were vital to the successful
transformation of the economies of African countries. She assured the Con
ference that, while her Government intended to limit its expenditure on aid
in order to revitalize its own economy, economic assistance to developing
countries would continue to be an essential component in her Government s
foreign policy. She referred to the ways in which her Government had recently
manifested its concern for the economic and social welfare of African countries
and the steps which it planned to take in order to assist in the economic and
social development of the region and to encourage economic co-operation among

African countries.

42 Representatives of the following United Nations departments, bodies and
agencies made statements in the general debate: the United Nations Department
of Technical Co-operation for Development, UNSO, the United Nations Centre
for Science and Technology, UNIDO, UNDP, WFC, FAO, ICAO and WIPO.
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43. The Under-Secretary-General, Department of Technical Co-operation for
Development, United Nations, observed that, in the absence of agreements at
the global level to introduce changes in present international economic
relations, the Conference took on a new dimension as it offered a unique
opportunity for African countries to review and adopt programmes aimed at
giving new direction and impetus to development. He said that the Lagos
Plan of Action was an important document because it called upon African
countries to mobilize both human and material resources for development and
spelled out the need for increased sovereignty over natural resources.
Africa was rich in natural resources. However, although major steps had
been taken in the field of irrigation, only a small part of the Africa's
total water resources was being used productively, and about two thirds of

its population did not even have safe drinking water. The failure to integ
rate energy into the over-all African national development plans constituted
a further constraint to. economic development. The Lagos Plan of Action envi
saged an important role for the public sector in its implementation and it
was therefore necessary to reform administrative structures, strengthen
management and streamline public enterprises. The Department of Technical
Co-operation for Development was the principal arm through which the United
Nations Secretariat implemented technical co-operation activities. The
Department's main activities were concentrated in Africa, with over 500

projects receiving assistance amounting to approximately $US 50 million.
The least developed African countries continued to receive the special atten
tion of the Department. In compliance with General Assembly resolution 32/197,
his Department co-operated with ECA in the implementation of regional projects.

44. The representative of UNSO recalled that UNSO had been established to

assist the countries of the Sahel members of CILSS, to redress the effects

of drought and in 1978 UNSO's responsibility had been enlarged to include
the provision of assistance to the countries of the Sudano-Sahelian region
in the implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification. UNSO
had assisted in the preparation of the Lagos Plan of Action and was willing

to assist in its implementation within the context of its mandate. Already

UNSO's assistance to the countries of the Sudano-Sahelian region in the

implementation of projects and programmes in the fields of transport, energy,
forestry, livestock, etc. was complementary to the activities of the secret
ariat in those fields. In particular he drew attention to the UNSO priority

feeder road construction and improvement programme in the Sahel which was
consistent with the objectives of the United Nations Transport and Communica

tions Decade in Africa. To conclude, he said ECA and UNSO had already agreed

on the details of an accord for co-operation.

45. The Assistant Secretary-General, United Nations Centre for Science and

Technology, said that the Lagos Plan of Action called upon African countries

to put science and technology to the service of development by reinforcing

autonomous capacity, which was the fundamental directive of the Vienna Con

ference. He stressed that there was need to translate the principles adopted

and agreements reached at the Conference into concrete programmes. For that

purpose, the operational plan for the Implementation of the Vienna Programme

of Action, now before the Conference for consideration, would be submitted

to the intergovernmental Committee on Science and Technology for Development

at its third session for review and adoption. The plan purported to offer
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a framework containing specific proposals for action which member States

could resort to in charting their activities in the field of science and
technology. The action proposals contained therein closely adhered to the

various programmes adopted by the African region and, most particularly,

the Lagos Programme of Action.

46. The representative of UNIDO said the Executive Director of UNIDO at

tached particular importance to the work of ECA for it was through a better
understanding of that work that ECA and UNIDO could strengthen their co

operation and co-ordinate their efforts to serve member States more effect
ively. Consequently, UNIDO had attended all ECA Conferences of Ministers
and had been able to observe the impressive efforts ECA had made in re
orienting the work of the secretariat towards operational activities cov

ering the entire socio-economic spectrum, particularly within the frame

work of the MULPOCs. In the field of industry UNIDO/ECA co-operation had
been pursued under the aegis of the biennial Conferences of African Minis
ters of Industry which were sponsored by OAU, ECA and UNIDO. Those confer
ences had played a significant role in strengthening OAU/ECA/UNIDO co-opera

tion and in creating regional programmes and institutions for promoting re
gional industrial co-operation. The Lagos Plan of Action, which had given
industry second priority after agriculture, had widened and deepened the
scope of ECA/UNIDO co-operation as well as co-operation with other organiza
tions in the United Nations system. Consequently, UNIDO had been guided by
the Lagos Plan of Action in preparing projects for the forthcoming UNDP third
regional programme cycle for Africa. He then gave an account of the assistance

which his organization was giving to member States.

47. He drew attention to the New Delhi Declaration and Plan of Action on

industrialization of Developing Countries and International Co-operation for
their Industrial Development which had been endorsed by the Industrial Develop

ment Board at its fourteenth session in May 1980 and by the General Assembly
at its thirty-fifth session. He also drew attention to General Assembly re
solution 35/66 which had declared the 1980s to be the Industrial Development

Decade for Africa and which had also called upon ECA and UNIDO, in close co

operation with OAU, to formulate proposals to implement the Decade programme

and to monitor progress. Discussions were accordingly in progress among OAU,
ECA and UNIDO to determine the best ways in which African countries could be

assisted to implement the Decade and a joint plan of action prepared by the
three organizations would be submitted to the Conference of African Ministers
of Industry to be held in November 1981 for consideration and action. UNIDO
would play its part fully in implementing the Lagos Plan of Action and in
ensuring that it did so in full co-operation with ECA and OAU.

48. The UNDP Assistant Administrator and Regional Director for Africa ex

pressed concern about the economic condition of the continent and said that

the African region had been affected by disasters and difficulties. It was
a continent that contained the largest number of least developed and land

locked countries, the largest number of refugees and the largest number of
drought-stricken countries. The scourge of those difficulties would have

lasting effect on future generations, as thousands of children were among^

those most affected. The refugee problem had reached an alarming proportion
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and an international conference had been convened to consider the need for

increased assistance. The solutions to those problems lay in national and

collective efforts, and it was for that reason that the Lagos Plan of Action
and the Monrovia Declaration were of such importance.

49. At the meeting of the OAU Council of Ministers which had preceded the

second extraordinary Assembly of Heads of State and Government of OAU, he

had outlined areas where Africa required urgent action. Those areas included

organization and reorientation of development, and more particularly the

democratization of national development; self-sufficiency in food; self-

sufficiency in energy; development financing; transport and communications;
development and utilization of science and technology; and technical co
operation among developing countries. To that list, in view of the aggrava

tion of drought conditions in Africa, should be added the protection of the

African environment against desertification. However he singled out three
areas that were most critical for future development: self-sufficiency in

energy, the financing of Africa's development and the protection of the

African environment against desertification. With regard to energy, he
stressed the importance of intra-African co-operation in that field and of

the establishment of the Energy Commission referred to in the Lagos Plan of

Action. On the development financing, there was need to adjust the develop

ment strategies of African countries and to utilize the human resources of

Africa to the full. In addition it was imperative to exercise strict control
over the utilization of both domestic and external resources. He underscored

the importance of control by calling attention to the practice of Western

investors of overcharging for goods and services and said that UNDP had been

able to save one African country from being overcharged $US 20 million. He

called on member States to scrutinize contract proposals submitted to them

by their commercial partners and announced that UNDP was ready to assist any

member State in that respect. On the protection of the African environment

from desertification, he referred to the various conferences which had already

been held on the problem of desertification, and said that during 1982-1986

UNDP would undertake projects related to the protection and rehabilitation
of the African environment.

50. He also referred to future co-operation between Africa and UNDP and said

that about 80 per cent of UNDP resources for the year 1982-1986 would be allo

cated to the countries whose per capita income was less than $US 500. Atten

tion would also be paid to regional programmes in Africa and to technical co

operation among African countries. With regard to the implementation of the

Lagos Plan of Action he referred to the inter-agency meeting to be convened

by OAU in April 1981 to examine possible collaboration among specialized

agencies in the implementation of subregional and regional projects. UNDP

intended to finance subregional and regional projects during the period.

Finally, he stated that co-operation between ECA and UNDP had improved si

gnificantly, and thanked the Executive Secretary for that development. He

looked forward to even closer collaboration so that the Lagos Plan of Action

could be effectively implemented.

51. The representative of the World Food Council stated that the great

humanitarian concept of a world without hunger envisioned in the 1974 World

Food Conference Universal Declaration still remained a dream in Africa.
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With up-to-date figures he demonstrated that Africa of all the regions of

the world suffered the most serious food problems. The majority of the

world's food-deficit countries were in Africa and Africa!s share of hungry

people in the world was the greatest. Natural and man-made disasters had

compounded the African food problem, turning the situation into an outright

crisis. Some 28 African countries comprising about 50 per cent of the con

tinent's population were on the verge of famine and could not continue with

out increased food aid on an emergency basis. Thus the cost of the food

problem in economic and human terms meant swelling import bills, depletion

of foreign exchange, postponement or scrapping of vital natural development

programmes and a growing dependence on imported food-stuffs. He concluded

by outlining programmes being undertaken by his organization in conformity

with the Lagos Plan of Action.. They included a special "Food Window" which

his organization had proposed jointly with FAO to IMF for the provision of

balance-of-payments support to food-deficit countries experiencing rising

food import bills; national food strategies aimed at increasing resources

for more food production, improving consumption and distribution and strength

ening food security; the conclusion of a new Food Aid Convention which guar

anteed 7.6 million tons of food aid on a permanent and replenishable basis;

and a number of proposals aimed at highlighting the food issue in inter

national forums and at creating a viable system of world food security.

52. The representative of the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) re

ferred to the acute food problem facing the African region and stated that

it was necessary for African Governments to effect political and institu

tional changes including the mobilization of human resources in order to

bring about an effective agricultural revolution in Africa. He noted with

satisfaction that Africa had adopted the Lagos Plan of Action at the beginn

ing of the Third United Nations Development Decade, and that would enable

the various United Nations agencies to participate in the implementation of

the Plan. FAO had collaborated with the secretariat in the preparation of

the Lagos Plan of Action and it would continue that collaboration during the

implementation of the Plan; in that regard FAO had prepared a document on

the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action. FAO would also participate

at the forthcoming Interagency meeting to be held in Addis Ababa in April

1981 to work out areas of co-operation and collaboration with other United

Nations agencies in providing assistance to the secretariat in the implementa

tion of its subregional and regional projects.

53. The representative of the International Civil Aviation Organization

(ICAO), assured the Conference that his organization would co-operate with

ECA in the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action, and the programme of

the United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa. He also

described the steps ICAO was taking to promote efficient communications

between adjacent air traffic control centres and between pilots and ground

stations in Africa. In its attempt to provide comprehensive and effective

coverage of its activities in the Africa region, ICAO would establish a

second regional office in East Africa to serve Eastern and Southern African

States.

54. The representative of WIPO drew attention to General Assembly resolu

tion 35/64 on special measures for the social and economic development of

Africa in the 1980s which revealed the determination of all organizations
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in the United Nations system to help to achieve the objectives of the Lagos

Plan of Action; and to paragraph 154 of the Lagos Plan of Action which, in

recognizing that the lack of information was one of the most serious obsta

cles to the selection, acquisition and use of appropriate technology options,

prescribed the establishment of machinery to assess and promote the acquisi

tion and dissemination of relevant information. WIPO was co-operating with

some African Governments in the projects directly related to that problem.

One of those projects concerned the Industrial Property Organization for

English-speaking Africa, with ECA and WIPO acting jointly as its interim

secretariat. WIPO would continue to help African Governments to reinforce

their indigenous technological capacities by strengthening their intellec

tual property infrastructures at the national and regional levels and estab

lishing links between those infrastructures and the relevant development

sectors such as industry, research and development and human resources.

55. Observers for the following intergovernmental organizations then made

statements: the Africa Regional Co-ordinating Committee, the African

Development Bank, the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance and UDEAC.

56. The observer for the Africa Regional Co-ordinating Committee onthe

Integration of Women in Development drew attention to the fact that ECA was

the only regional commission which had established institutions for the

integration of women in development. The Co-ordinating Committee had adopted

a programme and strategies for 1980-1985 for the development of women which,

after receiving the approval of the Conference of Ministers, had finally

been incorporated into the Lagos Plan of Action. That programme and strat

egies had also been submitted to the secretariat of the World Conference for

the United Nations Decade for Women held at Copenhagen as the input of the

African region.

57. The Co-ordinating Committee had recently held its second meeting in

Addis Ababa in order to consolidate its achievements. The second meeting

of the Co-ordinating Committee had also adopted a number of resolutions con

tained in its report relating to the mobilization of resources for the integ

ration of women in development at the national, subregional and regional

levels, the participation of women in the formulation of national develop

ment plans, projects designed to benefit rural women and data collection and

the dissemination of information. She stressed that the issue of resources

for the implementation of women's programmes was a most critical one. The

Co-ordinating Committee had been made aware of the reluctance of several

donors to continue their assistance to the African Training and Research

Centre for Women (ATRCW) unless their assistance was matched by funds from

the regular budget of ECA. UNDP, however, had been particularly generous

in providing support for the MULPOC programmes relating to the integration

of women in development. However, the time had come when the Governments of

member States should themselves undertake the major responsibility of financ

ing women1s programme, and in that regard the Co-ordinating Committee had

submitted a resolution for the consideration of the Conference urging African

countries to make specific pledges to the United Nations Trust Fund for

African Development for the implementation of the priority women's programme.

Turning to the insecure tenure of the staff of ATRCW, she recalled that a

call had been made two years previously for the professional status of the

women staff of ATRCW to be improved and for regular budget posts to be
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provided for them. It was regrettable to note that the women staff of ATRCW
still occupied relatively low professional positions and were almost exclu
sively funded from extrabudgetary sources. She urged the Executive Secretary
to intensify his efforts to change the present situation. The last problem
she referred to was the fact that it had not been possible to convene a

meeting of a North African MULPOC so as to obtain official approval for the
women's programme for that subregion. Until such a meeting could be held,
she wanted the Conference to authorize the Executive Secretary to proceed
with the implementation of practical programmes for the integration of women

in development for the North African subregion.

58 The observer for ADB said that as an African institution ADB was fully
committed to the ideals of the Lagos Plan of Action and was determined to
contribute to its implementation. For that purpose, the lending policies

of ADB would continue to favour food production, labour intensive small-
scale industries, manpower training and improvement of transport and commu
nication networks among African countries, with Particular attention to the
least developed and land-locked States. At the end of 1980 the cumulative
lending of ADB, the African Development Fund (ADF) and the Nigerian Trust
Fund fNTF) to member States had amounted to $US 2.5 billion. That amount,
although large, did not amount to 10 per cent of the development needs of
the recipient member States. Constant dialogue between ECA and ADB had led
to the implementation of a co-operative programme aimed at financing and
carrying out pre-investment studies on transport and communications. As a
gesture of continued support of the activities of ECA, ADB had agreed to
host a conference of chief executives of ECA-sponsored institutions in

Abidjan in December 1981. ABD would, if its Board of Directors approved
support the Pan-African Documentation and Information System (PADIS) to the
tune of $US 1 million during the period 1980-1989 because it believed in the
vital role of PADIS. ADB was also considering launching the project bnelter

Afrique" in 1982 to deal with Africa's urgent and long-neglected housing
needs, especially for the low-income groups. He finally reiterated that
ADB would play its full part in the implementation of the Lagos Plan ot
Action and would continue to mobilize the necessary financial resources,

both concessional and non-concessional, which would enable it to play its
part in Africa1s quest for economic self-reliance.

59 The observer for the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance pointed out
that the CMEA was rendering economic and technical assistance to the African
countries, and that its assistance in setting up industrial production in
Africa accounted for 70 per cent of all the assistance it provided for the
African region. There were 22,189 experts from CMEA member countries working
in 43 African countries, and a total of 19,304 Africans were undergoing train
ing within CMEA member countries. He expressed satisfaction at the growing
co-operation between CMEA and ECA through organized seminars and visits. He
expressed the hope that the current session would find positive solutions to
the many problems that faced African countries in the task of economic devel
opment and thus lay a foundation for detente and peaceful co-existence within

the international framework.

60 The representative of UDEAC stressed the importance of the current ses
sion and said that it was being held at a time when Africa was undergoing a
serious economic crisis. It was for that reason that the launching of the
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Lagos Plan of Action which was based on the principle of collective self-
reliance and aimed at reinforcing African economic integration was a welcome
development. He noted that the implementation of that objective would start
at subregional level; for Central Africa a concrete step had already been
takenwith the establishment of UDEAC several years ago. He referred to the

in'inte^ T*a Wh\Ch W6re lnter alia the •lotion of trade barriers
IL ~% Itrad*> the suitable distribution of the industrial projects,
%L ^°rdlnat;?n °f development programmes, and the promotion of integra-
tion process which was characterized by close customs co-operation and the

SSK'STSn?™nrtment r65: In °rder t0 strengthenPthe co-oration
within the Central African subregion, measures had already been taken to
strengthen the close co-operation between the Yaounde MULPOC and UDEAC such
as the signing of an agreement on co-operation between the two.

Social implications of the Lagos Plan of Action: Repc
of the third Conference of African Ministers of~Social

Report and recommendations

* 61- The representative of the secretariat introduced the report of the third
A^.rfJ?Cf °f- A*rican Ministers of Social Affairs, which had taken place in
Addis Ababa in October 1980 (E/CN.14/785), and said that sessions of the
Conference of African Ministers of Social Affairs were normally held biennially
under the joint auspices of OAU and ECA. Those sessions provided an oppor
tunity for a critical review of African social trends and significant social
problems as they related to development in the region with a view to assessing
their implications on official policy and action by national Governments. The
third Conference of African Ministers of Social Affairs had considered, inter
alia, the programme of activities and budget of the African Centre for Applied
Research and Training in Social Development (ACARTSOD) for 1981-1982- the scale
of assessment of contributions by members to the budget of ACARTSOD- and the
appointment of an Executive Director and the designation of the members of the
Governing Board of ACARTSOD. The third Conference had also discussed the ways
of observing the International Year of Disabled Persons (IYDP), which had been
proclaimed by General Assembly resolution 31/123, in the African region.

62. The representative of the secretariat then explained that two regional
meetings had been jointly organized by OAU and ECA, with a view to preparing
African Governments for the observance of IYDP. Those preparatory meetings!
which had taken place in Addis Ababa in October 1980, had succeeded in elaborat
ing and recommending various national and regional measures which would assist
in tne development of action-oriented plans towards the attainment of the
objectives of IYDP. The conclusions and recommendations of those meetings had
been reviewed by the third Conference of African Ministers of Social Affairs
and duly incorporated in two draft resolutionsbefore the Conference /lee re
solutions 410(XVI) and 411 CXVI) in chapter IV below/.

63 However, by far the most significant accomplishment of the third Conference
of African Ministers of Social Affairs was its detailed analysis and elaboration
ol the social implications of the Lagos Plan of Action. He then explained the
I™^™^1!^ Development Strategy for the United Nations Development Decade had
emphasized the importance of extending and strengthening the basic social
services as health, nutrition, water, sanitation and education which would help
to reduce income inequalities and, above all, enhance the capacity of society
for economic and social progress. The International Development Strategy had
also given due recognition to social justice as a precondition to balanced
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development in which the full and effective participation of the entire popula

tion in the development process must be ensured. All those developments were

consistent with the Monrovia Strategy and with the Lagos Plan of Action and the

Conference of African Ministers of Social Affairs had stressed the importance

of mobilizing all available human resources in the implementation of the Lagos

Plan of Action.

64. The representative of the secretariat then drew attention to the compre

hensive list of recommended measures addressed to member States by the third

Conference of African Ministers of Social Affairs concerning the social context

within which the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action must be considered.

Those recommendations appeared on pages 6 to 19 of the report (E/CN.14/785) and

covered measures to improve the demographic and health situation, the quality of

human resources and the status of women and opportunities for their participa
tion in national development efforts; measures to deal with problems of youth
unemployment, refugees and displaced persons; social policy measures to be
taken to counter adverse social consequences that might arise out of the imple
mentation of the Lagos Plan of Action; measures to maximize social benefits;
and international co-operation in social development. The various measures

recommended had been incorporated into one comprehensive resolution for the _
consideration of the Conference /see resolution 423(XVI) in chapter IV below/.

65. In the discussions that followed, one participant observed that the report

[E/CN.14/785) had not dealt with the problems of the difficult living conditions
of African immigrants to Europe and proposed that social policies evolved under
the Lagos Plan of Action should take account of the welfare of such immigrants.

66. The Conference then endorsed the report and resolutions contained therein.

The United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa: Progress

report by the Conference of Ministers of Transport and Communications [item 11)

67. Before introducing the report of the second meeting of the Conference of
Ministers of Transport, Communications and Planning, the representative of the
secretariat recalled the purpose of the Transport and Communications Decade in
Africa and resolution 391(XV) adopted by the Conference of Ministers in April
1980. With respect to the second meeting of the Conference of Ministers of
Transport, Communications and Planning held at Addis Ababa in March 1981, he
pointed out that that conference had provided an opportunity for taking stock
of progress made in the implementation of the programme of the Decade and
giving the Decade a new orientation in line with the global strategy defined
in volume I of the Decade document. In preparation for that Conference of
Ministers, the fourth meeting of the Interagency Co-ordinating Committee of
the Decade had been held on 9 and 10 March 1981 and a meeting of intergovern

mental experts from African countries from 9 to 15 March 1981. The representa

tive of the secretariat read out the agendas of those preliminary meetings and

summarized the issues discussed and the positions which had emerged from the

discussions which emphasized inter alia, the implementation of the programme

of the Decade, the search for additional funding, the updating of the first

phase of the programme of the Decade and the preparation of the second phase

of that programme (1984-1988).

68. He then referred to statements made by the Deputy Executive Secretary of
ECOWAS stressing how important it was to count on subregional organizations in
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Africa for the implementation of the programme of the Decade, and by the
representative of ADB who had stated that his organization had agreed to act
as leader in the mobilization of financing for the programme of the Decade. He
also referred to a communique received from Morocco on the project relating
to a permanent intercontinental link between Africa and Europe. He drew

attention to the resolutions which the second meeting of the Conference of
Ministers of Transport, Communications and Planning had adopted which entrusted
the secretariat with greater functions and thus with more work. Although UNDP
had provided finance for activities related to the implementation of the
Decade, those resources were clearly inadequate in view of the magnitude of
the undertaking and of the role entrusted to the secretariat. Finally, he
called upon the representative of Senegal to introduce a draft resolution on
the implementation of the Decade.

69. During the discussion that followed, some delegations proposed amendments
to the draft resolution and requested clarifications. After the representative
of the secretariat had given the necessary clarifications, the resolution was

adopted as amended /see resolution 422 IXVI) in chapter IV below7.

Report and recommendations of the Technical Preparatory Committee of the
Whole (item 12)

70* The Chairman of the second meeting of the Technical Preparatory Committee
of the Whole introduced the report and recommendations of the second meeting of
the Committee.

71. The Conference then adopted the report of the Committee (E/CN.14/813 -

E/CN.14/TPCW/II/28) together with the draft resolutions which the Committee
had recommended for adoption (see draft resolutions A to D in chapter I above
and resolutions 403(XVI) to 409(XVI) and 412(XVI) to 421(XVI) in chapter IV
below).

United Nations Trust Fund for African Development: Pledges of financial

contributions by member States for the 1982*1983 biehnium (item 13)

72* The following documents were submitted to the third Pledging Conference
of African Government Plenipotentiaries: United Nations Trust Fund for African

Development - Progress report of pledges and payments by member States, project
implementation and expenditures, 1977-1980 (E/CN.14/791); and United Nations
Trust Fund for African Development, third Pledging Conference, Resources

required for the 1982-1983 biennium (E/CN.14/796). In introducing the documents,

the Executive Secretary expressed satisfaction at the support that member States

had given to the first Pledging Conference for 1977/1979 and to the second

Pledging Conference for 1979/1981. That demonstrated the importance African
Governments attached to self-reliance. The spirit of self-reliance would

encourage other donors to contribute to the Trust Fund (UNTFAD).

Indeed one non-African developing country, India, had also contributed to

UNTFAD. The gap between available and required resources to implement approved

projects for 1982-1983 amounted to $US 6 million. He therefore appealed to

member States to fill that gap at the present Conference. Countries which had not
paid should do so and those that had never pledged should also pledge on the
present occasion. The Chairman drew attention to Conference of Ministers

resolution 288(XIII) which had called upon the Executive Secretary to convene
pledging conferences every two years for plenipotentiaries of African
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of African financial organizations to replenish

had already been pledged.

ive of Benin recalled that his country had been committed to

for

ing; and

System [PADIS}.

76 The representative of Botswana said that his Government had already paid
in $US 10,000 for 1982-1983. He pledged an additional sum or *u* *5'""u' 00Q

.. ,^i r ipiic tc nnn n-f tViai" sunnflt his Government wisncu ipuij >

T^ I fo Lusaka WLTOc'proiects! $^S 3,000 to be used for projects on the
inteegrUaStionfof ^"development and\he balance Of $US 12,000 to be used
by EGA for the general development of Africa.

77. The representative of Burundi pledged $US 20,000 Part of that money
should be used to support the work of the Gisenyi MULPOC.

78. The representative of the Congo pledged *u^40^a^o^sf°Lh-""
cultural and mineral research, the *v« oranen

regional integration and transpori

project. All those projects were

Yaounde MULPOC and that of UDEAC.

79 The representative of Egypt stated that, in addition to ^JV^^"*
*•'■• *»*^ •*■ r _ ,., ci,ti*i whinh had heen announced in iid-gos* j-*1
— £ 4-Ua CIIC £ mi Tin on Ep"VTDtlan A1Q rUIlU wiii^n iio-vi u\s\j*
Ox tne 4>UO O IllX J--L-Lv-ii '-'&/r *■■"■"* j *!»« Dati &-fTl P3.T1 DOCUHK

iion'anddInformluonecentreW(PADIS) foTthTpurpose of strengthening the

the Egyptian Government would be in the order of $US 920,000.

-=rs s
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His

land valued at $US 1,200,000? He recalled th^T^15 W°Uld also be S™
his country had pledged and fully ££ J* S^ ** ,the ^rst Pledging conference
state of war. Today, Ethiopia stin fJS II' S * tlm6 "hen U was in a
persons displaced by the war f Li! th! pr°blem of the resettlement of

.....

but he would cononunicate the decision of his Government toMl at a lat^r date

ft *lhe rePresentative of Guinea said his country stood for the success of

86. The representative of Lesotho said that his country had

87. The representative of Liberia pladged $US 20, u00

s

would info« to ff! h1S ,G°Vernment Pled8ed *"S 200,000 to UNTFAd/ and it
would inform to ECA on which projects the money should be spent.

for th^1^nSentatiVe f """ Said that Ms G°vernment had pledged $US 25,000

"|«HH«
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90. The representative of Morocco said that of the $US 500,000 pledged at the

last Conference, his Government had paid $US 200,000 and would pay the balance

of $US 300,000 shortly. He pledged $US 500,000 for 1982-1983 for subregional

and regional projects, the Tangiers MULPOC, the African Institute tor Enterprise

Management of Tangiers, PADIS, assistance to land-locked States and research.

91, The representative of Nigeria said that Africa was the centre piece of

Nigerian foreign policy, Nigeria had co-operation agreements with several

African countries. It had established the $US 80 million Nigerian Trust Fund
within ADB to be used towards the development of Africa. The Fund had been

replenished recently. The money Nigeria tyad pledged in the past had been used

to promote chemical industries, metal and engineering industries, trade in food

and livestock, the Institute for Higher Training and Research, the Centre for

Manufacturing and Design, mineral resources research, etc. Thirteen projects

contained in ECA documents would be examined carefully to see which ones Nigeria

would finance. Projects relating to women deserved far more support than they

had received hitherto, and it was Nigeria's wish that those projects should be

given proper attention in future. For the 1982-1983 biennium she pledged

$US 200,000 to be paid in two equal instalments, stating that some of it should

be used for women's projects,

92. The representative of Rwanda pledged $US 15,000, 70 per cent of which

should be used for Gisenyi MULPOC projects.

93. The representative of Senegal recalled his country's standing commitment

to the cause of African development and stated that Senegal had pledged

$US 200,000 at the last Pledging Conference. Of that amount, $US 52,000 had

already been paid, while $US 148,000 was outstanding. Stressing the particu

larly difficult economic conditions in Senegal which were the result of ten
years of drought, the unusual drop in groundnut production and the burden

imposed by oil bills, he informed the Conference of an economic and financial

recovery plan which his Government was now implementing. The plan had effected

a considerable reduction in the State budget. Consequently, Senegal would make

no pledge for 1982-1983, but would make all efforts to pay the $US 148,000

already pledged in two instalments.

94. The representative of Sierra Leone pledged $US 30,000*

95. The representative of Somalia, who was attending a pledging conference

for the first time, pledged $US 30,000 to be used in accordance with an agree

ment the Government would reach with bCA at a later date.

96. The representative of Togo pledged $US 10,000 to be used for transport

and communications projects in the Niamey MULPOC subregion,

97. The representative of the United Republic of Cameroon said his Government

would communicate its pledge to the ECA secretariat and that it wished the money

pledged to be used to support the work programme of the Yaounde MULPOC.

98. The representative of the United Republic of Tanzania said that his

Government was committed to the ideals of UNTFAD since it was a concrete

demonstration of the belief that Africa should be developed by Africans them

selves. Hence at the last pledging conference it had pledged $US 750,000.

That money had not been fully paid but this Government would honour its pledge
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as soon as possible. He felt that voluntary pledges were not enough to develop
Africa. What was needed was for a consistent mechanism or criteria to be
developed to establish the amount that each country should contribute to the
Fund periodically. That would show the seriousness of African Governments.
For the 1982-1983 biennium he pledged $US 50,000 to be used mainly to support
the bast African Mineral Resources Development Centre, and also for projects'
in rural development and human settlements.

99. The representative of Zaire recalled that the resolution by which the
African Trust Fund had been established had been adopted in 1977 at the

thirteenth session of the Commission which had been held at Kinshasa. Since

then, Zaire had based itself on the principle that self-reliance was better
than relying on others and, notwithstanding the very real economic difficulties
it had experienced during the years 1979/80 and 1980/81, it had felt that

it could not renege on the commitments it had made in the name of African

solidarity and had pledged regularly even during a period when its economic

situation had been particularly difficult. His country had already paid up a

substantial portion of all the pledges it had made in the past and the compe

tent authorities in his country had made all the necessary arrangements to

make good the balance as soon as possible. With regard to its contribution

for the 1982-1983 biennium, at a time when Africa was talking about the implemen

tation of the Lagos Plan of Action, Zaire was more than ever convinced that

Africa should spare no effort to make extra sacrifices in line with the develop

ment objectives the continent had set for itself. In conclusion, despite his

country's economic difficulties, he had been instructed on behalf of Zaire, to

pledge the amount of $US 250,000 to the African Trust Fund, half of which, or

$US 125 000 was to be earmarked for the following: PADIS projects, subregional
projects to be implemented within the framework of the Gisenyi MULPOC, particu

larly energy projects, and those relating to the integration of women in the

economic development of the sugregion.

100. The leader of the delegation of Zambia said that in the past his

Government had pledged 160,000 kwacha in kind to maintain the Lusaka MULPOC

offices. He renewed that pledge. In addition he pledged $US 40,000 in cash

for Lusaka MULPOC projects to be identified later.

101. The leader of the delegation of Zimbabwe said that, although his

Government was engaged in a major programme to reconstruct the war-torn
economy, it recognized the critical importance of the Lagos Plan of Action

for the future of Africa, Accordingly it pledged $US 20,000 as a token of
its earnest intention to support UNTFAD.

102. The representatives of Equatorial Guinea, Ghana, Mozambique, Sao Tome

and Principe and the Sudan said that they would communicate their Governments1
decisions to ECA in due course.

103. The representatives of Angola and the Ivory Coast said that they had
no mandate to pledge.

104. The representative of the African Development Bank said that he had no

specific instructions to pledge any amount although in May 1981 there would

be a meeting at the Bank during which assistance by the Bank to PADIS would
be discussed.
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105. '1'he Executive Secretary thanked the Plenipotentiaries for the encourag

ing support they had given to the Conference. He said that in 1977, 22 countries

had pledged $US 2,963,512; in 1979,20 countries and the African Development
Bank had pledged $US 2,247,892; and in 1981, 23 countries had pledged

$US 1,928,000 in cash, excluding pledges in kind. He invited those countries
which had not yet pledged to do so as promptly as possible.

106. The following is a summary of the pledges made;

(in United States dollars)

1• Benin

2. Botswana

3. Burundi

4. Congo

5 o Gabon

6. Guinea

7. Kenya

8. Lesotho

9. Liberia

10. Libyan Arab Jamahiriya

11. Mali

12. Morocco

13. Nigeria

14. Rwanda

15. Sierra Leone

16. Somalia

17. Togo

18. United Republic of Tanzania

19. Zaire

20. Zambia

21 # Zimbabwe

Grand total

22. Ethiopia pledged 30,000 Birr in local currency;

23. Guinea-Bissau pledged 35,000 pesos in local currency;

24. Zambia pledged 160,000 kwacha in kind for the maintenance of the
Lusaka MULPOC Offices,,

5

25

20

40

40

30

70

8

20

200

25

500

200

15

30

30

10

50

250

40

20

$US 1 682

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

107. Separate agreements between African Governments and the United Nations

relating to pledges made were signed by the Executive Secretary and on behalf
of the African Governments concerned.

Any other business (item 14J

108. The representative of Morocco wanted to know what co-operation existed

between the secretariat and the Arab League as there was no observer for the

Arab League attending the Conference. The Executive Secretary said that Afro-
Arab co-operation came principally under the aegis of the OAU secretariat.
However, ECA had always participated at all technical meetings convened by
OAU and the Arab League. ECA had recently participated in one such meeting

which had been held in Khartoum and which the OAU secretariat had
already referred to. Traditionally, the Arab League had not participated
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at ECA meetings and it was only BA.DEA that had been invited. However, he was

not sure why BADEA had not attended the present Conference. If the Conference

of Ministers decided that the Arab League should be invited to participate at

future meetings, the secretariat would comply. The Conference of Ministers,

therefore, decided that the Arab League should be invited to participate at all

future meetings of the Commission.

Date and venue of the eighth meeting of the Conference of Ministers and

seventeenth session of the Commission (item 15)

109. The representative of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya stated that his

Government would be pleased to host the third meeting of the Technical

Preparatory Committee of the Whole and the seventeenth session of the Commission/

eighth meeting of the Conference of Ministers in Tripoli, the Libyan Arab

Jamahiriya. The representative of Egypt then demanded from the Executive

Secretary an assurance that invitations to the afore-mentioned meetings in Tripoli
would include all member States and that such invitations would also contain an

assurance by the Government of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya that facilities for

the purposes of the meetings would be provided to representatives of all member

States without discrimination,, In reply, the representative of the Libyan Arab

Jamahiriya stated that the assurance required of his Government would be given.

The Conference agreed that the third meeting of the Technical Preparatory

Committee of the Whole and the seventeenth session of the Commission (eighth

meeting of the Conference of Ministers) would be held in Tripoli in 1982 at a

date to be determined in due course.

Adoption of the report and resolutions (item 16)

110. The Conference adopted the present report on the work of the sixteenth

session of the Commission, seventh meeting of the Conference of Ministers. It

also adopted unanimously the resolutions submitted to it by the Technical

Preparatory Committee of the Whole,three resolutions recommended by the

Conference of African Ministers of Social Affairs,one resolution on the United

Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa,and a vote of thanks

(see chapter I above and chapter IV below)o

Closure of the meeting (item 17)

111. The representative of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, in proposing the vote

of thanks to the Government and people of Sierra Leone /see resolution 424(XVI)

in chapter IV below/, stated that the success of the Conference had been made

possible by the cordial atmosphere that had prevailed in Freetown and the

inspiring opening address delivered by His Excellency, Dro Siaka Stevens,

President of the Republic of Sierra Leone, which had guided the deliberations

of the Conference. Africa was meeting at a time when the continent was facing

a grave crisis but that crisis strengthened the will of the peoples of Africa

to overcome their problems through their own collective efforts in order to

achieve prosperity and progress. In that connexion, the Lagos Plan of Action

and the Monrovia Strategy would assist African countries in the realization of

their economic and social objectives.

112. In his closing speech, the Executive Secretary referred to the candour

and frankness with which the Conference had discussed some of the burning

issues of Africa. The Conference had also added new dimensions to the excellent
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mmmmmmwidentified problems but had proposed solutions, which was a step in the right

direction in the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action whose foundation
had been laid in 1980. Finally he thanked the Government and people of Sierra
Leone for the warm welcome extended to participants and the excellent physical
facilities provided for the Conference*

113 The Chairman of the Conference expressed his gratitude to the Technical
Preparatory Committee of the Whole for the sound work it had done in Prepara
tion for the Conference and to the Executive Secretary and the entire secre
tariat for their part in making the Conference a success. He was gratified
by the commendable seriousness and candour with which the Conference had
carried out its work, rhe Conference had not only identified economic and
social problems facing Africa but had also made practical proposals for solv
ing them through the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action, particularly
in the spirit of collective self-reliance.

114. The Chairman declared the sixteenth session of the Commission and seventh
meeting of the Conference of Ministers closed.

D. PROGRAMME OF WORK AND PRIORITIES

115 The programme of work and priorities for 1982-1983 (E/CN.14/790-E/CN.14/
TPCW/II/7) rests, in general, on the International Development Strategy for
the Third United Nations Development Decade and, in particular, on the major
lines of advance set out in and the underlying concepts and principles o±
the Lagos Plan of Action for the Implementation of the Monrovia Strategy for
the Economic Development of Africa, which should be considered an integral
part of the International Development Strategy. The two principles under
lying the Plan are self-reliance (which may roughly be interpreted as the
expansion of the role of indigenous rather than imported factor inputs for
production, marketing, research and experimental development, etc.) and
self-sustainment (which again roughly means the substitution of internal -
national, multinational, regional - for external growth and development
stimuli) together with the establishment of intrasectoral and intersectoral
linkages at the national and multinational levels.

116 Since economic growth in Africa is defined as increases in the physical
output of goods and services to meet the needs of the mass of African popula
tions and since such growth must come from the exploitation of the region s
ample natural resources/raw materials base, primarily under the direction
of African entrepreneurial capabilities and mainly through the mobilization
and application of indigenous factor inputs, there clearly exists a frame
of reference for work programmes and medium-term plans.

117 The work programme thus gives high priority to the development of capa
bilities at the national, multinational and regional levels for building up
technical knowledge of these resources and to the need to organize intra-

African trade in, inter alia, industrial raw materials in order to raise
the level of raw materials complementarity as well as the range of industrial
production possibilities. Without this, member States will continue to de-
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and to expand employment opportunities. "eaitn, etc.

-
freeing more foreign exchange to import capital goods.

120. As far as skilled manpower is concerned, the work programme emphasizes

lnLTPTtlVe Ted t,°.Unk Skilled manP°wer development to the natural re!
analysis ZTJ, " ?""? WhiCh "? required in su<h crucial areas as policyS1; design engineering, material analysis, management, administration
financial analysis, project identification and analysis, marketing banking
insurance and research and development, particularly in food and fgric^ltufe
industry and science and technology. agriculture,

lit. ™eiwork Programme in science and technology is based mainly on the re-
S*tMB! of *he yienna Conference and the Plan of Action for i?s imple-
IZl f Specifically, emphasis is being placed on the development of
machinery for science policy and planning, development of appropriate skills

to c1™™ Taining> on-the-;'ob traini"g and on-the-spot learning tours
tn T» and institutions whose experience is of relevance to the solu
tion of African development and economic growth problems. Backstopping

5JZlC" T b?lnS.«iv?n t0 ^e African Regional Centre for Technology and
other similar institutions.

althou!!whfi0" buildin« at the multinational and regional levels continues
^ g ?° f ?e 3J!d r°le °f thlS crucial factor aPPears ^ill to be under
rated particularly where its benefits, although believed to be substantial
^Zl-7 been directly or indirectly measured. However, the work programme
provides for backstoppmg services to such institutions as the MULPOCs the
mineral resources development centres, etc.

irLfi™^ ^^T thf .needs °f the mass of the people also implies a major
transformation of domestic markets as well as their combinations to accommodate
economies of scale where unavoidable. Hence, special attention is paid in the
work programme to the transformation of domestic markets since without this
the on-going efforts to combine markets through preferential trade areas and
other similar arrangements will be only partially successful
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124. As regards specific sectors, special attention is being given under

agriculture and food to the reduction of food losses and to a food security

system. In industry, attention is increasingly concentrated on a core cov

ering engineering, chemicals, fibres, food and forest products as well as

to the institutional devices required for the design and implementation of

projects in these areas. Inputs into the different industrial areas are to be

based as much as possible on the region1s natural resources/raw materials.

In transport and communications, the work programme concentrates on those

programmes and projects that have already been identified by member States

in the framework of the United Nations Transport and Communications Decade

in Africa. Apart from activities connected with co-ordination, emphasis is

being put on assistance to member States in defining their own projects more

concretely, the establishment of appropriate institutions for research into

transport and communication problems and on the development of national

capabilities for the maintenance of equipment.

125. In view of the increasing attention being given to the special status

of the least developed, land-locked and island developing countries, a

great number of which exist in Africa, the work programme contains enlarged

activities in respect of this group of countries particularly in the frame

work of the expanded programme of assistance to them. In this connexion,

the work programme may be modified on the basis of the results of the
United Nations Conference on the Least Developed Countries, scheduled to

take place in Paris in September 1981.

126. The ECA work programme on the integration of women in the development

process is probably the largest within the United Nations system or any

other international development agency. Thus increasing emphasis is being
placed not only on the need to provide opportunities for the advancement

of women generally but also on upgrading the skills of women particularly

in food and agriculture, home management and in the informal sectors

generally through field work and operational projects.

127. Planning the context of the Lagos Plan of Action includes the collec

tion, analysis and interpretation of statistical, demographic and other

information for decision making. Hence, in the work programme, emphasis

is being laid on the African Household Surveys Capability Programme, the

Statistical Training Programme for Africa, population studies, including

fertility and family planning problems, with a view to incorporating the

results in planning techniques and the development of appropriate planning

techniques for dealing with such development objectives as participation,

full employment, attack on mass poverty and the equitable distribution of
the fruits of development including equitable inter-group and spatial

distribution.
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LIST OF RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE CONFERENCE
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on the International Year of Disabled Persons 75
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front-line States 76

412 (XVI) Strengthening of national capabilities for environmental

legislation, assessment and management as a development

strategy . .• 77
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422 (XVI) United Nations Transport and Communications Decade

in Africa 90

423 (XVI) Social implications of the Lagos Plan of Action 93

424 (XVI) Vote of thanks to the Government and People of

Sierra Leone 108

425 (XVI) New and renewable sources of energy 1
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for population studies in Africa 3

427 (XVI) Implications of General Assembly resolutions 32/197 and
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sectors of the United Nations system for the regional
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428 (XVI) Programmes of work and priorities of the Economic

Commission for Africa for 1982-1983 23
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CHAPTER IV * RESOLUTIONS AND OTHER DECISIONS ADOPTED BY THE CONFERENCE

OF MINISTERS AT ITS SEVENTH MEETING

403 (XVI). Biennial report of the Executive Secretary, 1979-lQflO 20/

The Conference of Ministers,

Having reviewed the Biennial report of the Executive Secretary for

Vhe biennium, 1979-1980, 21/

Recognizing the important role which African intergovernmental

institutions have to play in working with member States in the imple

mentation of the Lagos Plan of Action, 22/

Noting with encouragement the expanding role of the Commission as

an executing agency as evidenced by an almost twofold increase, in the

1979-1980 biennium, of the volume of its regional programme of technical

co-operation activities as compared with the 1977-1978 biennium,

Noting in particular the significant contribution made by the United

Nations Development Programme as the single largest contributor to the

Commission's extrabudgetary resources,

1. Expresses its appreciation and thanks to the United Nations

Development Programme and other multilateral donors and to bilateral

donors for their continuing supnort of the technical co-operation

programme of the Commission aimed at improving the miality of life of

the African people;

2* Requests the Executive Secretary to intensify implementation o-f

the various affreemprit;? which he has si pn&* ov behalf of the Commission

with intergovernmental organizations;

3. Calls upon member States to give full political and financial

support to these institutions to enable them to discharge their respective

mandates with maximum effectiveness,

2V7th meeting,

10 AnrU

20/ See Chapter HI, nararrraphR 70 and 71 above,

21/ E/CN.l/i/695.

22/ A/S-ll/H, annex T.
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404 (XVI)• Survey of economic and social conditions in Africa- 23/

The Conference of Ministers,

Emphasizing the importance of the Survey of economic and social

conditions in Africa 2hJ in revealing the difficulties encountered by
member States and in suggesting comprehensive solutions to many of these

problems.

Realizing the difficulties and the enormous work involved in the
preparation of the Survey owing to the large number of countries in the

region and the poor data base,

Congratulating the secretariat on the work done in preparing the

Survey of economic and social conditions in Africa for 1979-1980,

1. Requests the Executive Secretary to draw up the necessary

guidelines on the preparation of the Survey to be sent to member States

not later than the end of March of each year;

2. Recommends that each member State should send, not later than
the end of September of each year, a paper on socio-economic conditions
in its country covering the previous reporting year in order to assist
the secretariat in preparing the Survey at the regional and country

levels.

217th meeting,

io April 'ftT

405 fyyi). Implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action-

The Conference of Ministers,

Referring to the provisions of the Final Act of Lagos,?6/ end in
particular thS last paragraph thereof concerning the reporting procedure
reoardinrr activities for the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action,

2?/ See chapter III, paragraphs 70 and 71 above.

2L/ E/CN.lA/802-E/CN.l4/TPaf.Tl/l9-K/CN.lA/LDCs.l/2.

2£/ See chapter III, paragraphs 70 and 71 above and

annex I.

26/ A/S-ll/H, annex I *
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Organxzatxon of African Unity in collaboration vith the SeTti"

^ °™ST t:^ake a" necessa- »«-»«• to implement the
flHzi"S «>• resources of the specialized
f f Afi Uit

S^ n T fzS «>• resources of the specialized a^iefof
the Orgamzation of of African Unity along vith the technical and
financial assistance of the specialised bodies of the Commission and
the appropriate national and international organs,

gpnvinqed that the successful implementation of the Plan depends
largely on the formulation of specific strategies for its implementation
ar an levels,

Aware, of the major role which should be played by African Ministers
of Economic Development and Planning in the implementation of this Plan,

1- Takes cognizance of the document prepared by the secretariat
entitled "Dnplementation of the Lagos Plan of Action - Some proposals
and recommendations for the guidance of member States"- ?8/

2. Calls on the secretariat of the Commission to inorove the document
in the light of the relevant comments made on it bv the Technical Prepara
tory Committee of the Whole at its second meeting- ?Q/

3- RecTuests that the erpanded document should be discussed with thp
general secretariat of the Organization of African Unity in order to
prepare a joint document;

A. Requests that that joint document should be submitted to *-h<*
second meeting of the Joint Conference o* African Planners, Statistic rm«
and Demographers, in which representg+ri-"-pS of the fypnoral secretariat o*
the Organization of African Unity will taVr> r>a~t, for in-denth ten^n-tcaT

consideration, final drafting and submission to the Council o-P Ministers
and the Assembly of Heads of State and f^vpmne^t o-f tn* (V^am^Hnn of
AP Unity in 108?;

27/ Ibid. *mnex TTT.

2ft/ F/CN.l//R01-E/CN.l4/TPCtf.Tl/l8.

R/CN.14/813-E/CN.14/TPCW.II/28.
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5. Recommends that the Executive Secretary should consider, with the

Secretary-General of the Organization of African Unity, all necessary

measures for the prompt establishment of an appropriate institutional

mechanism responsible for harmonizing and co-ordinating all actions aimed

at implementing the Lagos Plan of Action, in accordance with the provisions

of the last paragraph of the Final Act of Lagos.

217th meeting,

10 April 1.9B1.

/f06 (XVT)«Regional Conference on the Development aid Utilization

of Mineral Resources in Africa 30/

The Conference of Ministers,

Having considered the report ^l/ of the Regional Conference on the

Development and Utilization of Mineral Resources in Africa held at Arusha,

the United Republic of Tanzania, from 2 to 6 February 1961,

Recalling the Lagos Plan of Action £2f which provides that the main

development objectives of the strategy for mineral resources development

should be achieved in the 1990s, inter alia, through the organization of

the Regional Conference on the Development and Utilization of Mineral

Resources in Africa,

Conscious of the lack of information on the mineral resources

endowment of African countries and the lack of adequate capability for
the exploration, evaluation, exploitation and utilization of those mineral

resources, the lack of co-ordinated African mineral development policies,

weak institutional capabilities, and the low level of intra-African co

operation and trade in minerals,

Conscious further of the relatively rrepk contribution of ninnral

resources to the socio-economic development of African countries, in

particular because of the role played by foreign operations in the

development and utilization of mineral resources,

Recognizing the important role that mineral resources could play in

supporting and contributing to development activities in the other sectors

of the socio-economic development of the continent,

30/ See chapter III, paragraphs 70 and 71 above,

22./ r/cn.u/Bo/l.

3?./ A/S~11/U, annex I.
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1. Expresses its satisfaction to the Executive Secretary for the
successful organization of the aforementioned Conference and for subnittin*
the final report to the Conference of Ministers;

2. Endorses the final report of the Regional Conference on the

ST^SV^J*11*2*1*011 °f mneral Resources in Africa held at Arusha,
the United Republic of Tanzania, from 2 to 6 February 1981 and the recom
mendations contained therein;

3. Urges member States to give special priority to the implementation
of the recommendations contained in the report, paying special attention
to building up technical knowledge of the mineral resources base; develop
ing national and multinational capabilities for mineral extraction,
processing and marketing; developing intra-African trade and extra-African
markets for minerals; stabilizing manpower training and further training;
research and development; developing national and international mineral
exploration; the mining and processing equipment industries; and the
protection of the environment;

4. Requests the Executive Secretary to take, in collaboration with
member States, the Organization of African Unity and appropriate inter
national organizations, all necessary measures for the implementation of
the recommendations contained in the report and to submit periodic progress
reports thereon; "

5- Further requests the Executive Secretary to publish as early as
possible the technical papers prepared for the Conference and to ensure
their widest possible distribution to member States.

217th meeting.

10 April 1981.

407 (XVI)* Women and development t Programme of Action and mobiliza
tion of resources 33/

The Conference of Ministers.

Recalling its resolutions . 362 (XTV) and 363 (XTV) of 27 March 1979 in
which it requested Governments to provide adequate resources for the proper

functioning of subregional and regional machineries set up to promote the
advancement of women,

33/ See chapter IH, paragraphs 70 and 71 above.
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Recalling also its resolution 375 (X?) of 12 April 1980 by which it
endorsed the action proposals contained in the Programme and Strategies

for 1980-1985 as well as the resolutions adopted at the second Regional

Conference on the Integration of Women in Development held at Lusaka in

December 1979, calling upon Governments to accord high priority within
their national development plans to the integration of women in development,

Bearing in mind that the Programme and Strategies for 1960-1965 have
been incorporated in the Lagos Plan of Aetion»2£/

Recalling further General Assembly resolution 35/136 of 11 December
1980 which endorsed the Programme of Action for the Second Half of the
United Nations Decade for Women adopted at the World Conference of the
United Nations Decade for Women held at Copenhagen in July 1980,

Recognizing that the International Development Strategy for the Third
United Nations Development Decade 2^/ places strong emphasis on the important

role women play in development,

Conscious that the work programme and priorities of the subregional

committees on the integration of women in development adopted by the
respective Councils of Ministers of the Multinational Programming and
Operational Centres collectively reflect the priorities expressed by

member States,

Having examined the report ^6/ of the second Meeting of the Africa
Regional Co-ordinating Committee for the Integration of Women in Development

held at Addis Ababa in March lQBl

1. Takes note with satisfaction of the report of the second meeting

of the Africa Regional Co-ordinating Committee;

2. Endorses the work programme and priorities for 198*-1983 for the
.integration of women in development as approved by the Biiltlnational
Programming and Operational Centre;

3. Reaffirms the necessity for member States, intergovernmental and
non-governmental organizations and agencies of the United Nations system
to provide resources to the rational, subregional a-id regional programmes

for the advancement of ifonen;

A/S-ll/U, annex I.

General Assembly resolution 35/56 of 5 December 1980.

36/ E/CN.14/8O9-K/CN.14/TPCW.II/26.
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A. Urges the Executive Secretary to devote substantial resources
from the proceeds of the third Pledging Conference for the United
Trust Fund for African Development to the women's pro^ramme-

5. Urges the Executive Secretary to intensify efforts to o
regular posts for the staff of the African Training and Research
for Women and to elevate the Centre to divisional status;

6. Requests member States to take appropriate measures to implement
the Programme of Action for the Second Half of the United Nations Deride
for Women to ensure the achievement of the objectives o* the Decade in
Africa.

217th

10 April

408 (XVT). Human settlements 2Z/

The Conference of Ministers.

Recalling its resolution 358 (xiy) of 27 March 1979 on institutional
arrangements for human settlements which reaffirmed the mandate of the

Intergovernmental Regional Committee on Human Settlements, and resolution
378 (XV) of 12 April 1990 on an action plan and institutional mp.nhinerv
for a regional programne on the environment for Africa which reouested
the Executive Secretary to work out the terms of reference for a ioint
sectoral body for human settlements and environment,

Further recalling General Assembly resolutions ?1/ll 6 of 16 December
1976, 32/162 of 10 December 1577 and 3?/l97 of 20 December 1977,

Having examined the report 32/ of the second meeting of the Inter
governmental Regional Committee on Human Settlements held at Addis Ababa

from 28 July to 1 August IQBO and the resolutions adopted at that meeting,

Appreciative of the progress of activities relating to human

settlements development which includes building materials and construction
industries development,

Commending the positive guidance given by the Intergovernmental
Regional Committee through its resolutions towards t^e development of

human settlements as an integral feature of the over—all African develop

ment strategy consistent with the implications of the Lagos Plan of
Action,22/

37/ See chapter III, paragraphs 70 and 71 above,

2§/ e/ot. 14/762,

22/ A/S-ll/14, annex I.
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Appreciating the assistance being provided by the United Nations

Centre for Human Settlements to a large number of African countries,

!• Endorses the report and resolutions adopted at the second meeting

of the Intergovernmental Regional Comnittee on Human Settlements subject to

the reconsideration by the Committee of resolution 4 (ii)concerning the

situation of refugees in Africa and without prejudice to the operational

role of the United Nations Centre under resolution 32/1.62 as mentioned

in the report ^O/ of the second meeting of the Technical Preparatory

Committee of the Whole;

2« Approves that tho mandate of Intergovernmental Regional Committee

should include environmental matters and their implications and author!zes

that the Committee be .renamed the Joint Intergovernmental Regional

Committee on Hur^an Settlements and Tfovironment, i° conformity with

resolution 378 (XV) mentioned above and the nrovisions contained in the
report of the Intergovernmental Regional Committee on Human Settlements;

3- Decides that the terms of reference o* the Joint Interrroveromental

Regional Committee on Human Settlements and Environment for the regional

environment programme should include the following in addition to what is

provided in General Assembly resolution y?./\f>?. for human settlements:

(a) Formulation of policies, n-^iorities and strategies for
regi onal, subregiona7 ar»H transnational environmentat management in +r"e

(h) Pronotio"1 of the exchange of information and experience on
national environmental policies, legislation, programme and problems;

(c) Review of the work programme and priorities on the environ
ment in the Commission, empraisn"! of nropres? made in their irvoi enertation

and assistance in mobil izin™ financial and other resources for

in priorit"" enyi>nnn°rta1. sreas in the Africpji

(d) Ac;sir:t'"'nf>e in assemb1 inn- infnmntion on national e^""T.ronmental

for the preprration of the state of the environment report on the

African region;

(e_) Promotion of pro'Trances on environmental education for the

nublic throM^h the m?.SF nnHia and for the training of nationals as specia

lists to monitor, assess, manage and carry out research on environmental

problems;

1:0/ E/CN. 14/81 ^-K/CN. 1A/TPCW. II/2B.
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(f) Promotion of close inter-organizational co-operation on
enviornmental matters between the Commission and the United Nations
Environment Programme, and all other United Nations intergovernmental
and non-governmental organizations working within and outside the African
region;

4* Calls upon the Economic Commission for Africa and related United
Nations agencies and other agencies to take measures for the successful
and speedy implementation of the above-mentioned resolution and recruests
in particular the Executive Secretary and the Executive Director of the

United Nations Environment Programme to establish systematic and effective
collaboration based on regular consultations; and to this end, further

requests the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa

to work out, in consultation with agencies concerned, and especially the

United Nations Centre for Human Settlements, the United Nations Environment

Programme, the United Nations Development Programme and the United Nations

Industrial Development Organization, an appropriate basis of modalities

for interagency co-operation;

5« Requests the Executive Secretary to strengthen the regional and

subregional operational capabilities of the Human Settlements Section

through the creation or expansion of the necessary facilities in all the

Multinational Programming and Operational Centres for responding to the

needs of member States in matters pertaining to the development of human

settlements, and particularly the development of building materials and

construction industries;

6* Invites member States which have not done so to pay particular

attention to the establishment at the national level and within the frame

work of the Multinational Programming and Operational Centres of appro

priate mechanisms and methodologies for evolving comprehensive human

settlements policies integrating the relevant sectoral programme on

physical, urban and settlement planning, housing and other shelter, infra

structure and construction development policies; and to this end to

promote pilot studies and projects;

7« Invites further member States to take the necessary steps for

the rapid implementation of the Pan—African Documentation and Information

System's complementary file on HABITAT—Africa within the framework of

national documentation and information centres;

8. Requests specially the United Nations Development Programme, the

United Nations Industrial Development Organization, the United Nations

Centre for Human Settlements, the United Nations Environment Programme

and bilateral and other sources to extend to the Commission further and

increased support for the expansion and diversification of its services

in the field of buildin^ materials and construction industries develop

ment and its successful continuation until the objectives assigned to

it have been achieved;

■I Tun
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9* Decides to refer resolution 4 (ii) to the Intergovernmental
Committee on Human Settlements for its reconsideration in the light

of the concerns expressed at the second meeting of the Technical

Preparatory Committee of the Whole,

217th meeting,

lOApril

409 (XVI) • Regional and subregional institutions sponsored by the
Commission

The Conference of Ministers*

Having considered the report of the naugural Conference of the Chief

Executives of regional and subregional institutions sponsored by the

Commission, 42/

Aware of the crucial role which multinational, regional and subregional

institutions can play in the physical, economic and social integration of

the African region as a means of achieving sustained economic and social

development in order to improve t^e ouality of life of the African people,

Recalling that the Assembly of Head? of State and Government of the

Organization of African Unity has given special recognition to this fact

in the Lagos Plan of Action fL3/

Appreciative of the material and financial support given by member

States to institutions sponsored by the Commission, and particularly bv

those hosting such institutions, as well as by members of the international

cornmunity and by the United Nations Development Programme, the United

Nations Fund for Population Activities and other donors,

Realizing that no regional and subregional institution can be viable

without the full commitment of its members and, in particular the host

Government,

Noting,however.the difficulties being experienced by tbese institu

tions as a result of the inadequate support extended to these institu

tions by member Governments as evidenced by low mrtnbersMp *nH the del air

in payment and non-payment of contributions,

41/ See chapter TTI, paragraphs 70 and 71 above.

E/CN.14/793.

A/S-ll/14, annex I.
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1« Appeals to member States which have not already -joined such
institutions to take all possible measures to do so as soon as possible;

2. Appeals further to al"! member States to nav, as a matter of

urgency, their current and past contributtons due and to ensure that

appropriate provisions are made in their national budgets to cover

financial support to these institutions;

3> Requests the Executive Secretary to re-examine the pronosats

related to membership and contributions by member States and 'to submit

new proposals thereon for consideration at the eighth meeting of the

Conference of Ministers;

4. Expresses its appreciation to all Governments which host insti

tutions sponsored by the Commission and appeals to them to continue their

support and to do all in their power to assist the Executive Secretary

through the use of their good offices in order to ensure the achievement

of universality of membership and maximum financial support;

5» Expresses its appreciation to the Executive Secretary -for initiat

ing and convening the inaugural Conference of Chief Executives of these

institutions and hopes that similar Conferences will be held regularly;

6. Requests the Executive Secretary to s

(zi) Take all necessary steps to make the work of such institutions
better known to member States bv disseminating information on their

programme activities and services in order to ensure that a1! member

States and donor Governments are fully aware of the capability of each

of these institutions in their resnective fields and the specific benefits

to be derived by member States from the operations of these institutions;

(b) Give the fullest institutional sunnort to these institutions
by providing in a systematic manner, leffal , administrative man a"enent and

audit service to these institutions, if requested;

(c) Explore the feasibilitvof establishing a buffer fund to advance

monies to tide established institutions over temrwrary periods of financial

difficulty and to report thereon at the eighth meeting of the Conference

of Ministers;

7# Directs the Executive Secretarv to submit biennially a. consolidated

report on regional and subregional institutions sponsored bv the Commission;

8, Expresses its gratitude to the united Nations Develonment

Programme, the united Nations Fund for Population Activities and to donor

Governments for their continuing financial sunoort o^ riost of these

institutions.

217th meeting

10 April
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410 (XVI). Conclusions and recommendations of the Regional Seminar

on the International Year of Disabled Persons 44/

The Conference of Ministers)

Having considered the report of the Regional Seminar on the Inter

national Year of Disabled Persons.45/

Conscious of the major causes of disability and the magnitude of the

problems of the disabled in Africa,

Recalling General Assembly resolutions 2856 (XXVI) of 20 December
and 3447 (XXX)of 9 December 1975 containing the declarations on the rights

of the mentally retarded and of disabled persons respectively,

Considering that, because of the nature of the problem and in parti

cular the underlying causes of disability, the countries of the region

must discharge their obligations to society and undertake appropriate action

with a view to facilitating the integration of the disabled into society,

Considering also that the nature and problem of disability in Africa

imply that the international community should discharge its moral and

social obligations and make an effective contribution, particularly as the

causes of disability are often imposed on Africa by external phenomena

such as decolonization, struggles for liberation, aggression and socio-

economic conditions resulting from an unjust international economic order,

Observing that the commendable efforts undertaken bv African States

are not generally developed and incorporated in the framework of socio-

economic planning and that isolated action in this area often entails

a waste of available resources,

1. Endorses the report, findings and resolutions of the Regional

Seminar on the International Year of Disabled Persons as approved by the

third Conference of African Ministers of Social Affairs;

2. Requests the Executive Secretary to ensure that proper follow-up
to the activities recommended or embarked upon in favour of the disabled

at the national, subreqional and regional levels is given~by all United

Nations bodies concerned with disability prevention and rehabilitation so

44/ See chapter III, paragraphs 6l to 66 above.

E/CN.IA/7B6.
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that the International Year of Disabled Persons becomes the starting point

of a process intended to ensure proper rehabilitation actions, social inte

gration of the disabled and adequate prevention of disability;

3* Further requests the Executive Secretary to report periodically
on United Nations follow-up activities relating to the International Year
of Disabled Persons.

217th meeting,

TO April

411 (XVl)»The consequences of the racist and apartheid policy
in front-line States 46/

The Conference of Ministers,

Deeply concerned that the racist and anartheir* poiicv of the refine

in Pretoria with its practices of torture, imprisonment and armed aggression

constitutes one of the principal causes of the increase in the number of

disabled persons among the population of the front-line states,

Aware that daily aggression which results in economic destruction

causes malnutrition which leads to growth problems and mental retardation,

not to mention the sense of inferiority, harassment and social insecurity

experienced by the nopulat'vor: of front—line

Aware that the fr^t—lineStates, Lesotho and Swaziland, ?re t^e targets

of attacks and bombings by the racist and apartheid regime of South Africa

in its atterrpts to stop those States from supporting t^*» tibrr

in South Africa and Namibia,

1. Condemns the racist regime of South Africa, i-'hio^ is tho bastion

of apartheid fort

(a) Its freement attacks against front-line Statop bp
Lesotho and Swaziland;

(b) The atrocities wh^c*** a^e at the mot o-f t*»*» ever rYovTinp: nvmher
of disabled persons;

2. Appeal s to the organs o^ the United Nations,

African lenity and the international community to provide -t-^1^ front—line

States as well as Lesotho snrl Swa.T'J.^and wit*1 th** nF>cess?rT' rpson^oes -for

the rehabilitation and the technical a"'' vocational t^ainina o"*" disabled

persons;

See chapter III, nprarraphs 6l to 66 above.
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"*• Appeal s to the united Nations Development Pro.qramme to r>ro-»-ide

the necessarv financial means to enable the front—line States as well as

Lesotho and Swaziland to fare the results o^ South African

?17tb

1.0 April

412 (XVI)• Strengthening of national capabilities for environmental
legislation, assessment and management as a development

p-f Ministers,

A«-«»*"h1y ^nsi'on TJ//.?7 o"*1 ?0 T^c^ner 197*, the

of "hirh ar r

for, fh#a third United Nation.*? neveiopnent TVoade, str^sir^r th^ need for

env!ronmoTT(-P-T nroteotion activities thron^h the incorporation of

prinn'oies into deve^onpent si

^^^^^^ its mm resolution ^2 (XIV) of 71 March 1.0T7O op the

rtr>mm-t Str->temr -Por Africa witMn the context of intpmp.Hn«ai
n in the e.staM i^hnent n+ ?. "ei-r Tn*-ern?.tTonaT Economic

^^ jn mind i+« reposition 37^ (XV) of "> ? Anr'i 19^ on the
a nrorran«!« T-rithin the Coprmi^sion for- (i) a s>"~.-pv o-F

on-npri-t-ai prn^i e?n«* in norther Stntes "Por T.ntinna'1 nrion'ty

, (ii) the est^KI -!shnenr o-f n-.tioT>al eTivironme^tnl mnchineri en

manpower ^naH.HH^ pnd institutional framwoHr, and (iy
in development-orien^ed activities,

Aware thnt environmental ne-speeHves, nrincipi e« and priorities are
v accepted b*r most Governments, as the develorient e-Pfort

in" countries rre-crnilv results, xmnn* other things, in serious

detrradat^on that demands the mob-JI iration o* all P^ibMfi

capabilities -Por the nrotection of tn<? environment,

Reoo^niT-in^ thnt the achievement of eco-deT'eTownent (ecolo^icanv
oriented development) i" ter^s of a heaTthy and balanced enTrironment depends
on the adoption of anoronriate technological processes operated hrr adequately

er, that o^ten demands regional co-operation esneciaiiy for

env* ro^me"tal nroblems,

\nj See chapter III, paranrar>hs 70 and 71 above.

A.8/ General Assemble resolution 35/Sfi of 5 December
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that ^^^ental management capabilities are

^ ^ r *»"«*« «* assessment
S S° aS tO aChleVe high cost"b««efit returns in the

1. Bidorsea the report #of the Seminar for Lawyers on Development
Add^i£TTal ^eCti°" Le^slation in the African region, held"
Addis Ababa from 29 September to 3 October 1980 under KA/omP sponsorship;

2. Ojpges. member States which have not already done so to enact the
necessary legislation for an institutional framework for the development
of environmental protection legislation and for the incorporation of
environmental provisions and policies into their development
efforts;

3. Further ur^ee member States which have not already done so to
enact the necessary legislation supported bv regulations and administrative
measures for the enforcement of environmental protection legislation for
land use planning, wildlife and forest conservation, coastal zone and
marine resources management, minerals development, water and air oualit^,

solid waste and other toxic chemicals disposal, ,food and drurr quality
control and population migration;

4. Calls upon member States to provide intensive and sustained efforts
in developing public education for promoting environmental consciousness in
both the formal and the non-formal systems within the country and also to
promote the dissemination of relevant environmental information to enhance
the rational management of the environment in development activities;

5- Further calls upon member States which have not already don'? so
to legislate for the preservation, restoration, reconstruction and
registration of items of historical sites, ancient monuments and relics,
antiquities and artifacts from archeolonical excavations for the preser
vation of their cultural heritage and for the promotion o^ scientific
study and tourism;

6. Directs the Executive Secretary^ in collaboration with the Executive
Director of the United Nations Environment Programme to provide, on reoupst,
technical assistance to member States to develop their national capabili
ties for environmental legislation, assessment and management;

42/ E/CN.14/7*4.
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7° Invites member States, development finance institutions, the

United Nations Environment Programme, the United Nations Development

Programme and other countries outside the region to continue their

financial support to the Commission to enable the regional prograTnme on

the environment to be implemented within the context of the Lagos Plan

of Action.

217th meeting,

10 April

413 (XVl)« Pan-African Documentation and Information System 50/

The Conference of Ministers<

Recalling its resolution 359 (XIV) of 27 March 1979 concerning the

general design of a pan-African numerical and non—numerical data bank,

Recalling its resolution 377 (XV) of 12 April 1980 concerning the

necessity for a sound documentation and information system for a self-

sustaining and self—reliant Pan—African development policy which has among

its primary objectives self-sufficiency in food, the development of natural

and human resources, the promotion of intra—African trade, the intensifi

cation of industrial development a^d the improvement and creation of viable

transport and communication continental links,

Taking into consideration the long—term goals presented in the

Executive Secretary's report 51/ which indicates the year 19^9 as the

end of the preparatory and experimental phases for the African region

and for all participating national, subregional, institutional and

technical centres,

Noting that the Assembly of Heads of State aid Government of the

Organization of African unity at its extraordinary sessions held in

Monrovia in July 1979 and at Lagos in April I9BO insisted on the necessity

for a sound documentation and information system for viable integrated

development policy in Africa,

1. Expresses its congratulations to the Executive Secretary on

implementing phase I of the project almost a year ahead of schedule;

2, Notes with satisfaction that the Executive Secretary has taken

the initiative to prepare and propose to member States a project document

for the creation of their national documentation centres aid that all the

responses so far received have been largely positive;

50/ See chapter III, paragraohs 70 and J\ above*

51/ E/CN.U/789.
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3. Invites the Executive Secretary to accelerate the effective creation

of the national., subregional, institutional and technical participating centres;

4* Requests the Executive Secretary to continue his efforts to set up the

Pan—African Documentation and Information System programme in general and the

PADTS—Sat in particular for the teletransmission of documents without any slow

down of the speed of the implementation of the project;

5. Invites all member States to give their full support to the submission

of the project to the European Economic Community as a regional project in order

to mobilize the necessary regional funds needed for the implementation of the

project;

60 Calls upon all member States which have not already done so to accele
rate the establishment and operation of their national documentation and informa
tion centres in order to enable the project to build up a continental network as

soon as possible;

7» Expresses its appreciation to the United Nations Development Programme,

the International Development Research Centre and the African Development Bank

for their financial support of phase I and calls upon them to continue their

support of the project and in particular phases IT and III thereof;

8O Notes with satisfaction the advanced stage of negotiations between the
Commission and the United States Agency for International Development, the

European Economic Community, the European Space Agency and the Government of the

Federal Republic of Germany, France, .Italy and, the United Kingdom and calls_upon

them to concretize as early as possible their support to the project in order to

accelerate the implementation of phases II and III;

9« Appeals to the Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa and the

various Arab funds to give financial support to the project and accordingly

requests the Executive Secretary to make the necessary contacts with them as

soon as possible;

10. Requests the Executive Secretary to submit and forward a progress

report on the implementation of the Pan-African Documentation and Information

System to the eighth meeting of the Conference of Ministers*

217th meeting,

10 April 1981*

4H (XVI)« Statistical Training Programme for Africa : Regional funding
by the European Economic Community 52/

The Conference of Ministers,

Noting the concern that has been shown by a number of Governments over

the acute shortage of statistical personnel needed for the collection, process

ing and analysis of essential data for national planning and development.

See chapter HI, paragraphs 70 and 71 above.
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that, in orr^r to remod^ the M<-"*4-Op through i
h StH+i1 Tii~Ta^d co-orHt-ntoH tr^>i>« nmrnw,

-For Africa was established by a resolution of the "former Erpoutive Committee

O-P th^ Commission in May ^/

Furth-r notina the nro—ess so far mpdo in. th~ *,** flierrtf^np o* th

<^T*he nrobiem of inade^to trPi^e^ fPH orpins anH st?ff^ of
rpp, tbP renonnendBti-on 5^/ o* t^P m^tinflr of dii-«ton<* of

to se^k nss-istnncp for rp^o^ni fnp<Hnrr -From K
^r and the rfforts so far maHe by tbP CoMnission to ne«nH.rte

ass^. stanre for* thi°

b sat-isfaction the assistance so far (riven to the Pr*naram*>

bTr ^^Tdo^rs, notable t^e'TMtwi Nations Deveio^^t Proffrarm^, t**
«n^ ^or Technical Co-^n^rptio^, +-v^ Fnronean Economo

variotis bilateral r>fre"oi-?=;,

o^^derir1: tbe fact that the full i-ipaet of the assistance so far
nay not he felt if the aforementioned nmM«iP of fellowhins a-rt

ng are not renoved,

that the African, Caribbean and PnHfir
- at"»on« with the T^,ronean Rnononic ComnunTt-,- for

frt t
aire^d^Tntti^ted ncnot- at»on« with the T^,ronean Rnononic o
further financial ass-.stsnee through the r-rm-sion of re«rionaT funrts to

the

Annreciatin? the efforts so far «isde bv the African, Caribbean and

Pacific secretariat in connexion with the proicct,

Taking note of the r*a"c-m eroressed by a certain number of Governments
concerning the"criteria used in tho T-Mn« of scholarships to nationals

of member States,

1. Endorses the nronosais of ^h^ nr-

2. Vrrto* ^p Ki^onen^ Economic Co-^'n^ to <n'w

? Reou^Pts th^ E-PCiitive <5erret*ry ^o ass^ the African, Caribbean
and PacifiT^retariat to conpi ete negotiations with the Euronean

Economic Comnunitv;

/. Invites the Executive 9ecre+-ar- to revier.' the criteria ^r the
attribution of strident *e.UoT-SM.ns in co-onera^ion with re^es

of nemhev States and the ti*aW"" centres concerned.

_ ?1.7th

10 April.

x T .
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415 (XVl)».Statistical Training Programme for Africa t Special
assistance to Portuguese-speaking African countries

The Conference of Ministers.

gecognizinfl the special problems of the newly independent Portuguese-
speaking African countries and the need to make provision for them iri'tbin
the context of the Statistical Training Programme for Africa,

Recalling Economic and Social Council resolution 2054 (tXIl) of 5 May
1979 requesting the United Nations Development Programme to take a sympa
thetic view of the statistical training retirements of develop-in* member
States and increase the regional component of its funds to meet these
requirements,

.. Having, considered the report £6/ of the meeting of representatives of
the Portuguese-speaking African countries,

!• Takes note of the report of this meeting;

2* Recp-*ests the Executive Secretarv to take thn necessar' etpps to
extend technical assistance to Portuguese-speakinc? African countries id.thin
the framework of the Statistical Training Programme for Africa;

3. Requests the United Nations Development Programme to give adecjuat*
financial support to the national and regional promts to be pronosed "bv
the Portuguese-speakinn African countries,

217th neeting,

TO April Tjffi.'

4l6 (XVI). United Nations Conference on the T.east
Developed Countries 57/ "

The Conference of Ministers.

Recalling resolution 122 (v) of 3 June 1979 of the United Nations
Conference on Trade a-d Development endorsing the Comprehensive New
Programme of Action for the Least Developed Countries,

Recalling the relevant sections of the Lagos Plan of Action gg/
adopted by the second extraordinary session of the Assembly of Heads of
State and Government of the Organization of African Unity in Lanos in
April 1980,

See chapter III, paragraphs 70 and 71 above,

5§/ E/CN.H/TPCW.II/5.

52/ See chapter III, np.ragraphs 70 and 71 above.

A/S-ll/H, annex I.
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Further recalling General Assembly resolutions- 3^/203 and 34/210 of
10 December 1979 on the convening of a Conference on the Least Developed

Countries,

Recalling furthermore its own resolution 397 (XV)of 12 Aoril T<#0 on
the role of the Commission in the development process of the African

least developed countries,

1. Extends its oratitude to the Commission, the United Nations

Development Programmed the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development for the assistance they have provided to the African least
developed countries in the preparation of the pronramme for the United

Nations Conference on the Least Developed Countries;

2. Calls on the international community to participate actively in
the United Nations Conference on the Least Developed Countries and in the

country programme review meetings;

3. Calls further on the international community in general, developed
countries, developing countries in a position to do .so and international ^
donor organizations in particular to provide adequate financial and technical
resources necessary for the implementation of the Comprehensive New Programme

of Action;

i. Remiests the Commission, the United Nations Conference on Trade

and Development and the United Nations Development Programme to continue

to provide the necessary technical and financial assistance during and
after the United Nations Conference on the Least Developed Countries.

217th meeting;,

10 Anril ^

417 fxVT^.The African Institute for Higher Technical Training

and Research 59/

The Conference of Ministers,

Reaffirming its resolution 3*8 (XTV) of 27 March 1979, pararrr*Ph 2
o-? which call ed for the immediate establishment of the Afr*e?ji Institute
for Higher Technical Training and Research as a regional institution in

service of all African States,

59/ See chapter III, P*ra<rraphs 70 and 71 above.
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Conscious of the commitment made by African Heads of

T* * the ad°PtiOn f th ^ *» <* Action »/£%
thro,,*, co-operaTion and

£vare of the high priority that the Plan accorded to techno! o<rv and

lt^ZT^ZXlorment for the achi™nt of —^
t*? t!w1A^le»? *»«t«te for Hioher Technical Training and

m the form of technical, skills a«d innovative minds tW ,r,
crucial in the strive for ultimate regional technological independence,

Appreciative of the support and interim institutional facilities th?t
the Government of Kenya has extended to the Institute in order to make W
latter become operational immediately,

Appreciative also ,of the financial assistance that the United Nations
Development Programme has granted to the Institute for the nreoaratory
Trark and hopeful of the further support of that.Programme in the development
or the Institute, x

Ppncemed over the starting dfficulties facing the Institute and the
fact that only a restricted number of African States have so far subscribed
to the Constitution of the Institute aid still fewer States havn nMd their
contributions to its lgSO/lQRl budget, both o* vhich factors hav^ made it
extremely difficult for the Institute to become oneratichip! ?s soon a<?
possible,

1. tft^ps all mcnter States which have so far not don? so to suhscHbe
to the Constitution of the Institute as a natter of ton Priorit-r and pa-
their contributions to the budget of the Institute as exneditiousl" as
possible;

2. Calls upon all member States to £iVe full and effective political
moral and financial supnort to the Institute and to sustain ii:s estnbl-f^-'
ment and development;

3. Appeals to member States in a position to do so to consider th<=
possibility of seconding qualified and erperienced nationals to fni nosts
at the Institute;

60/ A/S-ll/U, annex T.
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i. Revests the T&eeutive Secretary to :

(,) Convene as soon as

Institute operate effectively;

„

equipment.

217th meeting,

10 April 19»T«

418 (xvi).M"l1:iTiat---<ml

Conference of Ministers,

Recalling its resolution 311

and Operational Centres,

the increasing
African

are purlin,

framework of the Lagos Plan of Action,

financial and human resources,

chapter III, paragraphs ?0 and 71 above.

62/ A/S-ll/U, annex I.
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Further

the Multinational o^
rational arms of the Economic 0
terms of reference, particular!
Nation of ^^

of
.ntergovem^ntal

Multinational Pro.r^in,

on menber States and

to contribute to the l

unable to perfo™

evaluate the Centres,

of

the same objectives

effort
activities of the

l^l £? —«ona1 acti
? constitute the ope-

riCa ln ltI"'1-^entiim its

^ eve"' """^ *« ^

Centres and the

the

,

ion for /HVir.a to

4«"-

, for M

"ece,tr3lizi^ the

budget of the Corrnission;

Director and two experts fron
budget of the UniS Nations;

?

r T the
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6. Requests that, in us-incr the unattached funds pledged to the

United Nations Trust Fund for African Development, the Executive Secretary

should take into account the needs of the Centres for implementing their

specific priority projects;

7. Recommends that member States should take account of the needs

of the Centres when they make nledges to the United Nations Trust Fund

for African Development:

8. Thanks the united Nations Development Programme for the very

sirpiificant assistance it has extended to the Centres to date;

9# Tnvi.tes the United Nations Development Programme to increase

considerably its financial aid to the Centres in the framework of its

third five—year procrramminrr c^cle;

10. Requests the Executive Secretary- to contact the various donors

(do"or countries, financing institutions) so that thev may extend assistance
to the Centres;

"'■I* ftQcniests that the material and financial aid from al"1 United

Nations bodies to multinational projects for which the Commission is

executing awenov should be channelled through the Centres.

217th meeting,

10 Ar>ril ffT

419 (XVI)* Medium-tern plan for the period iffi/t-lQBg 63/

The Conference of Ministers,

note ry? General Asserfbtv resolution ?/i./??/t of 20 December 1Q7Qg

establiship.fr rruidelines for medium—term planni.no in the United Nations,

Taking note also of Genera"1 Aseemblv resolution 31/93 of 14 December

1976 in which the Assemble int^r ali_a requested th*° S^cretar"-—General to

take treasures to involve more close"!-"- th*3 sectoral, ■functional

profyramme—formul atincr or^ais, «*ur>> p.s the Conference of Ministers rr?

Economic Comnis^ion for Africa, in th« p^anni-n^ ?nH TT*'orfT'p.fmni'n« nrnpp

and nrcred those or<w.ns to refrain from unHertaking new act-'W+'ies not

r/ro^ram^er! in the medium—term p1ot> and the snbsernient ^oirpnnn

tinl^ss a pressing n^ed o^ ?." nn*fo?*esee?iKl ^ n->tTirp arose a*? det

the

(-Of ^po chapter TITj ■opraTraph<> 70 i*r\c\
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Taking further note of General Assembly resolution 32/206 of 21 December

1977 which requested such bodies (functional, sectoral and regional) to

propose, through the Committee for ProPT^'wie and Oo—ordination, relative

priorities to be accorded to the various subnrogramme within t^^ir respeoti■»•<=•

field of competence,

Bearing in mind that the medium-tern p^ an from vhiob bi.ennia"' worV

programmes are derived is meant to be used as a wuide and therefore does

not require an assessment of budgetary resouraes,

1. Welcomes the explanation that the starting date for tb« Tw

tion of the Plan and the extension of its duration Wf*re rnt^n^ed to provide

more time in which to develop it and to harmonire the time n^riod of t>>«=

United Nations medium—term t>1an vith the plans of the specialised agencies

and the Lagos Plan of Action ^6^/ thus facilitating intera^ercy programme

co-ordination;

2. Renews its total support for the Monrovia Strategy,0^/ which

constitutes an appropriate way for Africa to establish a more ecmitable

international economic order;

3« Recommends that the medinm—term r>1 a.n for 10^'—IORq o* th«

Commission for Africa should be adontodt

4« Urges member Strtcs to bear thn sti^t^s^iotir &■*$ rpcwBnen'4

contained in the La*»of5 Plan of Action in mind vhen drawing nn their develop

ment plans a~)d projects.

217th *wcet-*Tirrf

10 Apr-?T

420 (XVl)«The United Nations Trust FVmd for African Qe-relfy-inifvrtr 66/

The Conference of Mim'sters,

Recalling its full snnport for th» establishment and strep<ri:heniTio- of

the United Nations Trust Fun<* for African Development for the benefit of

African Governments and neonle,

6AV A/s-li/U, annex X,

ff±/ Conference of Ministers resolution "W (XTV) of 27 March 1979

(k/i 970/50-WcN. 14/725).

66/ See chapter TTT, para.fn*aphs 70 and Tl above.
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Hairing examined the report on pled/res and payments by member States

as well, as the progress report on n^o.-jeet implementation and expenditures

for the perinH 1977-1OBO f£/ and the report on resources retired for the

biennium 1-9*2-19*% j£/

Appreciative of the goodwill of member States and African financial
institutions as well, as non-African Governments and institutions in contri

buting to the Fund,

Appreciative in particular of the generous contribution made to the
Fund b^' the Government of India which is the first non-African developing
country to have contributed to the United Nations Trust Fund for African
Development in support of technical co-operation among developing countries,

Recognizing the efforts made by the Executive Secretary to ensure the

collection of pledged contributions,

1. Urges member States and African financial institutions to make

prompt payment of their unpaid pledged contributions as soon as possible
in order to ensure, without further delay,the implementation of the priority

projects approved by the Commission;

2. Encourages the Executive Secretary to continue his efforts in

negotiations with other developing and developed countries to contribute

to the Fund;

3- Appeals to all member States and African *in?ncia1 institutions

as well as non-African Go-emments and institution to continue to contribute

generously to the United Nations Trust Fund for African Development in order
to provide the resources needed for the implementation of the high priontv
work programme adopted by the Commission within the framework of the Lagos

Plan of Action.

?17th meeting,

10 April W

421 (XVI)» Staff and administrative Questions- 60/

The Conference of Ministers,

g t?Ven cognisance of the renort 70/ of the Executive Secretarv

on staff and administrative oucstions,

67/ E/CN.H/791.

6B/ E/ON.H/796.

6g/ See chapter III, paragraphs 70 a^d 71

70/ E/CN.H/79/i.
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Mg the satisfactory results o' the actions taken in the field of
the Africanization of the staff and the use of Arabic in the sn~e ^ af
English and French,

Appreciating the efforts of th- Kxecutive Secretary to ensure
competent staff members ?.re recanted in the secretariat and that
working and living condition- are such th^t their legitimate re-rti
are satisfied,

_ Further appreciating the stens already ta^en bv the
in this regard,

lm ^Presses its satisfaction to the Fr-cntive Secretary -Po- M«
policy of Africanizing the staff o' +-he secretariat and encour*-e.s Mr, to
continue his efforts in that direction; "*"""

2. Urges States members o^ the Con«iission that are either not repre
sented or are imder-renrepe^ted i- the secr^tP.r-gt -*-o nro-^ the--"^ m
of staff by making available to the Commission secre^n>t ooT«ne+-°"-f-
from thor,e States;

of living;
abon.-H staff conditions

4- Urgently appeals to the competent authorities of the United Nations
to take the appropriate steps i-Tith a v:nw to ensuring
and improvinrr the workx~<r' Pnn iiHn^ cori^.-

and preventing staff ln^or;

5. Fxnressl^ intn*-es t^e Seo ^nTip^p

living survey indertaken for t^e Commi ^s-fnn's dutv station in
the required corrective measures pre

th?t

To ft.nri.T

422 (X~~O« United Nntions Tr-nsnor-t gnH Copp-*Tm'catin-ts Decade in A^ricp 71/

The Conference of Ministers,

resolution 291 (

(
of ^ Februarv 1 err?, i~COT1orni-c andBff. solution 291 (XIIT) of ^ Februarv 1 err?, iCOT

Social Council resolution 2097 (LXITl) of ?g ,Tu1-r lorr? ariH General
resolution ??/l^0 o-P 10 December 1077 on ^P United Wjitions Transtxirt
Communications Decade in Africa,

21/ See chapter III, n?.ra-raPhs 67 to 60 above.
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Further recalling its resolution 391 (XV) of 12 April 1980, which
reiterated its appeal to member States to give highest priority to the

transport and communications projects adopted for the programme of the
first phase of the Decade, revested African States to take the initiative

of submitting to the various sources of finance requests for the financing
of the projects adopted for the first phase and requested the Executive
Secretary to organize, with groups of donor countries and the financing

institutions, consultative technical meetings for the purpose of finding

the additional financial resources necessary,

Noting with satisfaction resolution CM/Res.8o6 (XXXV) adopted at
Freetown in July 1980 by the Assembly of Heads of State and Government

of the Organization of African Unity, and Economic and Social Council
resolution 19RO/J6 of 23 July IORO on the Transport and Oommunications

Decade in Africa,

Further noting with satisfaction General Assembly resolution 35/10*
of 5 December 19*0 on the organization of technical consultative meetings

for the mirnope of rai *?•»*> 2 additional financial resources for the Decade

programme,

Considering the results of the second Conference o-p African Ministers

of Transport, Communications and Planning 72/ held at Addis Ababa from 16
to 1* March IPRl and. the relevant resolutions adopted at that Conference,

Recalling the ro"»e 0*" the Commission as lead agency in the implemen
tation of the United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa
as defined in paragraph 111 of the global strategy T*j for the Decade and
in T>nr?.f»r*ph* ?10 to ?A* o^ the T.agos Plan of Action ,7^/

ig the leed to update the programme for the United Nations

Transport and Conmunications Decade in Africa regularly,

Taking account of the fact that the programme for the second phase

which covers the period 198A-I9B8 should be very carefully prepared with
active participation of member States and that its preparation should

be delayed so as to e^abl? it to be considered by donors,

r progress no ^

first n^p.se o^ the United Nations Tra^snort an*

22/ K/CN.l'■/*"»?/E/CN.lA/tRANS/l69.

22/ R/°N-1A- ^^^/^R. 1 '•

7/,/ 4/q-n/V., annc^ T.
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2. Expresses its appreciation to the General Assembly fOr tn*» finanM
resources which it has made available to th<> Comrniss-inr, ^r t*e nreoaration
of the first phase of the Decade programme and -Por the or^niration of the
technical consultative meetings with donorst

3* Also expresses its appreciation to the United Nations Development
Programme for the substantial support it has given to t*e Commission,
the latter to prepare the programme for the first phase of the

#4" Further expresses its appreciation to donor countries ?vc> fi
institutions for the assistance so far given to me^.V-er States for the
mentation of the first phase of the Plan of Action of the Decade

5* Endorses the decision of the second Conference of African Ministers
of Transport, Communications and Planning, authorizing the Executive Secretary
to organize the following technical meetings between member Stater

intergovernmental organizations concerned and donors t

(a_) Meeting on, ro^ds, air transport, telecommunications and r>ostal
services for the West African subregion;

(b) Meeting on roads and inland waterways for the Central
subregion;

(e) Meeting on maritime transport and ports for those cou^
of the West and Central African stibregions which are members of the
Conference of Ministers responsible for maritime transport?

(d) Meeting on railways for all countries of the region.;

6# Notes with satisfaction the nroTftss made so far by the Executive
Secretary? ^n consultation with member States, in organizing these technical
consultative meetings with donor countries and financial institutions;

7» Expresses its appreciation to the Governments of To.no, t*»e Tvorw
Coast, the United Renublic of Cameroon and the Unner Volta for aTreein^ to
host th^se four technical consultative

o. Invites menber States and intergovernmental or^pni r»a.tio"S concerned
to participate fully in the preparation and organisation of these technical

consultative meetings and to take all necessarv measures to ensure their
success;

9# Appeals to bilateral donor countries and financial institutions to
participate fully and positively in the forthcoming technical consultative

meetings;
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10. Invites in partieul ar the World Bank, the African Development
Bank, the Arab Bank for Tfconcmic Development in Africa and the various
Arab funds to participate fully and nositively ii these technical consul

tative meetings;

11. AT bo invites non-African third-world countries to express their
solidarity with African countries by narticinatinfi in these technical

consultative meetings;

12. Requests th*» Executive Seeretarv to submit a report on the outcome
of these technical consultative meetings to the eighth meeting of the

Conference of Ministers;

1?. Directs the Executive Secretary to update the programs for the
■f^t nhrs- of the Decade regnlnrlv in consultation with member States and
rel.evant United Nations specialized agencies and African intergovernmental

organization*?;

!/•. Further requests the Executive Secretary, in collaboration with
tho Serretarv-Gereral of the Organization of African- Unity, to enbark as
early as possible on the preparation of the Plan of Action for the second

phase of the Decade;

1*. Calls upon the Administrator of the Unite* Nations Development
to nrovide ade-uate resources tn the Cor-ission m the Unite*

n- c^le for -he orenaratron

tho srronH nhase o^ the Decade programme;

16. Remaests the Secretary-General to provide the Commission with the

necessary resources to enable it to discharp effectivel%1^^^^^ "
the lead * aw for th- i-ptr^entntion o* the ^o-OTe of the United Nati

Tra-v>nort anr' Corimiim*cati^s Decn^o i" ^fricn-

meet-1'n fr,

10 April

^nij^Hn^ of th~ T.aoos P^ nn q-p Action

Conference qf_ Minir

tr,^^ r^^-H^ed the renor^76/of the thirdOonf«r«-e o* African

Mini^Vs'TTf^o^aTAffairs, held at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, from 5 to

10 October

7c;/ $ee chanter III, paragraphs 6l to 6^ above.

76/ K/CN. 1A/78I5-F/CN. 1/,/Al^A/lTl/Rpt-CM/lO^ (TWVl)AM3A/in/l98O
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»..j?!°nUi?* thc Int«raat±anal Development Strategy for the Third United
Nations Development Decade JjJ which identifies the key social aweeE'of
development and emphasizes the imDortanoe of ev-f-on/*-;»» —.j -* Li -

jtf ifies the W social asoect^ of
tZ^Ts^tl™^™8^ J"*"*™" <* extending and streng^ninf
the basic social services in order to reduce income ineerualities and enhance
the capacity of society for economic and social process,

?f!a^n* f"rthe7 ««* the Monrovia Strategy,^/ which is in co.so.ance
t uV? uInternflonal ^elopment Strategy, emphafe.es the n*ed for the

establishment of self-sustaining development and economic growth based on
collective self-reliance and aimed at improving the standards of livin* of
the mass of the African people,

^K;f' ln.ad°ptlng the La^s *■» °f Action 22/ for the implemen
of the Monrovia Strategy for the Development of Africa, member States

instructed the Secretary-General of the Organization of African Unitv in
collaboration with the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for
Africa to take all necessary measures to facilitate the implementation of
the Plan of Action,

Recognizing the important role of the Conference of African Ministers
of Social Affairs m the implementation of the Monrovia Strata -POr the
Development of Africa, '

1. Expresses its appreciation and thanks to the third Conference o^
African Ministers of Spcial Affairs, for the detailed analvsis and elabo
ration of the social implications of the La^os Plan of Action;

n-f cJ: ^rses the final report of the third Conference of African Ministers
ox social Aitairs and the recommendations contained therein;

^ 3^ ST^s member States to report to the fourth session of the Conference
of African Ministers of Social Affairs on actions taken to impfenent the
recommendations pertaining to the social implications of tne Larro-s Plan of
Action;

4. Further uroes member States to give particular consideration to
the adoption and implementation of the following measures ^escribed in the
final report of the third Conference of African Ministers of -Social Affairs
and annexed hereto.

22/ General Assembly resolution 35/56 of 5 December 1980,

22/ Conference of Ministers resolution 33? (XTV) of 77 !tf?rch
(K/l979/5O-R/CN.]7/7?5) /--..--

22/ A/S-H/U, annex I.
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Annex

I. Measures to improve the demographic a^d health situation

Whereas the present a«e stnrtnre o* the African population is such
that op average close to AA oer ^nt of the total porm1 ation i.s below the

of 15 f

Nhereas such an awe structure implies a M.wh dependency ratio which in
turn depresses the propensity of the labour force to save a"d exerts pressure

on Governments to increase exne^Hiture on ^soei ?.l services,

this Ton propensity to s?ve militates again «+■ a nation's ability

to mobilise sufficient resources ^or

Vherews low li^e expectance at birth shortens the productive life span

and therefore entails lorr returns on investment, education and training,

Tt is, therefore, reooT-n'-'ed t^at tnem^^^ States should t

^m ^ornni ate, elaborate and imnlemr-t noniil r-.tio" and family policies

appropriate to the repMtiPs of t^eir no"nfrp^ so ?s to :

(a) Reduce t^e de^end^nc-"- ratio o

(c) R^dnc3 t^o b"rden o^ eTcefiri^e childM^t^ on T-romen, thereb"

reduce tb^"detrimental effects of this on t^e health of the mother and thus
make it possible for women to participate effectively in general development

efforts;

(d) Reduce thr unacceptable high rate o^ infant mortalit-" which is
still to so-ie extert p.pso^.?t«d T^^h th<? To" 1 ovoi n* resov«c«s available

•pOr health in A^ir^" nn'

Conference, t

c? p a Ata

t^ for n.n b^ the Y^r ?000n;

(h> Tti this cor.-1-Prt, n?v sn^cin1 attention to t«e -mlner^ble

mothers ar.d nM"''^*"-, h^ i

cr^ to r»nH sun^r^.sion o-P mothers;

(ii) Fa^il^ lif* eduo!»tTon a.n^ resnonsi>l° nar*»nthond so as to
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enable parer.tr, to make informed deo-;R-ions nbo.,+- +ho nlTp,W
children thev want ^n:! can

(iii) Education of nrrent* and r,arr.Tif ^^qfibTfPp.nhonf niTtri-f.:,-on
for family members of various a«tps with particular Tv-For^nc** to
nutritional requirements of children;

(iv) Improvement of community health through the promotion of
primary health services.

TT« Measures to improve tho cnialitv of hum?*" resources

Whereas the illiteracy rate amonrr the Africa non,Tiat--on is
ni^h,

ffhereas this state o^ affairs has a d-irect bearing o^ th
of the work force,

si<rnificant proportions of the pHmar- a-d secondnri- school arre
populations have no chance of accniirin" an e

proportion of wiris nttend-*n.rr nrimarv a^d secondnrv school
is much lower than that ,

Whereas curricula at both the first and th<= second levels are heavil"
biased towards the arts and are Lacking in vocational and technical content
resulting in a situation vhere children leave school for o^ rnn^on Oy

another with little or no practical skill,

It is, therefore, reconme^ded that :

1. Member States should mobilize all available resources (nateria.l and
human) to eradicate illiteracy amon^ p.dnl ts within as shoT*t a *-*we as r)r»-c-?m
i" order to increase their ?hsornti^e cana^itT- and th^r^b-"- inn^nvp -f-V-*»ir
productivity;

?.. Parallel and concomitant i-rith the above, read-in^ npt^rials must be
prepared and made available to neo-1iterates via such mechanisms as community

libraries and centres. These materials should be of such a na^re t«at the-<>-
deal with nroblems of life in general nnd must imnart knowiedrrft a"d skills on

such matters as health, fanil" life, r>roductir»Ti, etc. Tntell actuals .s
make efforts to translate scientific kno"led";e into realitv in AfT*ir

3. Increased efforts should h^ m-.Hr h" iir^iber States to pnp"r«

universalization of opportunities for education -For all ch-\idrm
of seT, religion, ethnic affiliation and t)1 zrn of residences:
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&• Snecial efforts should be made to reform the curricula content at

the first and second levels of education with a view to increasing their

vocational and technica1 content and to making then more relevant to local

needs and circumstances;

5« Orientation systems must be created which will make it possible to

direct children and youth into vocational streams in line with their interests

and aptitudes;

6. At the Moher level, science and technology should be ipriven qreater

prominence than is the case at

7. Due importance should be attached to the teaching of African his

tory, culture and civilisation so that youn^ Africans should continue to feel

an attachment to authentic Africnn values and thus find a better ground for

mutual comprehension and understanding,

III, Measures to improve the status of women and increase their opportuni

ties for involvement in nationa1

s-t.r; the. e^^a^Pnert of women in r> variety o"^ nnn-domestic activities

is affected by traditional behaviour patterns, social attitudes and taboos,

Tfhereas the limitations set by scne traditional values and relirrious

doctrines on the ri.^ht of women to educpt-.o- h^T"* a direct beari"^ on the

practice of assi^nin^ women to loT~—st^/

It 5. s • therefore • recoTren ded

African Gov^r^^c^t rr\A

-to change nrp^^4: attitudes towards t1"? place of wonen ir» society'1

and take concrete measures to change the status o^ wo^en in soci etTr;

?» Governments should, increase e-fforts to achieve the emipiizaMon of

educational onportuni^ins for both sexes;

3, Governments should take inmed-Jote measures to abolish discrinina—

ton' policies ?.^c\ prao+rines in enr»i o^Trt, Wfi^e.n ?md conditions of work. The

princinle of eoual opr)ort".n.it-"- for *rm1 oyment, promotion ?^d thp extension

of eoual protection to all workers regardless of ser, colour ar»d tribal

p.ffiliation "mst be acce^tpd both de facto and dp .jure:

/■., Since earl"" marriage ?nd adolescent mater^i"t~"- cause a whole ra^we

of social, nh-t'si.cal pnd ps^cholo.Tical disabitities etc:.^ the le.^al a^e of

marriage should be raised si'^nificanf-"- 3rr* fnmi"1-"- life education and

related services should be nade a^ailr.ble i^ p.de'niate scone and rniality

to vo'inr n^onl e« T11 this connexion, centres shou1 d be est?»bi i ^he^ i-n the

mr?l preas to o-ffer fanilv life education for rural women in orde^, -inter

pi ia, to nrevent earl"
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5- Organizations such as the Pan-African Women's Oraa^izatio^, which
play advocacy roles in promoting policies to improve the economr, social
and political status of women in Africa as well as the reolonal and
subregional machineries for the integration o-f wonen in the .development
process of the African Training and Research Centre for Women must receive
political, material and. financial support from member States so that thev
will perform their tasks adenuatelv an'd effectively;

6. In order to enhance the miality of their participation i- develop
ment efforts and in order to irmrove thpi.r levels of productivity, opportu
nities for non-formal education focusing on imparting new skills such a*s ir-

agriculture, animal husbandry, home management etc., should be opened to
women;

7* In order to "ive women the opportunity to participate in wapre-
earning occupations in the formal sector, Governments should establish a
network of creches, day-care centres, etc.;

o. In order to help to relieve women from the drudwery of their daily

tasks at home and outside, programmes should be undertaken -for the develop
ment, production and marketing of simple and inernensive labour—sav-j*<•*

devices so as to free them for nnre effective participation in develr>T>mer.t:

9- In order to ensure that women participate to the full in development
activities, ways should be found effective!v to alleviate their f-^iiv tasks

by giving them access to technolo<rically appropriate work tools and training

them in the use of such tools;

10, A certain percentage of seats on established bodies tit* ir- rjlanrn/nn;

and execution services should be made available to or reserved -Pot* wrvn^n so

that they can assume their ^nll role and disoh?irf*e their share of responsi

bility in national development.

IV. Measures to deal with problems of -"-onth unemployment

Whereas frvre are 1 rr^e T">u+" i'"d^if-eTT'"'if»te "ir^berso^ ^oth "nrls &-"* bo-"-<=

who are prematurely out o-P school -for p vari «-*-■"■ o-

Tfhereas upon leaving school thev are r>ot ademi^-tely prn^Tv-ted T-ri*-h

specific productive and nar'-ietabi e skill«;, nr-ri^^ to

are elitist in c

Whereas if opportunities are not -^onnd -for r>rr»atiTre and r>*»odi»r'-(-ive

out1 ets fov their pent—un "o'ltbfijl pnnrnps th^r nre like!" t-^ dT»-;-pt

antisocial n.«^ defiant behaviour repT»eise-''*-i'nr' ^ +h"e>?>.*~ to tu" <=!nr*-?al
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Tt is, therefore,

3. African Governments should create a network of skill and vocational.
trains facilities it. order to prepare out-o*-schoo! youth, both male an^
female,"for productive emo)oyment in appropriate sectors of the national

economy;

2, Governments should create opportune ties fo*- continuing education
for both bovs and <rirls who have left school prematurely through evening
institutes in urban areas and through correspondence education and the mass

media for those who live and work in renote areas;

3. Governments should consider the establishment of imtJonal von*h
service nrogrames wher^ the" do not erist a-d strengthen those which are

" in eristen.ee rath a virw to tapping th- p-?rr ^ h^T"* ^ fTir1e;

/■.. The Or«?.nizatior. of 4fr:?ca*7 TTnit" shm^d nay special pt^ention to

vonth movements'on the contir.rsrt and workers' or*?.nizat?.cms ("the Pan-African
yol,th Movement and the Organisation of African Trade Union Unity) brr
extending financial sitpport for t^e imp!erne-tn^o« o* th^r -arioi

nes.

V. Measures to deal with the problems of r^^ees and displaced

T^^eaR re^u^eos an^ d-"-.pir>.ceH persons rem-esent a mannOTrer drain and
pso V heavy burden thr.t M1.^s -rave *i-*-eirii and sociat conser^tences for

African covmtries,

ifh^rea^, <t is necessary for States r«ib«-rs of the Or^M^
Afric?n tlhit^ to afisira roil-n^vp rpsnnn^MliW ^or th- wn-ber.n.r

arsons i*o h»ve become !^t,?P« p^ disol^ced ?wwnfl as - result of
"econon.iV, social a-d ^olitinal probi ^fi P^ naf^r^ n^ n-^n-made ^.sa
in their o^m land, as veil as asession or throat o* a*«r^n?.on Tr- one

State p.gainst another,

whereas it is pocesnar- for the Or*mni-ation of African Unit- and the
^iftfi of the Phii-ed Np+ion-, ^ ^^^^ f«nd«-en4-aI r-.-hts

to ^ov^de for the basic hwm -e^s o^ nnr^r,. in. p^

H5sT.lr.ced nenwns to str^rt a nw life, whether thn- are on

cor"tiT-'aint or outside it,

Tt is, therefore, recomenHed that :

1. Member States should intensify th^ir efforts to i^rove the
economic,' social a«d other conditions <*»*■ tend to serve a« push factors

for re-Pu«ees a*>d displaced nersons;
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M«ber States should intensify collective efforts to force

Sonfradic^l "V^ *? Change thelr P011**- *™*» AfricT^ptions radically and to desist forthwith from committtin* i G
their neighbours, especially the front-line States;

3. The Organization of African Unity should u

qy and territorial integrity of States, inviolabmt^ of State
frontiers acquired at the time of independence, non-interfereiee in the

d^tf W 3lrSJf1°th6r StateS* nOn"USe °f f°~e »"«« *he »ttl«™t ofdisputes by peaceful means;

4. Material and technical assistance should be extended to frontline
States in Southern Africa, in conformity with the relevant decisions of the
Organization of African Unit-, so that they can effectively discharge th«>
responsibility to the national liberation movements and provide adecruate'
care to victims of the apartheid regime;

TT--4. 5"»t "ember^States which have not yet done so should accede to the 1
Wilted Nations Convention 80/ and the 196? Protocol 8l/ relating to the

r£aIUS«o5 ^efu-ees Md the !969 Convention of the Organization of Afrinan
Ihitypj Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa in
accordance with resolution CM/Res.8H (XXV) of the Organization of African
Unity, since that nould contribute to resolving the problem of refuses
m Africa;

6. Member States should recognize the peaceful and humanitarian n
of granting asylum and.must strictly abide by the provisions of article 3
of the aforementioned Convention of the Organization of African Dnitv;

rw^ 7* Efforts shou1^ b« made by the Organization of African Unitv, the
Office of the United Nations Hicrh Copmiasioner for Refugees and other
appropriate United Nations agencies to facilitate the placement of refugees
in ways that will fairly distribute the burden across the continent, in

accordance with the recommendations of the 1979 Arusha Conference on the
Situation of Refugees in Africa, and with other relevant decisions a"d
resolutions of the Organization of African Unity and in particular
resolution CM/Res,727;

80/ United Nations Treaty Series, No. I:25^5, vol. l8O, page 150.

Ibid*» No- I; #791, pa«e 26?. vol. 606, page 267.

See Official Records of the General Assembly. Twenty-seventh
Session, Supplement No. 30.
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8. Agencies should be established at the regional and subregional

levels to :

(a) Build an information bank about employment and training

possibilities in various parts of the continent;

(b) Serve as first stage reception and processing centres and

make initial arrangements for temporary care;

(c) Assess skill levels of recently arrived refugees with a view ^
to using this assessment as a basis for exploring placement possibilities m

potential countries of asylum;

(d) Provide refugees destined to go to a given country with orien

tation and-counsellin5 about the political, economic and social «md^"»'
of the country of asylum in order to facilitate the adjustment of the nev

refugees to the new environment;

(e) Work towards the eventual integration of refugees with the
host society through such means as opening up access of refugee <^ld™V
to the educational s-stem and whenever possible promoting the residential

integration of refuses in the larger communityj

Q. A special resolution should be adopted on urgent and imperative
need to free all political detainees being held prisoners in southern

Africa and particularly Nelson Mandela.

VI.
to be taken in anticipation of adverse social

niec ii

f the imnlementation of the La^os Plan

A, Agricultural development

Whereas,as a result of the Tow priorit- accorded to acrid*fire in
lopment planning and the great e^nhasis placed on cash cron production

trthe^ast/the foo^d situation in Africa is assuming serious proportions,
as a result of which Africa has now become a net importer of food,

Recognizing the fact that the modernisation of agriculture is

prominence in the La«os Plan of Action,

Convinced that, by P.nd large, nothing *it befits col* accrue
the efforts to promote agricultural, development,

Whereas at the sa^.e time it is important to recognize that the produc
tion techniques (capital or labour-intensive) which must be adopted wx11
SSeeTShe Sbour use pattern and hence will have an impact on rural un
employment and underemployment,
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-Hse teeWnue* tb**

the M*

"eCOTlom>^
-TOT!

proportion of food losses *,„ to

to be in a ,ood physical

It is,therefore, recommended that s

1
of

—~
5- In order to enhance tbc

prod.otiv5.ty, Goverr.cnts slvn^ np9«iW r«-n,.i
"r among the a^.cultnral no.ulr.tlo. Msfn., ,11

ing students and the !«mtary;

oromnt and

that it

PfW,n6' ^
co-ooeratxve ncnrenent to -

the

o

^if? ^^^ ^^^ in "^ ^eveio^ent ,ch^.fi ro
_ p of small-scale and cottage industries rrith a view to s

the problems of rural.unenployment and underemplcnnent;

. Governments should become direetlv Evolved, via State e

sing food reserves;
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9. Governments should launch mass education programmes designed to

change traditional customs, taboos and attitudes concerning; the utilization

of food;

10. Governments should organize a sustained campaign using agricultural

extension and community development type of strategies to educate the

agricultural population in improved methods of cultivation, harvesting,

storage and processing of agricultural produce;

11. Governments should wage educational campaigns against traditional

customs and taboos which militate against production;

12. Governments should adopt credit policies conducive to making credit

available to the farming population;

13. To motivate farmers to produce more, Governments should adopt

equitable price policies and expand marketing facilities for agricultural

products;

lA. Governments should create food distribution systems that will help

to make products available to all sectors of the population;

1.5. Governments should emsmd general health services to cover, as far

as possible, all sectors of the Population;

16. Member States should intensify research into food conservation and

popularize the results o^ such research;

1.7. In each State, social workers should be involved in the preparation,

execution a"*d evaluation of specific development programmes whether of an

agricultural or industrial nature.

R# Industrial development

ffhereas the second extraordinary session of the Assembly of Heads of

State and Government of t^o Orgam"ration of African Unit-" called for decisive
measures to be taken to stimulate the r?ipid industrialization of this continent,

Vherea.fi the Heads of State and Government stressed, at the said meeting,

t!"\t industrialization poMc" shrvVM focus pri-ipriiv on meeting the basic

nateri?.! needs of the populations of this

fhvea th sor^ the central role o^ iTv*Msi|Tia1ization

as an."ef-fectivo instrument of mnri>ir for Africa its rightful place in the

world market,
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It is, therefore, recommended that j

raw materials;

3# X" deVCl!?n" ind»strialization policies, Governments sT^ould take
t™ Opportunities for job creation in addition to reW on

*«*«£ Governments should consider the impact o* the creation o* new
mdustial establishments in agriculture;

.. . 5*_ Governments should adopt a physical planning poHcv that forms an
integrrl part of the national development plan based on the nrincinleof

I!2 ?Ti h*laXiCl whlch me*nst *» Particular, that industrial activities
should be decentralized so as to t

(a) Narrow the gap in life styles between urban anfl rwral. populations;

(S) Reduce the pressure on employment opportunities and the supply
of other services in rural areas;

(e) Use industrialization as a means of rationalizing and moder
nizing economic activity in the agricultural sector;

6. To realize the goals of a geographically decentralized industrial
system, Governments should undertake th« task of advance planning in terms
of * "

(a) Determining suitable sites for new industries;

(b) Planning the physical layouts of the site on the basis of
accepted zoning practices;

(c) Providing housing and other social facilities such as schools.
health centres, markets, recreational areas and so forth;

7« Governments should set standards for the disposal of industrial
waste so as to protect the environment from pollution;

8. Governments should promulgate regulations that ensure the protection
of workers from occupational diseases and industrial accidents;

9- Governments should adopt a system of remuneration that will
stimulate motivation and discipline in work so as to encourage high
productivity.
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C. Science and technology

Whereas one of the major causes of Africa's underdeveloped is

backwardness in technology,

Whereas technology transferred relunctantly and without being adapted

to the needs of the receiving country is not generally in the interest of

developing countries,

Whereas it is necessary to adapt science and technology to African social,

cultural and economic realities,

It is, therefore, recommended that :

1. Governments should mount research programmes in the adaptation of
science and technology to the realities and needs of their respective

countries;

2. Governments should actively promote the acceptance by the public of
technologies adapted to the relevant situations which affect the social and

economic life of their countries;

3. Efforts should be made to produce and market improved equipment at

costs affordable by the average person;

£.. Government should encourage and support service and producer co

operatives in employing scientific developments in agriculture and produc
tion inputs such as fertilizers, pesticides, fungicides, etc.;

5. In order to improve the health status of the genera"*
the quest for simple and vet efficient methods of providing adecmate water

supplies for personal "«e should be increased. In this respect the use of

wind mills should be explored.

Measures to be take^ to maximize the ^ori ^ bgne-Fits o^ the
snort

and communications

the R«v>n^ *«-t-rnord-inp_T*y session of ^ne A^ee^bly of Head* of

over"™<^t o-f the Organisation o^ African TVit-(-v ft-Pfi.rmed the

v^f^n^s of exnpnHiTVT ?_ con^in^t^T neti-'ork of transportation and com™i

ninatiorts as a me?ns o-F adva^oing the caus« o* coVect^-e self-reliance

amor?? African countr? os by e^ro'iraging frpe ^ovpn?^ o-f people a-^ d

across national bonrd?_r?*es,

this is recognized as an effeoti^ means of nro-^otin-

unity,
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" a' a'SO inlportant tn ***>■''■' ♦**■* «t the .*.. «„ this is
1™. H ^r6 <*™e™^e. on ^tW pattern* of **,,!,«„, ^
manpower distribution, p

Tt is, therefore, recommended th?t ;

1. Governments should t

(a) Accord hi eft priority to this worthwhile goal;

c_al ®l Studr Policies of migration which would contribute to solvin-
social problems arising out of migration in Africa and their impact on the
economies of African countries;

(c) Encourage the exchange of video-taped *«d other
depicting social life, .culture, important n«,R ar,d wrents 4p ijj
African countries, until such time as an irtr3-A>ric^ satellite
cation system makes lire broadcasting a reality;

2. Partners should :

i *. j " In the Cas* of lolnt econ°^c proiects s^ich ?«? Wv i^nCf
located in the territory of one of the partners, make labour allocations
classified by skill on the basis of a nuota aUoc^ion. nrowHo^^Vn
share of inputs to the oroject;

(b) In the case of joint economic projects as
above, sign an arn-eenent concerning the rights of the
reason of the pthi

-fc—s

3. In order to promote rrreater understanding pm.on^ thP
and to advance the cause of African solidarity, tonrisnV A
Africa should be actively promoted by working out interrp^-'rc.n

among national transport - partial P.rly air tr?nsoort-s"stems
travel packages;

E- Measures to be t?Ven to m^n-^e th/> sonjtp.i ^^ant-w of
of alternative sources of* t*nerrr>r ****' ""

Considering the constant deterioration in the terns n-P trade, the low
price level of raw material exports and the stead" increase in the cost of
imported manufactures and services vMch *«oncr other t*>rv<*n i -?d to -fluctua
tions in ener'ry prices,

the need to establish the ner: international eco^o^ic order
sibleas rapidly as oossible,
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Stressing the importance and urgency of reducing Africa's excessive

dependence of foreign sources of energy,

Whereas it is important to realize that, in spite of the economic

advantaiTof a breakthrough in the development ^ ^e ««w "°!f^?i«i.»
there are likely to be social costs in the form of the disturbance of existing
patterns of population settlement and adverse effects on the environment,

It is, therefore, recommended that :

1. Governments should undertake advanced planning for the resettlement
of people who will be affected by the location of new oil fields, coal mines,
hydroelectric projects and nuclear plans;

2. Since the opening up of new sources of energy <* *he Jf^f
existing ones involves large inflows of labour from outside, the likely size
of this inflow should be estimated in advance as part of the general feasi
bility study and arrangements made for their settlement including planning
and implementation of programmes of social services such as housing,

education, health and recreation services, markets, etc.;

3. Standards for safety and ventilation and other protective measures

should be set in order to protect workers and communities from such hazards
as result from coal dust, toxic fumes, radiation and other pollutants.

VTI. International co-operation in social development

Whereas the guiding principle and basic strategy in the war against

underdevelopment is collective self-reliance,

Whereas it is realized that, individually, African countries lack
sufficient resources to deal with crucial dimensions of social development
needs such as the training of high-level manpower and the building of a

data bank in the fields of science and technology,

Whereas it is recognized that, by reason of their educational prepara
tion and training, African development planners tend to prescribe develop
ment strategies which are void of their social dimensions and which are
meaningless within the African context,

It is, therefore, recommended that *

1. Since no single university can attain excellence in all fields of
training for high-level manpower, some universities shouW, *^* "^
regional pooling of resources, be ^^** te^«^.**^^n^ *
hifh-level manpower to meet, even if only modestly, the hinh-level manpower
requirements of countries in the subregion;
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2, Centres for basic and
each suhre^ion where «*ehol w in

3. The educational and research

ld be

intia rfT^ f effort to promote in^atimaT co-o^r,t,-on
ining of social. Hevelo^-nt nsrso^nei, African fv,vmp,on1-, t

body and i^fomation clearing hon.e

cone K,:thth»^T- ^ tO »"'»'*• ^ eraMe
cone Kith the consider^ e -mH-wrt, resulting fro^ the

^ Afl Gand W the

12

424 (XVI)« Vote of thanks to the C
t and

of Sierra Leone HV

Conferenop p-f Ministers

pp uT to H.E. IV. D.R. <?la.vfl Stevens, TVeSi'^f o^ Si—p
Leone and to t*e Government of S^rra Leonp ff>r their no^t ^.m], boq_
pitMity in providing the necessary facilities which have e^ahl od the *
Economic Commission for Africa witMn the nast three weeks, to W^ *,,„
important neetin^ in Freeto^, namely, the sixteenth sesJo- o-r
Commission *-d seventh meeting of the Conference of Minsters, ^ «,„
second meeting of the Technical Preparatory Committee of ^e w,oi e,

Conscious of the fret that the facilities afforded *r ^. M«t ^n-e^n
nent of Sierra Leone for holding these two meeting in Freeto,^ *w nrov
a momentous opportunity for the legislative organs of th» Co—"ocVo
consider various a^octs of the economic and social con^tio™ n^ A
particularly matters concerned with the imnl mentation o* the L^os
of Action,**/ and to take positive action for the mobm^^on of

Africa

s ^1^

of resources

See chapter TTI, nara^ranh 110 above

/
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tins, the inspiring address of H.E. Dr. Siaka Stevens,

Pre.tlsr3raiS?rLS5^r^ Particularly his penetrating analyse of the
flctors needed for the irmi.^enftion of the Lagos Plan of Aetaon,

s its .n-atitv.de to H.E. Dr. Siaka Stevens, President of

2. Benii^ts the E~e^tiv* RecrrtaTT to trmsmt the ^resen^- reso^tior

to the GovpT-nnpTit o* Si prra Leone.

?17th ^eetingt

I"o'
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ANNEX I

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF DRAFT RESOLUTIONS FDR. ACTION BT THE ECOHOMXC

AMD SOCIAL COUNCIL AND CONSCIENCE OP MINISTERS RESOLDTIONS

/

1. Draft reeolutlon A on new and renewable sources of energy

This resolution, inter alia.urges member States to 1* represented at the

United Nations Conference on New and Renewable Sources of Energy at the highest

level possible and, acting on the basis of the guidelines set out in the regional

paper endorsed by the Conference of Ministers to ensure that their views are

fully and equitably reflected in the International Declaration or Plan of Action

to be drawn by the Conference* It also calls upon the Secretary-General to

strengthen the Energy Resources Unit of the Commission and allocate the funds

required for carrying out the various tasks related to the promotion and implementa

tion of the Plan*

The financial implications of EGA1 s role as the main general economic and

social development oentre within the United Nations system for Africa is elaborated

hereunder:

(&) Participation of five staff members at the United Nations Conference on

New and Renewable Sources of Energy to be held at Nairobi fro* 10 to

21 August 1981

This Conference will be preceded by one week of pre-Conference consultations

and it would be important and useful to assist some African countries in all the

deliberations* The functions to be performed entail travel costs and subsistence

in the amount of IDS 10,000.

(b) Follow-up activities of the United Nations Conference and assistance to

African developing countries in identifying projects and the undertaking

of executing agency responsibilities

It is well known that the Commission secretariat has never had adequate staff

to carry out the operational aspects of its responsibilities; there is a need for

a body of core staff to strengthen the Energy Resources Unit so that the latter may

assist member States in developing their potential in new and renewable sources

of energy*

"US

Additional staff resources required * 3 P-4f 1 GS-9 150,000

Consultancy services (annually) • •••••••*•••••• 30,000

Travel (annually) . ... «•••.. 0 ...,., 25,000

' Study tours in China and in India • ••••••••••••• 6*0,000

The total financial commitment is estimated at $US 285,000 between 1 August

1981 and 31 July 1982*
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2. Draft resolution C on the implications of General Assembly resolutions 32/197
and 33/202 on restructuring the economic and social sectors of the United Nations

system for the regional commissions

This resolution, inter alia, calls upon the Economic and Social Council to

request the General Assembly to make available to the Commission the neoessary

resources so as to enable it fully to play its role under the authority of the

General Assembly and the Fconomic and Social Council as the main general economic

and social development centre within the United Nations system for the African

region. It also appeals to the Secretary-General to intensify his efforts to

decentralize the relevant activities and redeploy the associated manpower and financ

ial resources to the secretariat of the Commission as to strengthen the capacity

of the secretariat to respond effectively to the growing requests from member

States particularly in relation to the international development strategy for the

Third United Nations Development Decade.

Helping member States to implement the Lagos Plan of Action will be the key

task of the Commission over the next several years and will involve all asepcts

of the widened role mandated by the General Assembly in resolutions 32/197 and
33/202. The financial implications of ECA's widened role as the main general

economic and sooial development oHre within the United Nations system for the

African region is elaborated hereunder:

(a) Team leadership and strengthening relations among other regional commissions

" and the organizations of the United Nations system

These functions are to be carried out largely through the MULPOCs with cenral

support from the Cabinet Office of the Executive Secretary, At present, the MULPOCs

are financed largely by the United Nations Development Programme. The MULPOC in

North Africa is the only Centre financed from resources of the United Nations

regular budget. All MULPOCs should have a core staff, at least equal to the

North African one, financed on a predictable, continuous and assured basis. The

functions to be performed entail a substantial amount of travel.

Additional staff resources required: 1 D-2, 4 D-l| 3 P-5f 4 P-4i 3 P-3t

4 P-2, 24 GS.

Travel (annually) SUS 200,000,

(b) Assistance to developing, countries in identifying projects and the under

taking of executing agency responsibilities

These functions will be carried out through a combination of effort by the

secretariat and the MULPOCs. In this connexion, it must be recognized that EGA

has never been staffed to carry out the operational aspects of these responsibilities.

Quite apart from project support services which EGA as an executing agency will be

required to provide and for which overhead income is currently received at the rate

of 14 per cent of project delivery, there is need for a body of core staff to
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*n«^e proper technical support for projects. In addition, a core

is resuireTto provide assistance to member States in carrying out

Additional staff resources required: 15 P-5i 25
Consultancy costs (annually): JW5 25|0OO
Travel (annually) *» 75.000

(o) Inputs to global TOligy-maJcinp processes

These functions will continue to be absorbed viithin available resources to
the extent possible. There will, however, be a continuing attendant cost for

travel estimated at $US 100,000 annually,

(d) Interregional oo-operation

These functions will continue to be absorbed within available resources to
the extent possible. There will, however, be a continuing attendant cost for travel

estimated at SUS 20,000 annually.

Summary,

The total annual cost of the additional resource retirements is estimated at

$US 3,500, ^^ at current prices,

3. conference oLJlisters resolution 422M on the United Nations Transport

and Communications Decade in Africa

The resolution, inter alia, endorses the decision of the second Conference of
African Ministers of Transport, Communications and Planning, authorizing the

Executive Secretary to organize technical consultative meetings between member

States and African intergovernmental organizations,

- On roads, air transport, telecommunications and postal services for the

West African subregion;

- On roads and inland waterways for Central African subregion;

- On maritime transport and ports for countries members of the Conference of
Ministers responsible for maritime transport in the West and Central

African subregions.

The resolution further requests the Executive Secretary, in collaboration
with the Secretary-General of OAU, to embark as early as possible on the prepara

tion of the Plan of Action for the second phase of the Decade,
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The resolution requests the SecretarjMSeneral of the United nations to provide

the Commission with the neoessaiy resources to enable it to discharge effectively
its mandate as the lead agency for the implementation of the programme of the United
Nations Tra sport and Communications Decade in Africa,

The financial implications of HCA's role as lead agency for the implementation

of the United Nations Transport and Communications Decade are as follows:

W Strengthening of the Transport t flftfwnnTH nations and Tourism Division

It will be necessary to provide the Transport, Communications and Tourism
Division with two additional posts:

One P^4 Transport economist;

One P^4 Financial analyst.

The financial analyst will perform the following duties

- Collect and analyse data concerning the financing of projects included in

the Decade programme, assist in preparation of finanoial aspects of papers

and reports for meetings and conferences on the Decade and for discussions

with donors, prepare briefing papers and examine draft reports prepared by

short-term consultants on all financial aspects of projects to be included

in the second phase of the Decade, and undertake other activities as may be

required for the preparation and implementation of the Decade programme*

The transport economist will perform the following duties:

- Collect and analyse data concerning the implementation of projects included

in the Decade programme, assist in preparation of papers and reports for

meetings, conferences and discussions with donors, prepare briefing papers

and examine draft reports prepared by short-term consultants, in particular

to ensure a balaced approaoh to the development of various transport modes,

on a national, subregional and regional basis.

(b) Co-ordination Unit for the Transport and Communications Decade

The UHDP project RAF/80/42 provided financing for the oreation and functioning

of an Co-ordination Unit at the BCA level to ensure follow-up action in the promotion

and search for financing for Decade projects and in promoting awareness of the Decade

strategy and programme including the establishment of an information machinery and

the organization of technical consultative meetings with potential donors and groups

of beneficiary countries*
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To maintain the Co-ordination Unit in operation for the five-year period
1Q82-1Q86, the follow** international staff is retired to continue their activitiess
Coordinator, deputy coordinator in the field of transport, deputy coordinator in
the field of communications and consultants to assist the project staff in all

transport and communication subsectors.

The total cost of operating the Coordination Unit during five years is

A detailed description of the project as well as cost ^ ^ j
in the project document submitted to UKDP covering the amount of *US 3,000,000 for

financing the operations of the Co-ordination Unit.

Additional financing required: &US 500,000,

Preparation of the programme for the second phase of the Transport and

Communications Decade

The aim of this project is to identify and formulate national and multinational

projects which should be included in the second phase of the Decade, including

descriptions of identified projeots and cost estimates.

To this end a team of consultants will be recruited, in all modes of transport
and means of communications. The team will visit all African countries, and prepare
a report on the situation and needs in transport and communications and a programme

of action for the second phase consisting of a list of projects to be implemented

during the second phase of the Decade,

The total cost of the project including consultants, travel preparation of

reports, translation,etc. is $US 1,500,000.

A detailed description of the project and cost estimates are given in the

project document submitted to UHDP0

UMDP is expected to provide $US 1,000,000 for the project.

Additional financing retired is SUS 500,000.
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M2ET1NGS OF SUBSIDIARY BODIES

HELD LURING THE PERIOD UNDER REVIEW

Body and officers Meetings or session Document symbol

Conference of African Ministers

of Social Affairs

Chairman:

Mr. Kassa Kebede (Ethiopia)

Rapporteurs

Mrs. Antoinette Oliviera (Gabon)

Conference of Ministers

of Transport, Communications
and Planning

Chairman t

W» Yusuf Ahmed (Ethiopia)

Rapporteur;

Mr. Amadou Lamine Ba (Senegal)

Second meeting of the Technical

Preparatory Committee of the

Whole

Chairman:

W» David A.B. Minah (Sierra Leone)

rapporteurs

M% J,K. Mollo (Lesotho)

Addis Ababa (Ethiopia)
8-10 October 1980

Addis Ababa (Ethiopia)

16 - 18 March I98I

Freetown (Sierra Leone)
24 March - 2 April 1981

E/CN. U/785

E/CNo14/812

E/CN.14/TFCT.II/28
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E/CN.14/782

E/CN.14/783 and

Rev.l

E/CN.14/784

E/CN.14/785

E/CN.14/786

E/CN.14/787

E/CN.14/788

E/CN.14/789

E/CN.14/790

E/CN.14/791 and
Corr.l

E/CN.14/792

E/CN.14/793

E/CN.14/794 and

Add.l

E/CN.14/795

E/CN.14/796

E/CN.14/797

ANNEX III

LIST OF DOCUMENTS

Report of the second meeting of the Intergovernmental
Regional Committee on Human Settlements

Provisional agenda of the sixteenth session/seventh
meeting of the Conference of Ministers

Report of the Seminar for Lawyers on Development of

Environmental Protection Legislation in the ECA Region

Report of the third Conference of African Ministers of
Social Affairs

Report of the Regional Seminar on the International
Year of the Disabled Persons (IYDP)

The World Conference of the United Nations Decade for
Women

Operational support to the statistical training prog
ramme for Africa 1981-1985

Pan-African Documentation and Information System (PADIS)

Programme of work and priorities for 1982-1983

United Nations Trust Fund for African Development;
Progress report on pledges and payments by member
States, project implementation and expenditures,
1977-1980

Progress report on the African Institute for Higher
Technical Training and Research, Nairobi

Report of the Inaugural Conference of the Chief Execu
tive of ECA-Sponsored Regional and Subregional
Institutions

Staff and administrative questions

Draft Convention on the Law of the Sea

United Nations Trust Fund for African Development -
Third Pledging Conference

Assessment of the eleventh special session and of the

thirty-fifth regular session of the United Nations
General Assembly from the point of view of the
African region
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E/CN.14/798

E/CN.14/799

E/CN.14/800

E/CN.14/801

E/CN.14/802

E/CN.14/803

E/CN.14/804

E/CN.14/805

E/CN.14/806

E/CN.14/807

E/CN.14/808

E/CN.14/809

E/CN.14/810

E/CN.14/811

E/CN.14/812

E/CN.14/813

Biennial Report of the Executive Secretary 1979-1980

New and renewable sources of energy in Africa

Report of the Regional Preparatory Meeting on New and

Renewable Sources of Energy

Implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action - Some

proposals and recommendations for the guidance of

member States by the ECA secretariat

Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa

1979-1980

Operational Plan for the Implementation of the Vienna

Programme of Action

Final report of the Regional Conference of the Develop

ment and Utilization of Mineral Resources in Africa

UNDP regional programme for Africa

Draft medium-term plan for the period 1984-1989

The public sector and the implementation of the Lagos

Plan of Action

Nairobi recommendations for a programme of technical

co-operation among African countries

Report of the second meeting of the Africa Regional

co-ordinating Committee for the Integration of

Women in Development

Progress report on preparations for the first meeting

of the ECA Conference of Ministers of the African

Least Developed. Countries (27-31 July 1981) and the

United Nations Conference on the Least Developed

Countries (1-14 September 1981)

Development and international economic co-operatior

Report of the second Conference of Ministers of

Transport, Communications and Planning

Report of the second meeting of the Technical Prepara

tory Committee of the Whole




